
ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

ITS Section 3.8: Electrical Power Systems 

NUREG LCO 3.8.1 .c, NUREG 3.8.1 Condition F, & NUREG SR 3.8.1.11, 
[3..-01 SR 3.8.1.18, SR 3.8.1.19 and NUREG 3.8.2 LCO Bases - The automatic load 

sequencing design for this unit is provided by individual timers in the circuitry for each 
component which are initiated by a loss of power, and subsequent restoration of power, 
to the circuit. The design does not include an overall "train" sequencer which controls 
all loading to the diesel generator or engineered safety features bus. Therefore, there is 
no need to separately identify this component in LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2 Bases, nor 
in a separate Condition if inoperable (NUREG 3.8.1 Condition F). Additionally, the 
diesel generator may be directly, adversely affected by an inoperable sequencing timer.  
Therefore, the sequencing timers are addressed with operability of the diesel 
generators. Statement are added to the 3.8.1 Bases LCO discussion and the Bases for 
NUREG SRs 3.8.1.11 and 3.8.1.19 to clarify the operability requirements of the diesel 
generators with respect to these sequencing timers. If the time delays between loads 
are degraded, two or more loads are added at insufficient intervals, the associated 
diesel generator is declared inoperable. However, if a relay fails to start a load, then 
the individual component that was not started is declared inoperable and the 
appropriate Conditions for that component are entered. This is consistent with the 
interpretation of the current license basis.  

2 NLJREG LCO 3.8.1, Required Action A.3, second Completion Time, and Required 
Action B.4 Completion Times - The CTS 3.7.2.C Completion Time of 7 days for the 
diesel generators (DGs) is retained. Similarly, the overall Completion Time for "failure 
to meet the LCO" is extended to 10 days. The overall Completion Time is the additive 
time for an inoperable DG and an inoperable offsite feed as though they occur back-to
back. The 7 day Completion Time has been previously found acceptable and the plant 
specific risk assessment has not identified the allowed outage time for the AC Sources 
to represent an unacceptable risk. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

3 NUREG SR3.8.1.2, SR3.8.1.2, Notes 1 &3, SR3.8.1.3, Note4, and SR3.8.1.7 
The diesel generator design does not provide for gradual acceleration. Consequently, 
all starts are fast starts and subject to the 15 second acceptance criteria. Therefore, 
SR 3.8.1.2 is revised to be equivalent to NUREG SR 3.8.1.7, and SR 3.8.1.7 and the 
Notes related to use of SR 3.8.1.7 are unnecessary. These changes are consistent with 
current license basis.  

Further, NIJREG SR 3.8.1.2, Note 1 would be inconsistent with the remainder of the 
NUREG. Any test which satisfies the requirements of another test may be credited to 
satisfy both. This is standard practice and fully satisfies the requirements without 
specific identification. A specific note here would present confusion for other SRs 
which may be satisfied by alternate testing but for which the specific SR does not 
contain a similar note. This change incorporates TSTF-253.  

4 NUREG SR 3.8.1.2 & SR 3.8.1.3 Frequency, & Table 3.8.1-1 - The variable DG test 
Frequency requirements are not included per Generic Letter 94-01. Implementation of 
the provisions of the maintenance rule for the DGs, including the applicable regulatory 
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guidance, provides the program to assure DG reliability and performance. Further, a 
monthly Frequency is consistent with CTS SR 4.6.1.1. This change is consistent with 
current license basis.  

5 Not used.  

. 6 NUREG SR 3.8.1.4, 3.8.1.5, & SR 3.8.1.6 - The design of the DG fuel oil system 
includes an engine mounted day tank; but not a day tank separate from the engine 
mounted tank. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

. 7 NUREG SR 3.8.1.11, Note 2, SR 3.8.1.19, Note 2, SR3.8.4.7, Note 2, & SR 3.8.4.8, 

Note - The requirement to restrict the performance of this SR from MODES 1 and 2 
(or MODES 1 through 4, as appropriate for the respective SRs) is not included since 
such a restriction is inconsistent with the remainder of the NUREG and is unnecessary.  
The NRC Staff has previously concluded (see Generic Letter 91-04) that the TS need 
not restrict surveillances as only being performed during shutdown. Administrative 
controls and risk insights have, to-date, provided adequate restriction such that when 
surveillances are performed during power operation, proper regard is considered for 
their effect on the safe operation of the plant. If the performance of a surveillance 
during plant operation would adversely affect safety, EOI/ANO-1 has postponed, and 
will continue to postpone, the surveillance until the unit is in a condition or mode that is 
consistent with the safe conduct of that surveillance. This requirement has been 
adequately performed under administrative control in the past (i.e., it is not in the 
current TS) and is proposed to continue to be administratively controlled. This is 
consistent with current license basis.  

8 NUREG SR 3.8.1.8, Note, SR 3.8.1.11, Note 2, SR 3.8.1.19, Note 2, SR 3.8.4.7, 
Note 2, & SR 3.8.4.8, Note - Incorporated TSTF-008, Rev 2.  

9 NUREG SR 3.8.1.9 and SR 3.8.1.10 - These SRs for testing full and partial load 
rejection capability of the DGs are not adopted. Failure of one DG is assumed to occur 
during a design basis accident without specifying the mechanism for the failure. While 
capability to operate following these events (i.e., DG load rejection) is desirable, it is 
not required by the safety analysis. Both DGs are prohibited from being placed in 

S2parallel with the offsite power source simultaneously by station procedures. Therefore, 
it is not possible for both DGs to be lost due to a load rejection event. Further, such 
surveillance requirements do not exist in the CTS. Since the SRs are not part of the 
current license basis and the loss of both DGs due to a load rejection event is prohibited 
by requirements contained within station procedures, it is acceptable to not adopt these 
additional requirements. Nevertheless, ANO- 1 performs a load rejection test in 
accordance with industry guidelines that meets the requirements of Regulatory 
Guide 1.108. However, performance of such is not required from a safety analysis 
perspective. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

10 NUREG SR 3.8.1.12 & SR 3.8.1.20 - SR 3.8.1.12 is not included since it does not 
confirm the capability of the tested components to perform any function required or 

1 assumed by the safety analysis. The auto start initiated by a ESAS signal is intended to 
[.8.-23
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prepare the DG for loading should a loss of power subsequently occur. Without the 
ESAS start, the DG loading may be delayed for up to an additional 12 seconds.  
However, the safety analysis assumes DG start on undervoltage and does not credit the 
possibility that the DG may already be running when the undervoltage occurs. In 
addition, the SR does not result in load sequencing and since the ESAS start ciruitry 
does not affect the undervoltage start circuitry, no safety value is obtained from 
performance of this SR. As such, it is not appropriate for a TS requirement. The 
safety analysis assumes/requires loading of the DG only following a loss of offsite 
power. If offsite power is available, it is utilized, and if it is lost, the DG is started and 
loaded as tested by proposed SR 3.8.1.8 or SR 3.8.1.9. Therefore, the ESAS start of 
the DG is not utilized by the safety analysis. This change is consistent with the current 
license basis.  

SR 3.8.1.20 is not adopted since it confirms only that the unit design controls have 
been appropriately implemented. Such special post-modification testing is not typical 
for inclusion in the Technical Specifications and is not proposed to be incorporated. A 
similar SR is likewise not included in the CTS. It is unlikely that past modifications 
preventing a simultaneous start of both DGs since the DGs are redundant components 
and do not share same train electronic or fluid support components. The design and 
configuration controls for the unit have been adequately confirmed through post
modification testing and will continue to be confirmed in this manner. Since a similar 
requirement is not found in the CTS and since plant modifications are adequately 
controlled within station programs and procedures, SR 3.8.1.20 is not adopted. This 
change is consistent with the current license basis.  

11 NUREG SR 3.8.1.13 - The ANO-1 design does not include automatic bypassing of the 
emergency diesel generator trips during emergency operation following an engineered 
safeguards actuation signal. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

3 12 NUREG 3.8.2 - NIREG SR 3.8.2.1 and the associated Bases are revised to reflect 
specific changes made to the list of referenced SRs. The body of SR 3.8.2.1 has been 
revised to include ITS SRs 3.8.1.4, 3.8.1.7, 3.8.1.8, and 3.8.1.9 (NUREG SRs 3.8.1.4, 
3.8.1.8, 3.8.1.11, and 3.8.1.19, respectively) as those SRs that are exempted in 
MODES 5 and 6. ITS SR 3.8.1.4 requires a verification of the diesel generator fuel oil 
day tank level. The purpose of this level are to provide additional volume to allow, in 
conjunction with the volume contained in the fuel oil storage tanks, for a seven day 
supply of fuel oil on site. In MODES 5 and 6, the loads experienced by the diesel 
should be much lower than the loads the diesel would experience if loaded with full 
emergency loads in response to an accident from 100% power that assumes a loss of 
offsite power. Since the loading of the diesel generator is expected to be lower in 
MODE 5 and 6, if required to run, the 160 gallons of fuel oil contributed by the diesel 
day tank should not be required to contribute to a seven day supply of fuel oil.  

ITS SRs 3.8.1.8 and 3.8.1.9 are not applicable since they test the response to ESAS 
signals which are not required to be OPERABLE in shutdown MODES. ITS SR 
3.8.1.7 is not applicable since only one offsite AC source is required to be Operable by
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LCO 3.8.2. Therefore, require an auto-transfer capability is not necessary since there 
may be no other source to transfer the loads to.  

Although the CTS does not contain explicit requirements for electrical systems in 
MODES 5 and 6, these changes are consistent with ANO's interpretation of the current 
license basis.  

The ITS SR 3.8.2.1 Bases have been revised to reflect the changes in the SR. In 
addition, information has been added to further clarify the applicability of the ITS 3.8.1 
SRs in MODES 5 and 6.  

13 NUREG 3.8.4, Condition A, NUREG 3.8.9, Conditions B and C, and NUREG 3.8.7 
Bases - The NUREG 3.8.4 and 3.8.9 Conditions are revised to retain the CTS 3.7.3 
allowed time for continued operation with an inoperable battery, battery charger, or 
DC electrical power distribution subsystem. As long as there is no "loss of function" 
identified, the CTS time frame of 8 hours has been previously determined to be 
acceptable and the plant specific risk assessment has not identified the allowed outage 
time for the DC Sources to represent an unacceptable risk. The "loss of function" will 
continue to be determined in accordance with the SFDP and if identified, appropriate 
actions will be taken in accordance with the Specification for the lost function.  
NIJREG LCO 3.8.9, Condition B is also revised to allow 8 hours for one 120 VAC 
vital bus electrical power distribution subsystem inoperable. This time period is 
consistent with the proposed ITS 3.8.9 Condition A and C Completion Times for an 
AC or DC subsystem inoperability. The Bases provided for a 2 hour Completion Time 
also support an 8 hour Completion Time. The NUREG 3.8.7 Bases were revised to 
incorporate reference to the correct Completion Time. These changes are consistent 
with current license basis.

NUREG 3.8.4 and 3.8.5 - NI.REG SR 3.8.4.2, SR 3.8.4.3, SR 3.8.4.4, and SR 3.8.4.5 
are not proposed to be adopted. NUREG SR 3.8.4.2, SR 3.8.4.3 and SR 3.8.4.4 are 
omitted since visible corrosion does not necessarily mean the battery is inoperable (as 
indicated in the Bases for NUREG SR 3.8.4.4). Also, the bracketed values of 
resistance specified in the NUREG are vendor recommended values; that is, values at 
which some action should be taken, not necessarily when the OPERABILITY of the 
battery is in question. Therefore, NUREG SR 3.8.4.5 is also proposed to be omitted.  
The safety analyses do not assume a specific battery resistance value, but typically 
assume the batteries will supply adequate power. Therefore, the key issue is the overall 
battery resistance. Between surveillances, the resistance of each connection varies 
independently from all the others. Some of these connection resistances may be higher 
or lower than others, and the battery may still be able to perform its function and 
should not be considered inoperable solely because one connector's resistance is high.  
Overall resistance is a direct impact on OPERABILITY, however, it is adequately 
determined as acceptable through completion of the battery service and discharge tests.  
Finally, acceptable resistance is currently determined through the battery service and 
discharge tests since the CTS does not include a surveillance equivalent to NUREG 
SR 3.8.4.2, SR 3.8.4.3, SR 3.8.4.4, and SR 3.8.4.5. Similarly, visual indication of 
physical damage or abnormal deterioration is cause for investigation, but does not
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necessarily mean that the battery could not perform its function if called upon. Such 
indication would be documented under the station's condition reporting program and 
evaluated consistent with the extent of the damage or deterioration.  

By letter dated April 9, 1999, and supplemented by letter dated July 29, 1999, ANO 
proposed changes to the Surveillance Requirements (SRs) associated with the DC 
Sources. The proposed changes used NUREG-1430 as a template for the new SRs.  
These proposed SRs were approved by the NRC as Amendment 200, dated September 
14, 1999. Although NUREG-1430 was used as the guidance document for the 
incorporation of the DC Source SRs, the NRC staff did not require the incorporation of 
these specific NUREG SRs. Although not required by the CTS, these SRs are 
performed under the ANO battery maintenance program, consistent with the 
requirements contained in WEEE 450 - 1995.  

15 NUREG SR 3.8.1.14, SR 3.8.1.15, and SR 3.8.1.16 - These SRs for testing a twenty
four hour run, hot restart capability, and synchronization capability of the DGs are not 

SIadopted. Critical criteria for DG operability is satisfactorily demonstrated by the one 
hour run which allows the DG to reach a stable engine temperature. However, 
operation beyond this time frame may provide information with regard to the DGs 
capability to perform for long periods as designed. ANO- 1 currently performs a 
24-hour test consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.108 requirements and will continue to 
do so. Nevertheless, since this test is not intended for critical data collection and 
verification associated with DG operability and the test is not included in the CTS, 
SR 3.8.1.14 is not adopted within the ITS.  

The hot restart capability is considered to be a requirement beyond the current licensing 
basis. Although this function is likewise performed at ANO-1, it is not required by the 
safety analysis. By letter dated June 3, 1977 (1CNA067708) the NRC requested that 
ANO apply for an amendment to incorporate comparable technical specifications to 
those presented in the letter. These included at least once per 18 months simulating a 
loss of offsite power in conjunction with a safety injection actuation test signal, and: 

1) verifying de-energization of the emergency busses and load shedding from the 
emergency buses, 

2) Verifying the diesel starts from ambient condition on the auto-start signal, 
energizes the emergency busses with permanently connected loads, energizes 
the auto-connected emergency loads through the load sequencer and operates 
for _ 5 minutes while its generator is loaded with the emergency loads, and 

3) Verifying that on diesel generator trip, the loads are shed from the emergency 
busses and the diesel re-starts on the auto-start signal, the emergency busses are 
energized with permanently connected loads, the auto-connected emergency 
loads are energized through the load sequencer and the diesel operates for > 5 
minutes while its generator is loaded with the emergency loads.  

Item 3 did involve a hot restart. However, in a letter dated December 17, 1979 
(1CNA127919), which approved modifications needed to respond to the June 3, 1977 
letter, the Staff required that the Technical Specifications to be submitted should 
address testing of the emergency power system using the following steps:
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1) Simulating a loss of off-site power, 
2) Simulating a loss of off-site power in conjunction with an ESF signal, and 
3) Simulating interruption of off-site power and subsequent reconnection of the 

onsite power source to their respective buses.  

The technical specifications approved by the Staff in Amendment 60, dated October 23, 
1981, required a test to be conducted once every 18 months to demonstrate the ability 
of the diesel generators to perform as designed by: 

1) simulating a loss of off-site power, 
2) simulating a loss of off-site power in conjunction with an ESF signal, 
3) simulating interruption of off-site power and subsequent reconnection of the 

on-site power source to their respective busses, and 
4) operating the diesel generator for > 1 hour after operating temperatures have 

stabilized.  

The new requirements were, therefore, approved by the NRC without the inclusion of a 
hot restart test. Since this test is not contained in the CTS and is not required by the 
current license basis, SR 3.8.1.15 is not adopted.  

SR 3.8.1.16 acts to verify that the sync-check relay associated with the offsite power 
source breaker feeding the associated vital bus is Operable. Synchronization with the 
offsite power source has no impact on DG operation since the DG continues to carry 
the bus load after parallelling with offsite power. Once the offsite power source is 
connected, the DG must be manually unloaded from supplying power to the bus. In 
addition, the safety analysis does not require that loads be transferred back to offsite 
power. Further, this surveillance requirement does not exist in the CTS. Therefore, 
since the safety analysis does not require operation of the offsite power source bus 
breaker sync-check relay and no current requirement exists in the CTS, SR 3.8.1.16 
will not be adopted. This change is consistent with the current license basis.  

16 Not used.  

3.8.8-01: 17 Not used.  

18 Not used.  

19 NUJREG 3.8.4 - The NUREG SR 3.8.4.7 Note 1 restriction to use the substitution of 
the modified performance discharge test for the service test only "once per 60 months" 
is not adopted. As indicated in the Bases, the modified performance discharge test is 
required to envelope the duty cycle of the service test. It is therefore, a conservative 
test and should be allowed at any time. Further, IEEE-450, on which the service test 
and substitution of a modified performance discharge test are based, contains no such 
limitation. Finally, the CTS for ANO-1 does not contain this limitation, nor the 
limitation for use of a "modified" performance discharge test. This change is consistent 
with current license basis.
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38WI-19, 20 The deletion of NUREG SR 3.8.3.6 is consistent with Generic Traveler TSTF-002, 
3831 Rev. 1.  

21 NUREG SR 3.8.1.17 - The design of the diesel generator logic does not include an 
ESAS override of the test mode as described in this SR. As such, a similar SR is not 
included in the CTS and is not proposed to be included in the ITS. This change is 
consistent with current license basis.  

22 NUREG 3.8.6 - The LCO is revised to omit the "Train A and Train B" terminology 
which is not used, with respect to batteries, at ANO- 1. This change is administrative in 
that the Bases are adequate to describe the batteries to which the LCO is applicable.  

23 NUREG SR 3.8.1.11 and SR 3.8.1.19 - The details of the acceptance criteria for these 
SRs are revised to match CTS 4.6.1.2 acceptance criteria of "demonstrate the ability of 
the DGs to perform as designed" for a loss of offsite power and for a loss of offsite 
power in conjunction with an ES signal, and to be consistent with the changes made to 
NUREG SR 3.8.1.2. Steady state voltage and frequency requirements are not included 
in the current licensing basis (see DOD 40). This change is consistent with CTS.  

24 Not used.  

25 NUREG LCO 3.8.3 - The lube oil requirements are not included in this Specification 
since the design does not provide for a measurable indication of the amount of lube oil 
available. The design provides only a dip stick which indicates "sufficient" lube oil 
available, i.e., above the minimum mark. When lube oil is below the maximum, but 
above the minimum, action is initiated to add lube oil to the system. Thus, sufficient 
lube oil is always available. The administrative controls and maintenance practices 
have, to-date, provided adequate restriction such that when surveillances are 
performed, proper regard is considered for their effect on the safe operation of the 
plant. If the lube oil is below the minimum mark, the DG is considered inoperable and 
if the lube oil is between the maximum and minimum marks, prompt actions is initiated 
to restore the lube oil level. These administrative controls will continue to be imposed, 
and this requirement, which is not in the CTS, is proposed to continue to be 
administratively controlled. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

26 NUREG Bases - This change is editorial in nature and incorporated only to provide 
nomenclature consistent with that used in other plant related documents.  

27 NUREG Bases - This change provides plant specific revisions to discussions of design, 
analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures.  
B 3.8.1 BACKGROUND - Added discussion of DG "intended service" rating, moved 
information regarding definition of an offsite circuit to the LCO section, and deleted 
incorrect information regarding the capability of the offsite circuit transformers.  
B 3.8.1 BACKGROUND, LCO & NUREG SR 3.8.1.8- Revised discussion of 
offsite circuits design.
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B 3.8.1 LCO - Revised offsite circuits automatic transfer design discussion since only 
one circuit is normally available for automatic transfer, and neither circuit is the normal 
ESF bus power source. The normal power source is the unit auxiliary transformer, and 
startup transformer No. 2 is normally unavailable for automatic transfer.  
B 3.8.1 ACTIONS - Removed references to non-applicable guidance documents.  
These guidance documents were not used in the development of the original 
surveillance requirements, and are not applicable to the proposed SRs.  
B 3.8.1 ACTIONS A.1, A.2, B.1, B.2, C.1 and C.2 - The turbine driven emergency 
feedwater (EFW) pump is redundant to the motor driven pump. There are only two 
EFW pumps.  
B 3.8.1 Required Actions A.1 & B.1 - Added missing Completion Time Bases.  
B 3.8.1 Required Action A.2 - Clarified (consistent with the Required Action 
presentation) that the Required Action applies to conditions when offsite power is not 
"available to supply." The ANO-1 design is such that offsite power is not normally 
connected, but available for automatic transfer to the ES buses.  
B 3.8.1 Required Actions D.1 & D.2 - Omitted discussion of susceptibility to a single 
failure that is not be true for some situations that would result in entry into this 
condition.  
B 3.8.1 SRs - Removed references to non-applicable guidance documents. These 
guidance documents were not used in the development of the original surveillance 
requirements, and are not applicable to the proposed SRs.  
NUREG SR 3.8.1.2, SR 3.8.1.11, & SR 3.8.1.19 Bases - The DG engine coolant is 
not a forced circulation while the engine is not running; natural circulation provides the 
cooling.  
NUREG SR 3.8.1.3 Bases - The discussions of DG power factors omitted since these 
are not included in the SR or in the CTS.  
NUREG SR 3.8.1.4 Bases - The DG fuel oil day tank volume discussion is revised as 
appropriate to reflect unit specific design. SAR Section 8.3.1.1.7.2 provides the basis 
for this requirement.  
NUREG SR 3.8.1.6 (ITS SR 3.8.1.6) Bases - The SR and Bases are revised to omit 
discussion of automatic fuel oil transfer. Control room alarms provide indication of potential fuel oil system problems that could affect the operation of the diesel 
generators. Automatic operation of the diesel fuel oil transfer system is not credited in 
the accident analyses discussed in Section 14 of the SAR. This change is consistent 
with the ANO- 1 current license basis.  
NUREG SR 3.8.1.8 (ITS SR 3.8.1.7) Bases - The Frequency discussion is revised to 
match the DG testing Frequency.  
NUREG SR 3.8.1.11 (ITS SR 3.8.1.8) Bases - The loss of offsite power testing is 
revised to reflect unit specific design.  
NUREG SR 3.8.1.19 (ITS SR 3.8.1.9) Bases - Discussion of Regulatory Guide 

SIrevised so that the recommendations are not stated to be "requirements" since 
Regulatory Guides are not requirements, but rather provide only guidance on an 
acceptable method to implement the requirements.  
NUREG SR 3.8.1.19 (ITS SR 3.8.1.9) Bases - The loss of offsite power testing in 
conjunction with an ES signal is revised to reflect unit specific operating restrictions 
necessary to preserve decay heat removal during the conduct of the surveillance.
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S28 NUREG Bases - This change provides plant specific revisions to discussions of 

design, analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures.  
B 3.8.2 APPLICABILITY and ACTION A.2.2 - Provided clarification that 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies may occur in either the reactor building or the 
fuel handling area.  
B 3.8.2 APPLICABILITY - Revised discussion to provide assurance that adequate 
decay heat removal is available for the irradiated fuel assemblies in the core. Coolant 
inventory makeup can be considered as a form of decay heat removal. This change 
provides a more encompassing statement. This is consistent with the requirements for 
component operability in MODES 5 and 6, as required by other LCOs in the ITS.  

29 NUREG Bases - This change provides plant specific revisions to discussions of design, 
analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures.  
B 3.8.3 BACKGROUND, LCO, ACTION A.1 & NUREG SR 3.8.3.1 - The DG 
fuel oil storage tank volume is sufficient for 3.5 days of operation at full load.  
B 3.8.3 BACKGROUND - The DG fuel oil system description is revised to reflect the 
interconnections of storage tanks and day tanks.  
B 3.8.3 BACKGROUND, ACTIONS and SRs - Removed references to non
applicable guidance documents. These guidance documents were not used in the 
development of the original surveillance requirements, and are not applicable to the 
proposed SRs.  
B 3.8.3 BACKGROUND & NUREG SR 3.8.3.3 - The DG fuel oil properties 
discussion is revised for consistency with the ANO-specific design of the fuel oil 
storage system.  
SR 3.8.3.1 Bases - The fuel oil storage tank volume discussion is revised as 
appropriate to reflect unit specific design. SAR Section 8.3.1.1.7.2 provides the basis 
for this requirement.  
SR 3.8.3.4 Bases - The discussion of the DG air start system Surveillance is revised to 
delete bracketed information. This information adds nothing to clarify the Surveillance 
requirement. The SR ensures sufficient capacity for the required number of air starts 
by ensuring the pressure is above a minimum necessary for the five starts.  
B 3.8.3 APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES - Revised to refer to the Applicable 
Safety Analyses for LCO 3.8.1.  

30 NUREG Bases - This change provides plant specific revisions to discussions of design, 
analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures.  
B 3.8.4 BACKGROUND & LCO - The Battery System description is revised to 
reflect plant design and nomenclature and eliminate non-applicable discussions.  
B 3.8.4 BACKGROUND, ACTIONS and SRs - Removed references to non
applicable guidance documents. These guidance documents were not used in the 
development of the original surveillance requirements, and are not applicable to the 
proposed SRs 

S0SR 3.8.4.7 and SR 3.8.4.8 Bases - Revised to delete a statement that the performance 
discharge test is normally performed in an as found condition and added a statement 
that the modified performance discharge test is performed as found. IEEE-450 
requires tests that verify that that the battery meets the design requirements of the 
system to which it is connected be performed "as found" (Section 5.c). The test that
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satisfies this requirement is the service test (Section 5.3). The performance discharge 
test is a test of battery capacity, not a test of battery capability to meet the design 
requirements of the system (Section 5.2). Therefore, IEEE-450 does not require the 
performance discharge test to be performed in the "as found" condition. In addition, in 
order to have a consistent basis for trending the results of performance discharge tests, 
they must be performed from a fully charged state. This usually requires that the 
battery be placed on an equalize charge for a short period of time just prior to the start 
of the test. This is consistent with the current license basis implemented in Amendment 
200. Since the modified performance discharge test may be used in lieu of the service 
test, a statement has been added to the ITS SR 3.8.4.2 Bases that states that this test is 
performed "as found" Since the ITS SR 3.8.4.3 Bases refer to the ITS SR 3.8.4.2 
Bases for the description of the modified performance discharge test, this provides 
assurance that the appropriate as found testing will occur.  
B 3.8.4 ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 & NUREG SR 3.8.4.7 - Removed references to non
applicable guidance documents. These guidance documents were not used in the 
development of the original surveillance requirements, and are not applicable to the 
proposed SRs.  
SR 3.8.4.8 Bases - The definition of battery degradation is revised from > 10% to 
> 10% to be consistent with IEEE-450, 1995.  

3.-02, SR Table 3.8.6-1 Bases - Category A, B, and C discussions of Specific gravity have 
3.8.6-03 been revised to reflect the manufacturer's recommendations for the ANO-1 batteries.  

Fs-oi B 3.8.5 LCO - The battery system description is revised to reflect plant design and 
nomenclature.  
B 3.8.5 APPLICABILITY and ACTION A.2.2 - Provided clarification that 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies may occur in either the reactor building or the 
fuel handling area.  
B 3.8.6 APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS - unit specific nomenclature and 
references provided.  
B 3.8.6 SURVEILLANCE REQUIJREMENTS - Battery parameters were revised to 
reflect plant procedure acceptance criteria.  

31 NUREG Bases - This change provides plant specific revisions to discussions of design, 
analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures.  
B 3.8.7 BACKGROUND, LCO - The Inverter description is revised to reflect plant 
design and nomenclature.  
B 3.8.7 Action A.1 - The discussion of the Required Action has been revised to 
recognize that with the automatic transfer to the alternate AC source, that the 
associated vital 120 VAC bus remains Operable. This reflects the ANO- 1 plant specific 
design.  

SiB 3.8.8 APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, and LCO - The descriptions of the 
inverters are revised to reflect plant design and nomenclature.  
B 3.8.8 - SR 3.8.8.1 Bases has been revised to reflect that the design of the ANO-1 
inverters does not include a frequency readout.  
B 3.8.8 APPLICABILITY and ACTION A.2.2 - Provided clarification that 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies may occur in either the reactor building or the 
fuel handling area.
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32 NUREG Bases - This change provides plant specific revisions to discussions of design, 
analysis, reference documents, or operational parameters or procedures.  
B 3.8.9 BACKGROUND, LCO, ACTIONS B.1 & C.1, & Table B 3.8.9-1 - The 
distribution system description is revised to reflect plant design and nomenclature.  

9 B 3.8.9 BACKGROUND, LCO, ACTION A.1, & Table B 3.8.9-1 - The 
distribution system is revised to delete reference to distribution panels with respect to 
the AC electrical power subsystem. The distribution panels referred to in the Bases for 
Required Action A. 1 are distribution panels associated with the ES electrical 
subsystem. The CTS 3.7.1 .B requirements define the required distribution systems as 
consisting of 4160 V switchgear, 480 V load centers, 480 V motor control centers, and 
120 V AC distribution panels in both of the ESAS distribution systems.  
Amendment 176, dated February 17, 1995, included a revision to CTS 3.7. 1.B that 
added the requirement that the 120 V AC distribution panels be Operable. Both the 
letter requesting the change, dated August 30, 1994, and the Safety Evaluation 
associated with Amendment 176 state that CTS 3.7.1 .B applies to the vital 120 VAC 
distribution panels. Therefore, other specific distribution panels that are not classified 
as 120 VAC vital distribution panels are not included in the ANO-1 ITS. This change 
is consistent with the current license basis.  

30B 3.8.9 BACKGROUND, LCO - The description of the 120 VAC vital distribution 
system has been revised to reflect the description provided in SAR Section 8.3.1.1.6.  
The ANO-1 120 VAC vital distribution system nomenclature refers to 'distribution 
panels' but does not use the term 'bus.' This change maintains plant specific 
terminology.  

EB 3.8.10 APPLICABILITY and ACTION A.2.2 - Provided clarification that 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies may occur in either the reactor building or the 
fuel handling area.  

3.8.109, 33 NUREG 3.8.1, 3.8.4, 3.8.6, 3.8.7, and 3.8.9 Bases, Applicable Safety Analysis 
3.8.4-05, 
3. 8.6-01, revised inaccurate statement of analysis assumptions. The implication of the statement 
3.8.7-03, being revised is that a single failure is always assumed and that a loss of offsite power is 
3.8.9-07 

required to be applied to all accidents. There are accidents that do not assume a loss of 
offsite power in the ANO- 1 SAR. There are also accidents in the ANO- 1 SAR that do 
not assume a single failure. Correction of the inaccurate statement has no impact on 
the remainder of the Bases.  

3 34 NUREG Bases - The discussion related to Condition A has been revised to delete a 
discussion of a reduction of level caused by feed and bleed operations that may be 
required due to increasing particulates or other fuel oil quality degradations. The ANO 
fuel oil system is designed such that batch feed and bleeds, that would reduce fuel oil 
inventory below the minimum LCO required level, are not required. The ANO system 
design allows filtration of the fuel oil storage tank contents while continuously making 
up from the bulk storage tank. Therefore, the information on batch feed and bleeds is 
deleted as not applicable to ANO-1.  

35 NUREG LCO 3.8.9 Condition B - This Condition and the Required Action are revised 
from an individual bus basis to a subsystem basis. The LCO is written on a subsystem 
basis because the redundancy is provided on a subsystem basis. Each subsystem
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contains two 120 V AC vital buses, but even with the loss of both of the buses in one 
subsystem, the other subsystem is adequate to provide for safe shutdown. A subsystem 
basis is also consistent with the Bases description of the need for the Required Action.  

36 NUREG LCO 3.8.4 Required Action B. 1 and LCO 3.8.9 Required Action D. 1 
Completion Times are revised from 6 hours to 12 hours consistent with CTS 3.7.3.B.  
NUREG LCO 3.8.7 (for Inverters) Required Action B. 1 Completion Time is also 
revised from 6 hours to 12 hours for consistency with other electrical section shutdown 
actions. Since the CTS contains no explicit requirements for Inverters, this change is 
not directly related to current license basis, however, it is consistent with the current 
license basis for the remainder of the electrical section shutdown actions.  

3 37 NUREG LCO 3.8.1 Required Actions A. 1 and B. 1 - The periodic Completion Time for 
these Required Actions is has been revised from once per 8 hours to once per 12 hours 
for consistency with the length of the shifts of the ANO-1 operating crews. This 
change is acceptable because incorrect breaker alignments are readily identified by 
either trouble alarms, which annunciate in the control room, or other indications of a 
"dead" bus. Verifying the operability of the offsite power sources every 12 hours in 
conjunction with the presence of these alarms provides assurance that a degradation of 
one or both offsite power sources would be readily identified, allowing a timely entry 
into the appropriate Condition.  

8 38 Not used.  

39 NUREG SR 3.8.1.8 - This SR revised to reflect the unit design for utilization of offsite 
circuits. When power is supplied from the Unit Auxiliary Transformer during normal 
operation, a unit trip detected by the main generator lockout relays would initiate a fast 
transfer to the selected preferred power supply. (ST 1 is typically the selected preferred 
offsite circuit power supply. ST2 is typically disabled from auto transfer by placing the 
bus feeder breakers control switches in a pull-to-lock position, because ST2 is shared 
by both units and has limited capacity. This is to ensure ST2 is available to supply ES 
bus loads.) The transfer would open the Unit Auxiliary Transformer supply breaker 
and simultaneously close the preferred power supply breaker (i.e., the selected startup 
transformer's breaker) in a few cycles provided that the preferred power supply had 
acceptable voltage and was ready to accept the load. If the fast transfer to the startup 
transformer fails, then there will be an attempt to automatic slow transfer to the same 
startup transformer initiated by 4.16 KV bus Al (A2) undervoltage auxiliary relays 
(after loads are shed from the bus.) If both fast and slow transfers fail to take place, 
then the transfer would have to be manual to the alternate offsite circuit, i.e., typically 
ST2. If a load is transferred to ST2 manually upon a unit trip, sufficient load is shed to 
ensure degraded voltage isolation does not occur. Thus, this SR is written to test the 
automatic transfer to the selected offsite circuit and the manual transfer to the 
remaining offsite circuit. As indicated in the Bases, this test maintains the requirements 
included in CTS Table 4.1-1, item 33. This change is consistent with current license 
basis.
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40 NUREG SR 3.8.1.2 - This SR is revised to omit the specific acceptance criteria for 
steady state voltage and frequency. CTS 4.6.1.1 requires only the DG be demonstrated 
"ready for loading." This acceptance criteria is retained in the ITS. The Bases indicate 
that this acceptance criteria is met if the DG exceeds the minimum voltage of 3750 V 
within the time allowed. All acceptance criteria have been administratively controlled 
to-date and are proposed to continue to be so controlled. This change is consistent 
with current license basis.

NUREG SR 3.8.1.3 and Bases - SR 3.8.1.3 acceptance criteria have been revised to 
incorporate ANO-1 specific values. Regulatory Guide 1.9, Section C.2.2 requires the 
full load test to be conducted at 90 to 100 percent of the continuos load rating of the 
diesel generator. The ANO-1 diesel generator loading is based on the intended service 
rating of 2750 kW. Therefore a load range ofŽ> 2475 kW and _ 2750 kW has been 
incorporated. The associated Bases have been revised to provide an explanation of the 
basis this load test range, and to discuss the ANO- 1 treatment of instrument uncertainty 
as applied to this parameter. The maximum and minimum values for the test load range 
are considered to contain all necessary instrument uncertainties. Therefore, additional 
conservatisms are not required to be incorporated in the implementing procedures*

42 NUREG LCO 3.8.3 - NUREG Conditions E and F and NUREG SR 3.8.3.4 are revised 
to refer to the "required" air start receivers. The air start system for each DG consists 
of two redundant banks of two tanks each. One bank of two tanks is sufficient to 
provide margin to the required start attempt. Hence, only one bank is "required" by the 
LCO. This is consistent with current license basis (CTS 4.6.1.5).  

S43 NUREG LCO 3.8.9 and 3.8.10 - SR 3.8.9.1 and SR 3.8.10.1 are revised to omit 
voltage from the acceptance criteria. The installed instrumentation does not provide 
for direct voltage readings for each required subsystem. Rather, voltage is generally 
presumed to be sufficient if there is no indication of an undervoltage on the 4160 V 
buses. Therefore, specific requirements for verification of voltage are not included.  
This change is consistent with current license basis.

Not used.

45 NUREG LCO 3.8.7 - The LCO is revised to allow switching between the inservice 
inverter and a swing inverter without entering an ACTION. Both inverters are 
typically aligned to the alternate AC source prior to the load transfer. While this is not 
a frequent operation, it is unnecessarily restrictive to require entry into an ACTION to 
implement a design feature. An allowed time of 2 hours provides ample time to 
perform the transfer or return to the original configuration if the transfer can not be 
completed for some unforeseen reason.

3-01, 46 Not used.

47 NUREG LCO 3.8.9 - The ACTIONS for ITS 3.8.9 are revised to be applicable for 
more than one subsystem inoperable. Condition F identifies the appropriate ACTION 
for two or more electrical power distribution subsystems inoperable that result in a loss

31 41

3 8.9-o3 44
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of function. However, no Condition is applicable if the inoperability of two or more 
subsystems does not result in a loss of function. This change allows continued 
operation if no loss of function exists. In addition, the Bases statements of "and a loss 
of function has not yet occurred" are not incorporated since this is inconsistent with 
usage and with the remainder of the NUREG. Such wording is inconsistent with usage 
since Conditions A, B, and C would still be applicable and entered, but moot since 
Condition E would require a shutdown. Should the lost function be restored, the 
Completion Time for Condition A, B, or C, as applicable, would have begun at the time 
of initial entry into the Condition, not at the time of restoration of the lost function.  
Further, the Bases wording is inconsistent with numerous other such Conditions in the 
NUREG which do not identify applicability based on no loss of function.  

48 NUREG SR 3.8.4.6 is not adopted. This NUREG Surveillance demonstrates the 
design capability of the charger and is not directly related to verification of the lowest 
functional level required to confirm the assumed safety related function, and is not a 
CTS (current licensing basis) requirement. Adopting this NUREG Surveillance at 
ANO-1 would result in an outage impact and/or non-trivial temporary test setup.  

The ANO-1 battery charger design includes a fully redundant spare charger for each of 
the two inservice chargers. It is standard practice to alternate chargers to equalize run 
times. This results in continuous verification of the charger's capability to carry 
nominal DC loads while maintaining the battery fully charged (which satisfies ITS 
SR 3.8.4.1). Furthermore, each outage (once per 18 months) one charger will be used 
to recharge the battery after its required service or performance discharge test. This 
test will confirm the charger capability to function at its current-limit, and continue to 
fully recharge the battery. This capability will be demonstrated by alternating chargers 
such that each charger is utilized once per 36 months (nominally). Together, the 
required ITS SR 3.8.4.1 and the other licensee-controlled performance tests and 
monitoring will continue to adequately verify the necessary safety function of the 
chargers. This is consistent with the current license basis.  

49 NUREG Bases 3.8.6 - This editorial change adds Bases for the ITS 3.8.4 Actions Note 
where none were previously provided. NUREG 3.8.6 Actions are preceded by a Note 
that states that separate entry is allowed for each battery. No Bases were provided for 
this Note, which is inconsistent with the format of other sections of the NUREG Bases.  

50 Not used 

51. NUREG Bases - ANO-1 was designed and licensed to the AEC's General Design 
Criteria (GDC) which was published in the Federal Register on July 11, 1967 
[32FR10213]. Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 effective in 1971 [36FR3256] and 
subsequently amended, is somewhat different from the proposed 1967 criteria. SAR 
Section 1.4 includes an evaluation of ANO with respect to the 1967 criteria. The 
NUREG statement concerning the GDC criteria is modified in the ITS to reference the 
current licensing basis description in the SAR.
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52. NUREG Bases - The Criterion statement at the conclusion of the Applicable Safety 
Analysis section was modified at each occurrence to refer to 10 CFR 50.36 instead of 
the NRC Policy Statement. This is an editorial change associated with the 
implementation of the 10 CFR 50.36 rule changes after NUREG-143 0, Revision 1 was 
issued.  

The 10 CFR 50.36 Criterion satisfied by the ITS LCOs was modified to preserve 
consistency with the ANO- 1 license basis. The NUREG Criterion specified were 
modified to be consistent with the analysis assumptions regarding equipment 
availability and operating condition (i.e., MODE). The ANO-1 accident analyses are 
not specifically performed in MODES 3 and 4. With no specific analyses in these 
MODES, a direct comparison with the first three criteria of 10 CFR 50.36 could not be 
made. Therefore, Criterion 4 was determined to be applicable.  

53. NUREG 3.8.6 - Incorporated TSTF-278.  

54 NUREG Table 3.8.6-1, Footnote b requires level correction of specific gravity. This 
correction is not incorporated in the ANO-1 ITS Table 3.8.4-1, Footnote b.  

If the electrolyte level is between the high and low level marks and the temperature 
corrected specific gravity is within the manufacturer's nominal specific gravity, IEEE
450-1995, Annex A, Paragraph A.3, states that it is not necessary to correct the 
specific gravity of the battery for electrolyte level. The vendor of the ANO-1 batteries 
(C&D Technologies, Inc) has stated that, in essence, the level correction factor allows 
the battery user to estimate what the specific gravity would be after the cell has been 
topped up with water. Thus if cells have been determined to be in a fully charged state, 
but electrolyte levels are below the high level indicator, the user can determine if the 
cells require water or electrolyte (of the same specific gravity as originally provided) 
for the topping up process, by applying the level correction to his "as found" specific 
gravity readings. Although the correction for specific gravity can provide useful 
information, C&D considers this correction to be meaningless as a means of 
determining battery operability. C&D's Operating Instructions do not recommend 
correcting electrolyte specific gravity for level. Therefore, a level correction is not 
applied to the Category A, B or C specific gravity measurement. This change is 
consistent with current license basis.

3.8.2-01, 
3.8.5-01,'55 
3.8.8-01, 

3.8.10-01, 
ANO-365 

3..-01, 56.  
3.8.-01

Generic Change TSTF-36, Rev. 4, has been incorporated in ITS 3.8.2, 3.8.5, 3.8.8, 
and 3.8.10 and their associated Bases.  

Generic Change TSTF-204, Rev. 3, has been incorporated in ITS 3.8.5 and 3.8.8 and 
their associated Bases. This generic change has been revised to maintain the proper 
relationship with ITS 3.8.10. NUREG 3.8.5 Required Action A.1 and NUREG 3.8.8 
Required Action A. 1 have been deleted, as, with the incorporation of the generic 
change, the allowance to declare the affected required features inoperable is not 
appropriate since only one DC source and one inverter are required to be Operable in 
Mode 5 and 6. The remaining Required Actions in ITS 3.8.5 and 3.8.8 have been 
renumbered, as appropriate.
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3 -, 57.  
j3.8.8-01,j 

3 - 58.  
13.8.5-01,1 

3.8.50-0159 

- 659.  

S60.

NUREG 3.8.5 and 3.8.8 and their associated Bases have been revised to include 
Required Action A. 1.5 in the ITS. NUREG 3.8.10 and its associated Bases have been 
revised to include Required Action A.2.6 in the ITS. These actions direct the operator 
to enter the applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.4.11, "Low 
Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System," for those LTOP features made 
inoperable as a result of entry into Condition A. NUREG 3.8.5, 3.8.8, and 3.8.10 do 
not provide any guidance to ensure that the appropriate actions are taken in the event 
an electrical failure results in deenergizing an LTOP feature. With the inclusion of 
LCO 3.0.6 in the ITS, inoperabilities in LTOP system features which are a result solely 
of inoperabilities in DC sources, inverters, or distribution, would not require the 
appropriate LTOP actions to be taken. The allowance of LCO 3.0.6 is based on the 
premise that these support systems contain appropriate Actions for the inoperability, 
without having to also take the supported system's Actions. However, in the case of 
LTOP system features, rather than attempt to apply sufficient Actions in each support 
system, a Required Action has been added requiring simultaneous entry into the LTOP 
system Actions has been added. The addition of this Required Action to ITS 3.8.5, 
3.8.8, and 3.8.10 ensures that the appropriate corrective measures will be taken in the 
event an electrical failure results in the loss of an LTOP feature.  

NUREG 3.8.2, 3.8.5 and 3.8.10 Bases - The Bases Applicable Safety Analyses (ASA) 
discussions have been revised to reflect the plant specific safety analyses in MODES 5 
and 6. The only accident described in the ANO-1 SAR that is analyzed for MODES 5 
and 6 is the fuel handling accident. Therefore, the ASA discussions are revised 
accordingly. In addition, the ITS 3.8.2 Bases ASA discussion is revised to include a 
statement on shutdown risk and the interaction of NUMARC 91-06. This statement is 
consistent with statements inserted in the ASA discussions in the Bases for ITS 3.8.5 
and 3.8.8 by TSTF-204, Rev. 3, and provides additional guidance concerning the need 
for equipment beyond that required by the technical specifications.  

NUREG 3.8.5 Bases - Applicability discussion has been revised to provide assurance 
that adequate decay heat removal is available for the irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
core. Coolant inventory makeup can be considered as a form of decay heat removal.  
This change provides a more encompassing statement. This is consistent with the 
requirements for component operability in MODES 5 and 6, as required by other LCOs 
in the ITS.  

NUREG 3.8.2 and Bases - The Bases Background and LCO discussions have been 
revised to provide a specific description of the ANO offsite AC sources and onsite AC 
sources During operation in MODES 5 and 6. This information is required to clarify 
the requirements due to the accident analysis assumptions in these MODES, and due to 
the configurations that the AC sources may be placed in during operation in these 
MODES. The revised discussions recognize that the unit auxiliary transformer may be 
used as an offsite AC source when backfed from the 500 kV switchyard. This same 
alignment is not credited in ITS 3.8.1.
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In addition, the onsite AC sources in MODES 5 and 6 allow the use of the alternate 
AC (AAC) diesel generator (DG) in lieu of the required emergency diesel generator.  
The AAC DG was installed to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.63(c)(iii)(2). The 
AAC DG was designed to provide vital and non-vital AC power to either ANO-1 or 
ANO-2, or both units simultaneously. The AAC DG does not have auto-start and 
auto-tie on capabilities, but is manually started and aligned as required. The design 
considerations assumed that the AAC DG would be started from the control room and 
be at rated speed and voltage within 10 minutes after the onset of a station blackout 
condition. The capacity of the AAC DG, 4400 kW at 4160 V, is more than sufficient 
to accommodate the ANO-1 shutdown loads, in conjunction with the ANO-2 
emergency loads in this application, since it is sized to handle the emergency loads and 
non-vital loads on both units simultaneously.  

The NUREG 3.8.2 Bases LCO discussion states that it is acceptable for trains to be 
cross tied during shutdown conditions, allowing a single offsite power circuit to supply 
all required trains. The LCO discussion has been revised in the ITS to also allow trains 
to be cross tied such that one onsite power source may supply the required equipment.  
This is acceptable since outage activities are evaluated to maintain risk at an acceptable 
low level using guidance contained in NIJMARC 91-06, "Guidelines for Industry 
Actions to Assess Shutdown Management," as stated in the ITS 3.8.2 Bases Applicable 
Safety Analyses discussion.  

The NUREG 3.8.2 Bases LCO discussion of the Operability requirements of the 
required diesel generator have also been revised to require that the emergency diesel 
generator be capable of being started, accelerating to rated speed and voltage, and 
being connected to its respective Engineered Safeguards (ES) bus, and to allow the use 
of the AAC DG as the required onsite AC power source. The ANO-1 SAR does not 
describe any accident analyses for MODE 5 and 6 accidents that would require the 
emergency diesel generators to automatically start and load within a 15 second 
timeframe. In MODES 5 and 6, assuming a single failure and concurrent loss of all 
offsite or all onsite power is not required. The rationale for this is based on the fact 
that many Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) that are analyzed in MODES 1 and 2 have 
no specific analyses in MODES 3, 4, 5 and 6. Worst case bounding events are deemed 
not credible in MODES 5 and 6 because the energy contained within the reactor 
pressure boundary, reactor coolant temperature and pressure, and the corresponding 
stresses result in the probabilities of occurrence being significantly reduced or 
eliminated, and in minimal consequences. In addition, accidents that could possibly 
occur during operation in MODES 5 and 6 are expected to occur at a pace that allows 
sufficient time for manual operator action. Therefore, manual actions to start and load 
the diesel generator are acceptable.  

As a result of this change, Note 2 has been added to ITS SR 3.8.2.1, that excepts the 
15 second acceptance criteria of ITS SR 3.8.1.2 (NUREG SR 3.8.1.2). The associated 
SR Bases discussion has been revised to discuss this Note. Although the time for the 
DG to reach ready-to-load conditions is not required as an acceptance criteria, the 
Bases does state that this time is trended to help determine if a condition exists that is 
degrading the starting capabilities of the DG.
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3.8.-0 61.  

13.8.5-01,1 62.  
13.8.8-01,1 
3.8.0-01 

3 63.  

1 64.  

5 65.

NUREG 3.8.10 - The LCO and associated Bases have been revised to provide a list of 
those ITS Specifications that apply to equipment/systems that require the electrical 
distribution system to be Operable in order to perform their safety functions in 
MODES 5 and 6. This is considered to be an editorial; enhancement, to provide the 
operator with a clear relationship between systems that are required to be Operable and 
the electrical distribution system in these MODES.  

Generic Change TSTF-286, Rev. 2, has been incorporated in ITS 3.8.2, 3.8.5, 3.8.8, 
and 3.8.10 and their associated Bases.  

NUREG-3.8.1 and Bases - Required Action A.3 has been revised to incorporate a 
Note allowing startup transformer No. 2 (S/U #2) to be out of service for a 30 day 
period of time for preplanned preventative maintenance, consistent with CTS 3.7.2.B.  
This allowance was granted to ANO-1 by Amendment 206, dated April 28, 2000.  
S/U #2 is an offsite power source that is shared by ANO-1 and ANO-2. As such, there 
is no appropriate time to perform preventative maintenance, since at least one unit is 
always on line and the preventative maintenance can not be completed in the provided 
Completion Time for ANO-1, or the Allowed Outage Time provided for ANO-2. This 
allowance has been found acceptable, when compensatory measures are considered.  
These compensatory measures were provided in the Bases associated with CTS 
3.7.2.B, and have been incorporated in the proposed Bases for ITS 3.8.1 Required 
Action A.3. This change is consistent with the current license basis.  

Incorporated TSTF-283, Rev. 3, in the ITS SR 3.8.1.7 (NUREG SR 3.8.1.8) Note.  

The Completion Time provided by NUREG 3.3.7 Action A. 1 has been extended from 
24 hours to 72 hours. Condition A has also been revised to address two inoperable 
inverters in the same train of electrical distribution. The CTS contains no references 
for restoration periods of inverters. Station procedures have conservatively 
incorporated the regulatory guidance (GL 91-11) of a 24-hour restoration period until 
further study could be performed. In addition, the BWOG is presently developing a 
generic change to address extension of the 24-hour Completion Time to 72 hours.  
However, it is unlikely that such a change will be processed and approved prior to the 
ANO-1 ITS conversion. Therefore, justification is provided below to support a 72
hour provision for inverter inoperability. Past operating experience at ANO-1 has 
indicated that 24 hours does not provide sufficient time to restore an inoperable 
inverter, especially if such inoperability is unexpected, the failure mechanism is initially 
unknown, and the failure occurs during non-working hours.  

The four inverters of consequence each supply a vital 120 VAC panel, two panels on 
one train and two on the opposite train. Inverter inoperabilities normally result in the 
respective vital 120 VAC panel being powered from an alternate AC source that could 
be lost upon a loss of AC power to the respective train (no battery backup in this 
condition). The battery source through the inverter supplying the vital 120 VAC panel 
must be conservatively restored within a specified time frame since the alternate AC
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source is interruptible. No consequence of such an electrical lineup exists unless an 
event occurs during the allotted restoration period that eliminates the alternate AC 
power source to the affected vital 120 VAC panel. For the purposes of this discussion, 
however, the worse case assumption of a loss of the vital 120 VAC panel due to 
inverter inoperability and a subsequent loss of the alternate AC supply will be 
considered.  

Each vital 120 VAC panel provides power to specific safety equipment, including the 
RPS, ESAS, EFIC System, instrumentation, etc. Generally, the loss of a vital 
120 VAC panel will result in "fail-safe" conditions. The RPS channel, ESAS 
instrumentation channel, and the EFIC instrumentation channel powered by that 
120 VAC panel will be deenergized, resulting in a trip of that instrument channel. This 
results in a condition that is consistent with the Required Actions for these systems that 
requires an inoperable channel to be placed in trip or bypass within 1 hour. Some 
control room instrumentation will be lost. Operability of some same-train safety 
equipment will be impacted, such as the post accident hydrogen analyzer. However, in 
these cases, redundant systems and components are available to perform the required 
function.  

In a few cases, components may not position to a fail safe condition. One example is a 
loss of power to a reactor building pressure transmitter that is used as an input to the 
RPS and ESAS instrumentation channels. The transmitter will fail low on a loss of 
power and be unavailable to cause actuation of the associated RPS and ESAS 
instrumentation channel on high containment pressure. However, the same associated 
RPS and ESAS instrumentation channels will have lost power due to the loss of the 
vital 120 VAC panel and will have failed to the actuated state. Even if the RPS and 
ESAS instrumentation channels had not been lost, the failure of the reactor building 
pressure transmitter would not result in a worse condition than that of a loss of the 
system components that actuate on a high containment pressure signal. A loss of 
power to an ESAS logic channel would prevent a trip from actuating the appropriate 
ES components, until power was restored. Allowing these conditions to exist for a 72 
hour period of time is acceptable, since the ITS will require the same Actions that are 
currently required if an entire train of ES components was inoperable for 72 hours. A 
loss of power affecting one channel of EFIC logic would prevent a trip from actuating 
the appropriate components, until power was restored. Allowing these conditions to 
exist for a 72 hour period of time is acceptable, since the ITS will require the same 
Actions that are currently required if an entire train of EFIC logic was inoperable for 72 
hours.  

As mentioned previously, two inverters and associated vital 120 VAC panels are 
powered from the same electrical power train. Those components not responding to 
their failed safe mode will only affect the operability of one train of TS required 
equipment. Although this condition could result in two instrumentation channels of 
RPS, ESAS, and EFIC being deenergized, this is acceptable since this would result in a 
system actuation of RPS, ESAS and EFIC. With respect to ESAS, and EFIC, although 
the logic channels that are deenergized could not trip, the logic channels that are still 
energized would receive a trip signal from the de-energized instrument channels,
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resulting in the actuation of the ES and EFIC components associated with the logic 
channels. Therefore, allowing both inverters in the same train to be inoperable for 
periods of up to 72 hours is consistent with the restoration periods of other TS 
components which they support. Finally, the plant design and analysis assumes the loss 
of one full train of safety function(s) for ensuring the reactor can be shutdown and 
maintained shutdown.  

Since it is likely that the affected vital 120 VAC panel(s) will remain powered from the 
alternate AC source during inverter inoperability and given that the loss of a vital 120 
VAC panel or both vital 120 VAC panels on the same train result in components 
positioning to their fail-safe condition or would render a TS component inoperable that 
has a 72-hour or greater Completion Time, the allowance for a 72-hour Completion 
Time for single inverter operability or inoperability of both inverters on a single train is 
acceptable.
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AC Sources-Operating 
3.8.1

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.1 AC Sources-Operating

LCO 3.8.1 The following AC electrical power sources shall be OPERABLE: 

a. Two qualified circuits between the offsite transmission 
network and the onsite Class 1E AC Electrical Power 
Distribution System; and• 

b. Two diesel generators (DGs) each capable of supplying 
one train of the onsite Class 1E AC Electrical Power 
Distribution Systemnz•o

3.7. i. Fl 
£.7. I.  

3.1.1. C.

(c,-7utomatiP ad sequ•cLiFs for Tx4<IWA and in B

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 3, c
ArTTflIJ

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One •requiredfoffsite 
circuit inoperable.

'3

________________________________________________________________________ I

A.I 

AND 

A.2

Perform SR 3.8.1.1 
for OPERABLE 

)requiredý,offsite 
circuit. os 

Declare required 
feature(s) with no 
offsite power 
available inoperable 
when its redundant 
required feature(s) 
is inoperable.

AND

1 hour 

AND 

nce per 
hours 

thereafter

24 hours from 
discovery of no 
offsite power 
to one train 
concurrent with 
inoperability 
of redundant 
required 
feature(s) 

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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AC Sources-Operating 
3.8.1

2
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued)

B. One b DG 
inoperaole.

03

A.3 Restore r'requiredill 
offsite circuit to 
OPERABLE status.

B.1 Perform SR 3.8.1.1 
for OPERABLE 

arequi red.'offsite 
circuit(s).

AND 

B.2 

AND 

B.3.1 

OR 

8.3.2

Declare required 
feature(s) supported 
by the inoperable DG 
inoperable when its 
redundant required 
feature(s) is 
inoperable.  

Wetmine OPERABLE 

Dis not 
inoperable due to 
common cause failure.  

Perform SR 3.8.4 
for OPERABLE DG4 .

"B 
3.7.Y .

72 hours 3.12,2 

kAND 
~I)t 

days from I/A 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO

1 hour 

AND 

Qqce per 
hours 

'ereafter 

4 hours from 
discovery of 
Condition B 
concurrent wil 
inoperabil ity 
of redundant 
requi red 
feature(s) 

243yhours 

tK 4]Vhours

.. 7.2. C

t~h 

3.02.  

3j,,2ýC

(continued)
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<INSERT 3.8-2A

---...... . ........ . .... N O T E -. . . . . .. . . . .  
Startup Transformer No. 2 may be removed 
from service for up to 30 days for preplanned 
preventative maintenance. This 30 day 
Completion Time may be applied not more 
than once in any 10 year period. The 
provisions of LCO 3.0.4 are not applicable to 
Startup Transformer No. 2 during this 30 day 
preventative maintenance period.
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AC Sources-Operating 
3.8.1 C 2rS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. (continued)

C. Two •requiredi'offsite 
circuits inoperable.

8.4

C.1 

AND 

C.2

Restore • DG 
to OPERABLE status.

Declare required 
feature(s) inoperable 
when its redundant 
required feature(s) 
is inoperable.  

Restore one 
•requi redrVoffs i te 
circuit to OPERABLE 
status.

_______________________________ 1 -

•days from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO

12 hours from 
discovery of 
Condition C 
concurrent with 
inoperability 
of redundant 
required 
feature(s)

24 hours

3.6-5-

/u

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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AC Sources-Operating 3.8.1

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

D. One rrequiredj•9offsite 

circuit inoperable.  

AND 

One 5DG 
inoperaole.

E. Two ýDGs 
i noperaoIe.

REQUIRED ACTION 

------------. NOTE ------------
Enter applicable Conditions 
and Requ 'red Actions of j 

LCO 3.8 UDistrlbutio Lcoý "oi 
Systems- n - wnen 
Condition D is entered with 
no AC power source to any 
train.  

D.1 Restore ,?requiredfr 
offsite circuit to 
OPERABLE status.  

OR 

D.2 Restore ( DG 

to OPERABLE-status.  

E.1 Restore one 
DG to 

gstatus.

COMPLETION TIME 

12 hours 

12 hours

2 hours

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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AC Sources-Operating 3.8.1

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

F. ---RE EWER'S NOTE--
This ondition may 
de ted if the uni 

sign is such th 
ny sequencer fai ure 

mode will only fect 
the ability of he 
associated D to power 
its respect e safety 
loads foll ing a loss 
of offsit power 
indepen nt of, or 
coinci nt with, a 
Desi Basis Event.  

e [required] 
automatic load 

sequencer] inoper /le.

Required Action and 
Associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
B C9 D, gorX 
I not met. '

.1 Restore equired] F.1 automatc load 

sequen r] to 

O E status.

1i Be in MODE 3.  

Be in MODE 5.

___________________ I t

Three or more 
A requi red.W-AC sources 

inoperable.

W1 Enter LCO 3.0.3.

(12] hours 

/ 
/ 
/" 

//

12 hours 

36 hours

Immediately

'I

2

a

3,?.2.R:I 

3.0, 5

_________________________ .1 ____________________________ .5 ________________

Rev 1, 04/07/953.8-5BWOG STS
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AC Sources-Operating 3.8.1

------NOTES
1. DG loadings may include gradual 

loading as recommended by the 
manufacturer.

2. Momentary transients outside the load 
range do not invalidate this test.  

3. This Surveillance shall be conducted 
on only one DG at a time.  

4. his SR all be preceded by and 
Ai yifollow, without shutdown, 

ascessfl erformance of SR 3.8.1.2.  

92 4----------------------------

Verify each DG is synchronized and loaded 
and operates for _ 6 mnutes at a load 
_>kW and PM kW.

SR 3.8.1.4 Verify each day tank mou 31 days 
IT1)contains k gal of fue ol

SR 3.8.1.5

SR 3.8.1-6.

Check for and remový accumulated water from 
each day tank an in o d t

Verify the fuel oil transfer system 
operates to t sfer fuel 
oil from storae jan 1s o the ay an

SURVEILLANCE KCAJU1Kt1CRlfl jC011.It"UZ .I _F________

AM

7kJ Aei

q*li,. c-.  
"•,), .C 

ed,÷

A4A

:3.?,I.. ,3

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.1.3

c J-Fý

X

1•

SURVE1LLAN•L 
Kt•UZK•n•nla 

•u.•m.u©u/

FREQUENCY

L

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating 
3.8.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.1.7 --------------- -NOTE -----
S'"/'" /J~11 DG starts •y be preceed by an en-Xn prl. pei." 18 a /

•-- This Surveillance shall no 

.N r., or. o er 

I Apreit ma peri a no i /ned 

-------------- ---------- ----------- -----

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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AC Sources-Operating 
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.9-------------------NOTES-------------
1. This rveillance shall not be 

pe ormed in MODE 1 or 2. However, 
edit may be taken for unplanned

2. If performed with the OG synchronized 
with offsite power, it shall be 
performed at a power factor _ [0 

---------------------------- ------

Verify each DG rejects a loa reater than 
or equal to its associate single largest 
post-accident load, an .  

a. Following 1 rejection, the 
frequenc s _ [63] Hz; 

b. Wi n (3] seconds following load 
jection, the voltage is > [3740 

and 5 [4580] V; and 

c. Within [3] seconds foll ng load 
rejection, the fre cy is 
> [58.8] Hz and 61.2] Hz.

I 4 I.

- NOTE---------------
Surveillance shall not be performed 

in MODE 1 or 2. However, credit may be 
taken for unplanned events that satisfy 
this SR.

[18 months] r

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS 3.8-9
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J Verify each DG ope ý;gýa-aPwe actor" 
< 0.9] d~oesU"ýrip, and voltage is 

J!atý_5 [5000] V during and following 
a laareje ction of >_ (45001 kW and 

iI 
'ý [5 00 kW.



SURVEILLANCE

All 0G starts may'Te preceded by an 
engine prelube period.

Verify on an actual or simulated loss o0 
offsite power signal: 

a. De-energization of emergency buses 

b. Load shedding from emergency buses 

and 

c. DG auto-starts from standby condit 
and:

~[37 V and [4580]YV 

4 intains s ady-stat. requw 

r>-58$iI and • [.2. Hz, 

*supplies connect 
CT Mtd. load 

k minutes.

AC Sources-Operating 3.8.1 . T_ 

FREQUENCY 

--- AMA 

F 18 months, 

; #~~, 7••

377-qi ,+'•. 3 2
Aon 

ed 

down 

e (M 

eds forza 
s for ;

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating 3.8.1

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating 3.8.1

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating 
3.8.1

(continued)
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(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating 3.8.1 CrS

SURVEILLANCE

-------- NOTE@ 
SAll DG starts may be preceded by an 

engine prelube_Jeriod.  

2. Thrs Survei ance sh o1 
o~drformed n MODE V4, 2 ,pý4

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of 
offsite power signal in conjunction with an 
actual or simulated ESF actuation signal: 

a. De-energization of emergency buses; 

b. Load shedding from emergency buses; ll 

c. DG auto-starts from standby condition 
d~energi• e;maentl y connected 

loads,, n < seconds, 

)-g~ energizes auto-connected emergenc 

loads through load sequenc 

(3. pthieves s)eady-st•_3volt3_4eN

4r18months?

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS
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AC Sources-Operating 
3.8.1 c-ri
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AC Sources-Operatin 3.8.

Tabli 38.1-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Dies Generator Test Schedule 

NUMBER OF Al (a) F 

IN LAST 25 VAL TESTS~a
REQUEN

•••m>_ 4(b no less t~han 24 hours) 

( Criteria for determining number alue-advlid tests, shall be i• 
( a/ rcc toerd iance °wi dth Regul iatory U bo • ' on C .:2 -.1 of Regulatory Gui .de 1 e.9 o, a 

Revision 3, where the number of tests and 
failures is determined 0o a (rper DG basis. 

v e (b) This test frequency s 1 be maintained until seven consecut e failure 

free starts from st dby conditions and load and run tests ave been 

performed. This consistent with Regulatory Position 
], of 

Regulatory Quid 1.9, Revision 3. If, subsequent to t 7 failure free 

tests, 1 or R additional failures occur such that here are again 

4 or more f ures in the last 25 tests, the testi interval shall 
again be uced as noted above and maintained il 7 consecutive 

failure ree tests have been performed.  

No :If Revision 3 of Regulatory Guid 1.9 is not approved, the above 

ble will be modified to be consist with the existing version of 

Regulatory Guide 1.108, GL 84-15, other approved guidance.

3.8-18
Rev 1, 04/07/95
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AC Sources-Shutdown 
3.8.2 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.2 AC Sources-Shutdown 

LCO 3.8.2 The following AC electrical power sources shall be OPERABLE: 

a. One qualified' circuit between the offsite transmission 

network and the onsite Class 1E AC electrical power 

distribution subsystem(s) required by LCO 3.8.10, 
"Distribution Systems-Shutdown"; and

b. One diesel generator (DG) capable of 
of the onsite Class 1E AC electrical 
subsystem(s) required by LCO 3.8.10.

APPLICABILITY:

supplying one train power distribution

MODES 5 and 6, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG STS
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N
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AC Sources-Shutdown 
3.8.2 

ACTIONS A

CONDITION

A. One required offsite 
circuit inoperable.  

AO5u-/en " . 7 I 04 a

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

---- --- ---NOTE -- - - - -
Enter applicable Conditions 
and Required Actions of 
LCO 3.8.10, with one required 
train de-energized as a 
result of Condition A.  

A.I Declare affected 
required feature(s) 
with no offsite power 
available inoperable.  

OR

A.2.1 

AND 

A.2.2 

AND

AND 
A.2.4

Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS.  

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately

Immediately

Initiate action to Immediately 
restore required 
offsite power circuit 
to OPERABLE status.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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(continued)
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AC Sources-Shutdown 
3.8.2

< ; E15 cog/C , 

o," /o" o. ,

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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AC Sources-Shutdown 
3.8.2

For AC sources required to be OPERABLE, the SRs of Specification 3.8.1, "AC 
ýr•Ue--Operatina." excenttSP§R.'•A4-r

�/ 
/

12S 

i2
In accordance 
with applicable 
SRs

'2. 77ie /•Qc,)£ce 6 o.~crj-e'a 0i 
-W 3,9 ; s A ew //;dqL/e- .

3.8-22 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Diesel Fuel Oilc and Starting Air 
3.8.3 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8,3 Diesel Fuel Oil•• and Starting Air 

LCO 3.8.3 The stored diesel fuel oil _ and starting air 

subsystem shall be within Timits for each required diesel 

generator (DG).  

APPLICABILITY: When associated DG is required to be OPERABLE.  
t NIA.  

ACTIONS 

------------------------------------- NOTE- -------------------------------
.......... . + C •e Al 4 fnr ~eah DG.A

Separate ---- L- o- a- i

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Diesel Fuel Oil, and Starting Air 
3.8.3

AeTTnue: irnw÷ ,ntmni4'

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

One or more DGs with 
new fuel oil 
properties not within 
limits.

One or more swi 
starting air receiver 
pressu.psig 
and _>

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met.  

OR rI .;treA 

One or more DGs with 
diesel fuel oil(gýýt 
(if or fstarting-air 
subsystem not within 
limits for reasons 
other th n Condition 
A, 8, C, r.

1i

ii.

V1

Restore stored fuel 
oil properties to 
within limits.

- t

Restoreistartilg air 
receiver pressure to 

psg

Declare associated DG 
inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.3.1 Verif ach fuel oil storage tank contains 31 days 
W l gal of fuel.  

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95

30 days NA

qz.  
,,--a

48 hours

eA I 

A) AImmediately

[-0

•odc+
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Diesel Fuel Oil e and Starting Air 
3.8.3 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENLY

SR . .2 Verify lu 11 inventory i 0 a. dy

SR 3.8.3T Verify fuel oil properties of new and In accordance 
stored fuel oil are tested in accordance with the Diesel 
with, and maintained within the limits of, Fuel Oil 

the Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program. Testing Program 

SR 3.8.3).i Verify each DG air start receiver pressure 31 days 

is • psig.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG STS
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FREQUENCY
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DC Sources-Operating 3.8.4

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.4 DC Sources-Operating

* Oan .R,.!Fd Trig DC -be OPERABLE.
electrical power subsystems shall

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

3,7.3 

3,7,3

ACI IUNS ________________________________

CONDITION 

A. One DC electrical 
power subsystem 
inoperable.  

B. Required Action and 
Associated Completion 
Time not met.

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

3,? 13. # '.3 

A.1 Restore DC electrical hours 
power subsystem to 
OPERABLE status.  

8.1 Be in MODE 3. ours 

AND 3, 3.6 

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

VEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

. . ... ,L,2,1

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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DC Sources-Operating 3.8.4

SR 38.45 eifybattery nnection resist ce [is /_ [E-5 ohm] f inter-cell con ections, 
_ [1E-5ohm] For inter-rack co nections, 
• [1E-5 ohm for inter-tier nnections, 
and 5 [IE- ohm] for termin connections].

C, 7_5

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS
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DC Sources-Operating 
3.8.4

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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SURVEILLANCE

SR

Verify battery capacity is >Ž f805 of th 
manufacturer's rating when subjected to 

performance discharge test or a modified 
performance discharge test.

DC Sources-Operating 3.8.4 

FREQUENCY 

in 

,e 60 months 
a 

AND 

12 months when 
battery shows 
degradation, or 
has reached 
4,85P% of the 
expected lIife 
with capacity 
< 100% of 
manufacturer's 
rating 

AND

24 months when 
battery has 
reached Oi* 
of the expected 
life with 
capacity 
> 100% of 
manufacturer's 
rating

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG STS
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DC Sources-Shutdown 3.8.5

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown 

LCO 3.8.5 Q C electrica

A. One 6;-;ý required 
DC eleical power 
subsystemg inoperable.

1A. 1
"peclare affected 

7 required feature(s) 
/ inoperable.

Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS.

-- AND 
A.P 2 Suspend movement of irradiated fuel 

assemblies.

Immediately

Immediately

-AND

s ,., I ,,*, , o 

"-o•o

Immediately

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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DC Sources- Shutdown 
3.8.5 •C, 

IVA 
ACTIONS CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. (continued) AJ.4 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore required DC 
electrical power 
subsystems to 
OPERABLE status.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEI LLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.5.1------------------NOTE---------------
The followin SRs ar t re ui 
performed: . SR 3.8.4.. and 
SR 3.8.4.W33 g.) 

For DC sources required to be OPERABLE, the In accordance 

following SRs are applicable: with applicable __{•. SRs 

SR 3.8.4.1 
SRSR 

3.84.06 
S3' 

SR 3.8.4.5-91) 
T3 s,

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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<INSERT 3.8-31A>

AND 

A.1.5 Enter applicable Conditions 
and Required Actions of 
LCO 3.4.11, "Low 
Temperature Overpressure 
Protection (LTOP) System," 
for LTOP features made 
inoperable by Condition A.

Immediately

ANO-1 ITS 5/01/2001INSERT



Battery Cell Parameters 3.8.6

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.6 Battery C

LCO 3.8.6

APPLICABILITY:

ell Parameters 

Battery cell parameters f the Tr n A a Train 
t ( eresh alIl be wijthi n imits e 

When associated DC electrical power subsystems are required 3. 7 
to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS 
------------ NOTE

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery.  
--------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more batteries 
with one or more 
battery cell 
parameters not within 

/'Category A or B 
limits.  

ýTrL, =S-b-

Verify pilot cellm 
electrolyte level and 
float voltage meet 
Table 3.8.6-1 

Category C 

Verify battery cell 
parameters meet 
Table 3.8.6-1 
Category C32 D 

Restore battery cell 
arameters to 
ategor A and B 

limit Table 3 6

I hour 

24 hours 

AND 

Once per 7 days 

thereafter 

31 days

3,7,Y.A,I

e at ý

3.7.�.3

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Battery Cell Parameters 3.8.6

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare associated Immediately 

associated Completion battery inoperable.  
Time of Condition A 
not met.

OR 

One o mr tteries 
with-verage 
electrolyte 
temperature of the 
representative cells 

OR 

One or more batteries 
with one or more 
battery cell 
parameters not within 

, ( Category C values.

SURVEILLANLL KWUIIM•L•RIZ 

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.6.1 Verify battery cell parameters meet 
Table 3.8.6-1 Category A limits.

FREQUENCY 

7 days

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG STS

3.7,Y,A
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SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.6. Verify battery cell parameters meet St) Table 3.8.6-1 Category B limits.

Battery Cell Parameters 3.8.6 

FREQUENCY 

92 days L/,.Z-7

AND 

Once within 
24 hours after 
a battery 
discharge 
< oltorv 

AND

SR 3.8.6.AY Verify average electrolyti 
representative cells is Ž

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Battery Cell Parameters 3.8.6 

Table 3.8.6-1 (page I of 1) 
Battery Cell Surveillance Requirements

CATEGORY A: CATEGORY C: 
LIMITS FOR EACH CATEGORY B: ALLOWABLE LIMITS 

DESIGNATED PILOT LIMITS FOR EACH FOR EACH 

PARAMETER CELL CONNECTED CELL CONNECTED CELL

Electrolyte Level

Float Volta

Specific 
Gravity Ub) (c)

> Minimum level 
indication mark, 
and • 4 inch 
above maximum 
level indication 
mark(a)

.1 __________________________________________

> Minimum level 
indication mark, 
and ! k inch 
above maximum 
level indication 
mark(a)

= -

Above top of plates, and not 
overflowing

> 2.07 V

Not more than 0.020 below 
average connected 
cells 

AND 

Average of all 
~cells

(a) It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to temporarily increase above 
the specified maximum during equalizing charges provided it is not 
overflowing.  

(b) Co e ted fo e 1 te em er nd el. Leve l7crorrecti is 
/••t equ~d however, wfen batt I•char no is < 4 fmswh o ~ t 

(c) A battery charging current of <J22. amps when on float charge is 

acceptable for meeting speciUfi1 gravity limits following a battery 
recharge, for a maximum ofj7% days. When charging current is used to 
satisfy specific gravity requirements, specific gravity of eaph, 
connected cell shall be measured prior to expiration of the ryday 
allowance.

cTS

1rale Y../
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Inverters-Operating 3.8.7

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

I 7 Inverters-Operating

LCO 3.8.7 The required Train @ and Train inverters shall be 
OPERABLE.

b. All othe'r*WW vital buses are energized from their 
associated OPERABLE inverters.  

-------------------------------------------------------------

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

0� 

N 

0

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Inverters-Operating 3.8.7

arTi kL~e & • ri

CONDITION

B. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met.

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B.1 Be in MODE 3. hours 

AND ýJ

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3...1 erify correct inverter voltage, _ 7dy 

SR3871 •frequency g~and alignment to requi rý dy 

vital buses.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Inverters--Shutdown 3.8.8

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.8 Inverters-Shutdown 

LCO 3.8.8 ý 4_verter0/sh

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.  

A NO 3.0-3 is--•----
ACTIONS-

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG STS
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Inverters--Shutdown 3.8.8

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.8 Inverters-Shutdown 

LCO 3.8.8 ('Q6j verterl/'shall be OPERABLE to support the onsite Class 1E 

,40 • vital bus electrical power distribution subsystem(s) 

6 ý required by LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems-Shutdown.

&)AJ

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6, 
Durinq movemen iel assemblies.

A. One ýv required 
i nverteii inoperable.  

4lu- o -

________________________________________________________________I

C.=COMPLETION TIME

<-AND 
A.j. 2

t

Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS.

Suspend movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies.

•---AND 

A,ý.3 Inta4atý to 
susp d opr ationn\ 

inr li ngv osit' e 
r activ y add' ions.  

-. z _ AND---

Immediately 

Immediately

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Inverters--Shutdown 3.8.8

At II Una _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

CONDITION

A. (continued)

JQ J'f/,� I

REQUIRED ACTION

A 4 Initiate action to 
restore required 
inverters to OPERABLE 
status.

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.8.1 YeifL orrct inverter voltage09' 
fand alignments to required 
Vital buses.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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<INSERT 3.8-39A>

AND 

A.1.5 Enter applicable Conditions 
and Required Actions of 
LCO 3.4.11, "Low 
Temperature Overpressure 
Protection (LTOP) System," 
for LTOP features made 
inoperable by Condition A.

ANO-1 ITS
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INSERT 5/01/2001



Distribution Systems-Operating 3.8.9

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating 
(uo VA C 

LCO 3.8.9 - rT AC, DC, and vital bus electrical 

power distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

A C I N I
CONDITION 

A. OneiAC electrical 
power dispribution 
subsystent noperable.

B. OneV vital bus 
inoperable.

Ai r wk4A 
gk&16' s'ttW\,

REQUIRED ACTION

A.1 Restore AC electrical 
power distribution 
subsystem to OPERABLE 
status.

_______________ + I

C. One4 electrical 
power di ~t~ribution 
subsystet noperable.

C.1 Restore DC electrical 
- power distribution....  

subsystem to OPERABLE 
C++ c 11!

COMPETIO TIM

COMPLETION TIME 

8 hours 

AND

16 hours from discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO

t•hours

MAA 

3.7 Z.  

AJA 

3,0,2~F 0 
3

A N___ __3ý

S~16 hours from discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO

Rev 1, 04/07/95
BWOG STS
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Distribution Systems-Operating

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. O urs .2.9 

associated Completion 3,7, F 
Time not met. AND • '• 

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours a7.Z.R 
?.. 2. b 

E. wo or morefinoperabe E.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3 Immediately 3,,2,• 
di stri buti oD__-

subsystems that result 
in a loss of function.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments 7 days N A 
• j tofrequired]-AC, DC, and vital 

us-i-1elctrical power distribution 
subsystems.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown 
3.8.10

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.10 Distribution Systems--Shutdown 
iwo VA'C 

LCO 3.8.10 The necessary portion of AC, DC, and Dbus electrical 
power distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE to support 
equipment required to be OPERABL• 

SIpi r7l 31 9- Y2 4

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.  

ACTIONS33, _ _

A/A

,4i+

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more :required 
AC, DC, or vital 
bus electrical power 
distribution 
subsystems inoperable.  

{1 0oAC 

(Sui o pi) Or-c a-s, if°iL- l" 

or- retur~ ~ 
boro~ii

A. 1 Declare associated 
supported required 
feature(s) 
inoperable.

OR 

A.2.1 Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A.Z.2 Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.  

AND 

A.2.3 niti 9 ct 7t 7"
suspt oper tions/ in vin§ ositiv 
"activi y addi ons.  

AND

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately

eAk

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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<INSERT 3.8-42A> 

31 by the following specifications: 

LCO 3.3.9, "Source Range Neutron Flux," 
LCO 3.4.3, "RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits," 
LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled," 
LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled," 
LCO 3.4.11, "Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) 

System," 
LCO 3.7.9, "Control Room Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS)," 
LCO 3.7.10, "Control Room Emergency Air Conditioning System 

(CREACS)," 
LCO 3.7.12, "Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System (FHAVS)," 
LCO 3.9.2, "Nuclear Instrumentation," for one monitor, 
LCO 3.9.4, "Decay Heat Removal (DHR) and Coolant Circulation 

High Water Level," and 
LCO 3.9.5, "Decay Heat Removal (DHR) and Coolant Circulation 

Low Water Level."

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown 
3.8.10 

CTS 
ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME wA 

A. (continued) A.2.4 Initiate actions to Immediately 
restore required AC, 
DC, and jqvital bus 
electrical power 
distribution 
subsystems to 
OPERABLE status.  

AND 

A.2.5 Declare associated Immediately 
required decay heat 
removal subsystem(s) 
inoperable and not in 
operation.

K/AJ-'CA I-n"

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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<INSERT 3.843A>

AND 

A.2.6 Enter applicable Conditions 
and Required Actions of 
LCO 3.4.11, "Low 
Temperature Overpressure 
Protection (LTOP) System," 
for LTOP features made 
inoperable by Condition A.

ANO-1 ITS
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INSERT 5/01/2001



AC Sources-Operating B 3.8.1

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.1 AC Sources-Operating 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The unit Class IE AC Electrical Power Distribution System AC 

sources consist of the offsite power sources (preferred 

power sources, normal and alternate sh and 
standby power sources ( ese generators 

• C W •- (s . As re uired 50 ben ! GOC 17 
S(Ref. r), e design-of t e ectricau power system 

"provides independence and redundancy to ensure an available 

source of power to the Engineered (ESV) 
systems.

The onsite Class 1E AC Distribution System is divided into 

redundant load groups (trains) so that the loss of any one 

group does not prevent the minimum safety functions from 

being performed. Each train has connections to two 

preferred offsite power soursi& and a single DG.  

Offsite power is suppliedl to'the unit switchyardo from the z
transmission network by ;Ita transmission lines. From tn_ 

switchyardo, two electri-ca ly and Dhysically separatedqs'ýe{ 
circuits provide AC pgoer, through _J 

).auxiliary transformer , to the 4.16 kV ESbuses. A 

detailed description o-the offsite power network and the 

circuits to the Class 1E ES buses is found in theSAR, 
Chapter 18, (Ref. 2).

The onsite standby power source for each 4.16 kV ESe'bus is 

a dedicated DG. DGsq(1 andog'are dedicated to ES 

buses= and , respectively. A DG starts 

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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<INSERT B3.8-IA> 

During typical on-line operation, power for unit equipment is provided from the unit auxiliary 
transformer. When the unit is off-line, unit equipment is typically powered from a startup transformer 
or from the unit auxiliary transformer back fed from the 500 kV switchyard. A unit trip (i.e., generator 
lockout) initiates an automatic transfer to an offsite power circuit (i.e., typically startup transformer 
No. 1). Startup transformer No. 2 is normally not selected for automatic transfer since it is the backup 
for both Unit 1 and Unit 2. In the event of a loss of offsite power to the startup transformer, an 
undervoltage condition trips its associated bus feeder breakers. When the startup transformer bus 
feeder breakers open, the bus feeder breakers for the alternate startup transformer automatically 
close (if available) provided the generator lockout relays have not been reset. If the power source is 
transferred to startup transformer No. 2, sufficient loads are automatically shed to avoid a degraded 
voltage condition (since startup transformer No. 2 is not sufficient to simultaneously provide power 
for full loading from both units.)

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES •A~•••Ls 

BACKGROUND automatica ly on IMct P-laent Siý Rs -)Des 

(continued) signal or on an ESP bus degraded voltage or undervo ulT aa 

signalp ILC43.3.5, Engineered 90PeM4Fe ISC1S 
A a Sys •~em i(ESfASE IA strumen " and LC. 3.3.. 

A Syste Generator ONG) Loss o Power Starts 
"i eselo 
(LOPS)ý ). After the DG hasqstarted, it will automatically 

tie to its respective bus after offsite power is tripped as 

a consequence of ESP bus undervolta or degraded voltage, 

independent of or coincident with a by 

signal. The DGs will also start an -orate in e s 

mode without tying to the ES bus on an si na alone.  

Following the trip of offsite power, u an 

undervoltage signalj'strips nonperman n a s rom the ESO 

bus. When the DG is tied j the E bu loads are then 

sequentially connected to respective Elbus by the 
oec ede n con.ro the Sautomatic load sejue n• .he sequencingV ._ th 

permissive and starting signals to otor breakers to prevent 

overloading the DG by automatic a plication.  

In the event of a loss of preferreapower, the ES1 

electrical loads are automatically connected to the DGs in 

sufficient time to provide for safe reactor shutdown and to 

mitigate the consequences of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) 

such as a loss of coolant acci 5 

Certain required unit loads are returned to service in a 

predetermined sequence in order to prevent overloading the 

6t~e IDG in the process. Within lyminute after the initiating 

signa is receive•d all loads needed to recover the unit or 

maintain it in a safe condition are returned to service.  

Ratings fora -a n 0Gssatisfy the e -• 

of Regulatory uide 1.9 3). The continuous service , 

ratn, 9of each DG is kW with]pnlO overload , • • 

for up to urs in any 24'hour period. The 

ESR loads that are powered from the 4.16 kV ESo. buses are.  

listed in Reference 2.  

APPLICABLE The initial condition of DBA and trans. aly5 inn the 

SAEYAAY ES AR[, reI .. Chapter (Ref. assume 

ES systems are 0PERABLE. - he AC electrical power sources 

are designed to provide sufficient capacity, capability, 

redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availabiity of 

necessary power to ESP systems so that the fuel, and -eA; 

(continued) 

b......B 
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AC Sources-Operating B 3.8.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALY 

(continued 

lo Ir DES :ZaoA4 

-U~~-pCr 5or..j

nj•design limits are not exceeded. These limits 

SES -are discussed in more detail in the Base for Section 3.2, 

) Vower DistrikItion Limits OSection 3. eactc Coglant 
System (RCS),Vand Section 3.6, stemsV 

The OPERABILITY of the AC electrical power sources is 

consistent with the initial assumptions of the accident 

analyses and is based upon meeting the design basis of the 

j unit. This results in maintaining at least one train of the 

onisite or o OPERABLE during accident 
conditions i 

a. An assumed loss-of all offsite power or all onsite AC 

2 power; and 

Sb. A worst-case single failure.  

i ��CnZ rce s Criterion 3 o ic 

k ~Q .

LCO Two Lqudlified circuits between the offsite transmission 
network and the onsite Class 1E Electrical Power 

6' Distribution System-and separate and independent DGs for 

ýeac train ensure availability of the required power to shut e&\t 
down e reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown 

condition after an a tici e Wera c ee 

or a postulated DBA....  

Qualified offsite circuits are those that are described in 

the FSAR and are part of the licensing basis for the unit.

S/addit* , one•eurTatm i loa rseque tr per rain• 
t/must be 4PERAB•E 

r" 4 EachToffsite circuit must be capable of maintaining rated 

frequency and voltage, and accepting required loads during 

an accident, while connected to the E*buses.  

Offsite 'ircuit #1 co 'ists of Saf uards Trans,ýrm~er B, 

whic hs supplied f m-Switchyar Bus B, and 4 fed throu 

Sbr er 52-3 powe ng the ESF ansformer Xp0O1, which, n 

A in, powers th #1 ESF bus rough its npfmal feeder 
reaker. Off te circuit consists o7the Startu 

Transformer which is no 12y fed f p the Swit ard 

Bus A, a is fed thro breaker 0201 power* g the ESýF

0

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-3A> 

The power sources for the two required offsite power circuits shall consist of: 

a. Startup Transformer No. 1 and its 22 kV supply from the switchyard bus tie 
autotransformer, or the Unit Auxiliary Transformer and its supply from the switchyard 
bus tie autotransformer via the 22 kV overhead swing leads, and 

b. Startup Transformer No. 2 and its supply from the 161 kV switchyard ring bus.  

An offsite circuit includes the necessary breakers and equipment to properly align the circuit 
and transmit power from the transmission line source to a single 4160 V ES bus. One offsite 
source shall be capable of supplying 4160 V ES bus A3 via 4160 V bus Al and the second 
offsite source shall be capable of supplying 4160 V ES bus A4 via 4160 V bus A2, at a 
minimum. Either source may be used to supply either ES bus. If bus Al or A2 is not 
capable of supplying Bus A3 or A4, respectively, one of the offsite circuits must be 
considered inoperable.  

One required offsite source shall be capable of accepting emergency loads in an automatic 
transfer. Reference 1 requires one circuit to be available within a few seconds following a 
LOCA to assure that core cooling, reactor building integrity, and other vital safety functions 
are maintained. The other required offsite source may be configured for manual transfer. In 
the event Startup Transformer No. 2 is configured for automatic transfer, the selective load
shed features for automatic shedding of loads to avoid a degraded voltage condition shall be 
OPERABLE.  

For the offsite AC sources, separation and independence are maintained to the extent 
practical. An offsite source may be connected to more than one ES bus and not violate the 
separation criteria provided each OPERABLE required offsite source is capable of being 
aligned (manually or automatically, as appropriate) so that it is separate and independent of 
the other required offsite source.  

When the main generator is synchronized to the 500 kV system, AC power for the ES loads 
may be supplied from either the Unit Auxiliary Transformer, Startup Transformer No. 1, 
Startup Transformer No. 2, or a combination of these transformers concurrently sharing the 
load. Power from the Unit Auxiliary Transformer is not credited with meeting the 
requirements of LCO 3.8.1 .a since it cannot function under all conditions (i.e., following a 
turbine trip) except when connected in the alternate configuration described above.  
However, powering the ES buses from the Unit Auxiliary Transformer is permitted during 
normal unit operation.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

LCO sfo wh, tu ,pow th # bus rou 
(continued) ts no f k 

CEach DGmust be capable of starting, accelerating to rated 

speed and voltage, and connecting to its respective ESO bus 
on detection of bus undervoltage. This will be accomplished 

_withii seconds. Each DG must also be capable of 
accepting required loads within the assumed loading sequence 
intervals, and continue to operate until offsite powe can 
be restored to the tE i mbuses. hese cp abilintepieswe 
( tequ d tco poe se ) ro f t•hie ty ofurnitial c n Itihns, o 

tsu as DG tandby wO•s, the engpri e hot ande in standby 
cmlth the e. am a nt condionsd n 

IcapabiHiIes must b /emnstrat•ed to meet ruired 

•Surver1l nces X .g[ capabil* of the D /o revert 
Lsajow status/M an ECCS gnal while e•erating in Jaralle l

slrt mode. , "/ 

r• Proper sequencing of loads,,rncluding tripping of 
Snon-essential loads, is a required function for DG 

S~The AC sources in one train must be separate and independent 
S~(to the extent-possible) of the AC sources-in the other 

train. For the DGs, separation and independence are 
complete.

For

APPLICABILITY The AC sources gI er- are required to be OPERABLE 
in MODES 1, 2, 7 and 4 to ensure that: 

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant 
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result 
of AOOs or abnormal transients; and 

L Aces ,o-k o.p(j +o 4(cont inurede 4e b6

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-4A>

Should the time intervals between two or more loads be reduced such that the interval is less than 
that assumed in the SAR, the associated diesel generator is considered to be inoperable. If one or 
more time delays is inoperable (i.e., the associated component fails to load) then the associated 
component is considered inoperable, and the appropriate Condition for that component is entered.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



AC Sources-Operating B 3.8.1

BASES 

APPLICABILITY b. Adequate core cooling is provided and '2 

(continued) OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained 
in the event of a postulated DBA.  

The AC power requirements for MODES 5 and 6 co re Fl 
- M ece bq __4 a, 

0 0 oelzAs LLP(4-or e~acL, (rtgariweA 
6JP fe '( ; o--17

ACTIONS A.1

To ensure a highly reliable power source remains with one 
offsite circuit inoperable, it is necessary to verify the 
OPERABILITY of the remaining required offsite circuit on a 
more frequent basis. Since the Required Action only 
specifies "perform," a failure of SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance 
criteria does not-result in a Required Action noZ me. Ibbe- J 

However, if a second required circuit fails SR 3.8.1.1, the 
second offsite circuit is inoperable, and Condition C, for 

<A two offsite circuits inoperable, is entered.  

R•R iewer's Noy*: The turb e driven atxiliary fee ater 

ump is only0 equired to e consider a redunda required 
feature, an , therefore required be determi ed OPERAB 

7 by this R uired Actio , if the d ign is su that the 
remaining'OPERABLE m or or tur ne driven xiliary 
feedwa r pump(s) i not by i elf capabl (without a 
reliaxe on the m or driven uxiliary f edwater pu 
powe ed by the ergency b ssociat with the operable 
d eel generat of pro in 100% the auxi ary 
f dwater flo assumed 'the safe analysis

Required Action A.2, which only applies if the train cannot 
be powered from an offsite source, is intended to provide 
assurance that an event coincident with a single failure of 
the associated DG will not result in a complete loss of 
safety function of critical redundant required features.  
These features are powered from the redundant AC electrical 
pow r t a n. is- luoes Dro r orlen eme ncy •e water e• I 

u e tr n syst , such s turb*41 driyef 
•Lieraenefeed ~er pum, may tb ~'ddf 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-SA>

The Completion Time provides for a prompt confirmation of the OPERABILITY of the remaining 
offsite circuit. This is considered to be acceptable because of other indications which are available 
in the control room for loss of the remaining offsite circuit.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.2 (continued) 

The Completion Time for Required Action A.2 is intended to 

allow the operator time to evaluate and repair any 

discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time also 

allows for an exception to the normal "time zero" for 

beginning the allowed outage time "clock." In this Required 

Action, the Completion Time only begins on discovery that 

both: 

a. The train has no offsite power supplyo iloads; and 4 

b. A required feature on the other train is inoperable.  

If at any time during the existence of Condition A (one 

offsite circuit inoperable) a redundant required feature 

subsequently becomes inoperable, this Completion Time begins 
to be tracked.  

Discovering no offsite power to one train of the onsite 

Class 1E Electrical Power Distribution System coincident 

with one or more inoperable required support or supported 

features, or both, that are associated with the other train 

that has offsite power, results in starting the Completion 

Times for the Required Action. Twenty-four hours is 

acceptable because it minimizes risk while allowing time for 

restoration before subjecting the unit to transients 
associated with shutdown.  

The remaining OPERABLE offsite circuitand DGs are adequate 

to supply electrical power to (T•-rof the • L 

onsite Class 1E Distribution System. he 24 hour Completion 

Time takes into account the component OPERABILITY of the 

redundant counterpart to the inoperable required feature.  

Additionally, the 24 hour Completion Time takes into account 

the capacity and capability of the remaining AC sources, a 

reasonable time for repairs, and the low probability of a 

DBA occurring during this period.  

A.3 
ZAc nBn" 't"''ýoý ReiulatorJ Guide/l.g3 (RK%. 6),Zerat'15;1;ioF my• 

cotinu /ij CditioA fo .eidht Sh •d otlexceedJ" 

reliability of the offsite system is degraded, and the 

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.3 (continued) 

potential for a loss of offsite power is increased, with 
attendant potential for a challenge to the unit safety 
systems. In this Condition, however, the remaining OPERABLE 
offsite circuit and DGs are adequate to supply electrical 
power to the onsite Class 1E Distribution System.  

The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity 
and capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable 
time for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring 
during this period.  

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.3 
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any 
combination of required AC power sources to be inoperable 
during any single contiguous occurrence of failing to meet 
the LCO. If Condition A is entered while, for instance, a 
DG is inoperable and that DG is subsequently returned 
OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for u to 

This could lead to a total of r since 
. initia-failure to meet the LCO, to restore the offsite 

circuit. At this time, a DG could again become ino erable, 
the circuit restored OPERABLE, and an additional 7-7 

or a total of days) allowed prior to com lete_.  
restoration of the LCO. The etion ime provides 
a limit on the time allowed in a specified condition after 
discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This limit is 
considered reasonable for situations in which Conditions A 
and B are entere concurrently. The AND connector between 
t our n day Completion Times means that both 
Completion Times apply simultaneously, and the more 
restrictive Completion Time must be met.  

As in Required Action A.2, the Completion Time allows for an 
exception to the normal "time zero" for beginning the 
allowed outage time "clock." This will result in 
establishing the "time zero" at the time that the LCO was 
initially not met, instead of at the time Condition A was 
entered.  

B.1 

To ensure a highly reliable power source remains with an 
inoperable DG, it is necessary to verify the availability of 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-7A> 

Required Action A.3 has been modified by a Note extending the allowable outage 
time for Startup Transformer No. 2 only, for up to 30 days. The 30-day allowance is 
permitted not more than once in any 10-year period, which is considered sufficient 
for proper maintenance of the transformer. The 30-day window should permit 
extensive preplanned preventative maintenance without placing either unit in an 
action statement of short duration and would allow both units to be operating during 
such maintenance. Because this allowance assumes parts are prestaged, 
appropriate personnel are available, and proper contingencies have been 
established, it is not intended to be used for an unexpected loss of the transformer.  
Pre-established contingencies will consider the projected stability of the offsite 
electrical grid, the atmospheric stability projected for the maintenance window, the 
ability to adequately control other ongoing plant maintenance activities that coincide 
with the window, projected flood levels, and the availability of all other power 
sources. Since a station blackout is the most affected event that could occur when 
power sources are inoperable, the steam driven emergency feedwater pump will 
also be maintained available during the evolution.
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES

ACTIONS B.1 (continued)

KNIEP.S8ArFj

the offsite circuits on a more frequent basis. Since the 

Required Action only specifies "perform," a failure of 

SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance criteria does not result in a Required 

Action being not met. However, if a circuit fails to pass 

SR 3.8.1.1, it is inoperable. Upon offsite circuit 

inoperability, additional Conditions and Required Actions 
t then be entered.  

Re,*we r'Is 1NYote: Th turbine dri n auxiliary fee ater 

,?Mp is onl req *ed to be con dered a redunda required 

feature, and, erefore. requ' ed to be determ* ed OPERABLE 

by this Req 'ed Action, if he design is s that the 

remainin ERABLE motor turbine drive uxiliary 

feedwa pump(s) is no by itself capa e (without any 

r~eli ce on the motor riven auxiliar feedwater pump 

p red by the emerAncy bus associ ed with the inop able 

iesel i'generator ofprovidn1 of the auxiliar 

feedwater flow ssumed in the ety analysis.Z

B.2 

Required Action 8.2 is intended to provide assurance that a 

loss of offsite power, during the period that a DG is 

inoperable, does not result in a complete loss of safety 

function of critical systems. These features are designed with redundant safety relatd trains. is I des mot• ••.  

•-jnemerge/cy edwater mps. knog'1e i n syst• ÷ 

inoperab e features associated with a train, redundant to 

the train that has an inoperable DG.  

The Completion Time for Required Action B.2 is intended to 

allow the operator time to evaluate and repair any 

discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time also 

allows for an exception to the normal "time zero" for 

beginning the allowed outage time "clock." In this Required 

Action, the Completion Time only begins on discovery that 
both: 

a. An inoperable DG exists; and 

b. A required feature on the other train is inoperable.  

(continued) 
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<INSERT B3.8-8A>

The Completion Time provides for a prompt confirmation of the OPERABILITY of the remaining 
offsite circuit. This is considered to be acceptable because of other indications, which are available 
in the control room for monitoring the status of the remaining offsite circuit.
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B 3.8.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS B.2 (continued) 

If at any time during the existence of this Condition (one 

DG inoperable) a required feature subsequently becomes 

inoperable, this Completion Time begins to be tracked.  

Discovering one required DG inoperable coincident with one 

or more inoperable required support or supported features, 

or both, that are associated with the OPERABLE DG, results 

in starting the Completion Time for the Required Action.  

Four hours from the discovery of these events existing 

concurrently is acceptable because it minimizes risk while 

allowing time for restoration before subjecting the unit to 

transients associated with shutdown.  

In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE DG and offsite 

circuits are adequate to supply electrical power to the 

onsite Class 1E Distribution System. Thus, on a component 

basis, single-failure protection for the required feature's 

function may have been lost; however, function has not been 

lost. The 4 hour Completion Time takes into account the 

OPERABILITY of the redundant counterpart to the inoperable 

required feature. Additionally, the 4 hour Completion Time 

takes into account the capacity and capability of the 

remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for repairs, and the 

low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.  

8.3.1 and 8.3.2 

Required Action B.3.1 provides an allowance to avoid 

unnecessary testing of OPERABLE DG(s). If it can be 

determined that the cause of the inoperable DG does not 

exist on the OPERABLE DG, SR 3.8.1.2 does not have to be 

performed. If the cause of inoperability exists on~other 

DG@, the other DGO would be declared inoperable upon 

discovery and Condition E of LCO 3.8.1 would be entered.  

Once the failure is repaired, the common cause failure no 

longer exists and Required Action B.3.1 is satisfied. If 

the cause of the initial inoperable DG cannot be confirmed 

not to exist on the remaining DG", performance of 

SR 3.8.1.2 suffices to provide assurance of continued 

OPERABILITY of that DG.  

(continued)
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B 3.8.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS B.3.1 and B.3.2 (continued) 

In the event the inoperable DG is restored to OPERABLEj, 

JOM' status prior to completing either B.3.1 or B.3.2, the • ) 

. ti ac/•m~iprogramjdwill continue to evaluate the 

common cause possibility. This continued evaluation, 

however, is no longer under the 24 hour constraint imposed 
while in Condition B.  

According to Generic Letter 84-15 (Ref.k, Z4thours is 

reasonable to confirm that the OPERABLE DG(s) is not 

affected by the same problem as the inoperable DG.  

8.4 

c rn9 o ato 1 e . e peration may 
o n B for a period that shOUld not exceed 2 

In Condition B, the remaining OPERABLE DG and offsite 
circuits are adequate to supply electrical tower t._the 

onsite Class 1E Distribution System. The •/mpletion 
Time takes into account the capacity and capaf ity of the 

remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for repairs, and the 

low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.  

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.4 

establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any 

combination of required AC power sources to be inoperable 

during any single contiguous occurrence of failing to meet 

the LCO. If Condition B is entered while, for instance, an 

offsite circuit is inoperable and that circuit is 

subsequently restored OPERABLE, the LCO may already have 

been not met for up to 72 hours. This could lead to a total 

of s since initial failure to meet the LCO, to 

r- s -ore t e G. At this time, an offsite circuit could 

again become inoperable, the DG restored OPERABLE9 and an 

additional 72 hours (for a total ofwjays) allowed prior to 

complete restoration of the LCO. The(fday Completion Time 

provides a limit on time allowed in a specified condition 

after discovery of failure to meet the LCD. This limit is 

considered reasonable for situations in which Condition A 

and Condition B are entered concurrently. The 'AND" 

connector between the V and day Completion Times 

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS B.4 (continued) 

means that both Completion Times apply simultaneously, and 
the more restrictive Completion Time must be met.  

As in Required Action B.2, the Completion Time allows for an 
exception to the normal "time zero" for beginning the 
allowed time "clock.' This will result in establishing the 
"time zero" at the time that the LCO was initially not met, 
instead of at the time Condition B was entered.  

C.1 and C.2 

Required Action C.1, which applies when two offsite circuits 
are inoperable, is intended to provide assurance that an 
event with a coincident single failure will not result in a 
complete loss of redundant required safety functions. The 
Completion Time for this failure of redundant required 
features is reduced to 12 hours from that allowed for one 
train without offsite power (Required Action A T2 The 
rationale for the reduction to 12 hours is thati17 

IG .93_4g :). ýMs a Completion Time of ]2h hours Lfor,-
two required offsite circuits inoperable, based upon the 
assumption that two complete safety trains are OPERABLE.  
When a concurrent redundant required feature failure exists, 
this assumption is not the case, and a shorter Completion 
Time of 12 hours is appropriate. These features are powered 
from redundant AC Safety trains. -tfi-s _15Wludesj~or a]glven 

a p1aryeedwa~ pumpK 1in~e trai feat S!, su I ass 
l nis i veýilaX pum9p, are inchXed in, he 

The Completion Time for Required Action C.1 is intended to 
allow the operator time to evaluate and repair any 
discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time also 
allows for an exception to the normal "time zero" for 
beginning the allowed outage time "clock." In this Required 
Action, the Completion Time only begins on discovery that 
both: 

a. All required offsite circuits are inoperable; and 

b. A required feature is inoperable.  

(continued)
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B 3.8.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued) 

If at any time during the existence of Condition C (two 
offsite circuits inoperable) qý-a required feature becomes ek 

inoperable, this Completion Time begins to be tracked.  
•c ~ding• Reguliftor-y Muide 1/93 (Re * ), oMration my Z7 

\cftinueyl aond (ion V for a orrind hat should not L2X gad) 

4 -This level of degradation means that th offsite 

electrical power system does not have the capability to 
effect a safe shutdown and to mitigate the effects of an 
accident; however, the onsite AC sources have not been 
degraded. This level of degradation generally corresponds 
to a total loss of the immediately accessible offsite power 
sources.  

Because of the normally high availability of the offsite 
sources, this level of degradation may appear to be more 
severe than other combinations of two AC sources inoperable 
that involve one or more DGs inoperable. However, two 
factors tend to decrease the severity of this level of 
degradation: 

a. The configuration of the redundant AC electrical power 
system that remains available is not susceptible to a 
single bus or switching failure; and 

b. The time required to detect and restore an unavailable 
offsite power source is generally much less than that 
required to detect and restore an unavailable onsite 
AC source.  

With both of the required offsite circuits inoperable, 
sufficient onsite AC sources are available to maintain the 
unit in a safe shutdown condition in the event of a DBA or 
transient. In fact, a simultaneous loss of offsite AC 
sources, a LOCA, and a worst-case single failure were 
postulated as a part of the design basis in the safety 
analysis. Thus, the 24 hour Completion Time provides a 
period of time to effect restoration of one of the offsite 
circuits commensurate with the importance of maintaining an 
AC electrical power system capable of meeting its design 
criteria, 

(.Ainq U fere 2.(ith the available offsite AC 
sources,two less than required by the LCO, operation may 

(continued)
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B 3.8.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued) 

continue for 24 hours. If two offsite sources are restored 

within 24 hours, unrestricted operation may continue. If 

only one offsite source is restored within 24 hours, power 

operation would continue in accordance with Condition A.  

D.1 and D.2 

Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the Distribution System ACTIONS would 

not be entered even if all AC sources to it were inoperable 

resulting in de-energization. Therefore, the Required 

Actions of Condition D are modified by a Note to indicate 

that when Condition D is entered with no AC source to any 
traiin the Conditions and Required Actions for LCO 3.8 

"Distribution Systems--Operating," must be immediately% 
entered. This allows Condition D to provide requirements 

for the loss of one offsite circuit and one DG without 
regard to whether a train is de-energized. LCO 3.8 t ..4 
provides the appropriate restrictions for a de-energized
train.  

Ao~rding• Regul ry Guid .93 (Ref.), operati~en may -' 
•'otin~ n ondi•'onD f~a erid sould •t e~xceed) 

In Condition D, individual redundancy is lost in both the 

offsite electrical ower system and the onsite AC elect ical 
power system. cepoer- •Yem redundaJr 'i s proie oy 
wo esrces of po r, however ,•fe reliariol Y of 

Spower •ftems in tt* Condition _Kiy appear h jer than 7- 1 

•that in ndition C f~tss of both Xquired off f~e ! 

"n• e 1-2 hour Completion Time 

takes into account the capacity and capability of the 

remaining AC sources, reasonable time for repairs, and the 

low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.  

(continued)
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B 3.8.1

BASES

ACTIONS 
(continued)

E.1 

With Train A and Train B DGs inoperable, there are no 
remaining standby AC sources. Thus, with an assumed loss of 
offsite electrical power, insufficient standby AC sources 
are available to power the minimum required ES•9functions.  
Since the offsite electrical power system is the only source 
of AC power for this level of degradation, the risk 
associated with continued operation for a very short time 
could be less than that associated with an immediate 
controlled shutdown (the immediate shutdown could cause grid 
instability, which could result in a total loss of AC 
power). Since any inadvertent generator trip could also 
result in a total loss of offsite AC power, however, the 
time allowed for continued operation is severely restricted.  
The intent here is to avoid the risk associated with an 
immediate controlled shutdown and to minimize the risk 
associated with this level of degradation.  

(A9,M•diJ nq.; erer- ý th both DGs inoperable, 
operation may continue for a period that should not exceed 
2 hours.

(continued)

The sequen (s) is an essential s art system to [both he 
offsite cuit and the DG associ ed with a given ESF us].  
[Furthe ore, the sequencer is the primary succes path 
for t major AC electricall powered safety sys s 
pow ed from the associate SF bus.] Therefor loss of an 

F bus sequencer] affe s every major ESF sy em in the 
division]. The [12] ur Completion Time vides a period 

of time to correct t problem commensura with the 
importance of main ning sequencer OPE ILITY. This time 
period also ensu that the probabili of an accident 
(requiring seq cer OPERABILITY) o rring during perio 
when the seq cer is inoperable minimal.  

This Cond* ion is preceded by Note that allows e 
Conditi to be deleted if e unit design is s that any 
seque er failure mode wi only affect the a lity of the 
ass, iaed DG to power s respective safet loads under any 
c ditions. Implicit n this Note is th oncept that the 
ondition must be r ained if any sequ er failure mode 

resu lts in the in ility to start al or part of the saf y
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BASES

F_ (continued•/ 

loads whe equired, reg less of pow availabilit or 

results n overloading e offsite p er circuit t safety 
bus ing an event ereby causi its failure. Also 
i icit in the e is that th ondition is t applicable 
o any train t does not h a sequencer

If the inoperable AC electrical power sources cannot be 
restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion 
Time, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO 

does n t a status, the unit must be 
brought to at least MODE 3 withins('hours and to MODE 5 
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.  

1%
Conditionicorresponds to a level of degradation in which 
all redundancy in the AC electrical power supplies has been 
lost. At this severely degraded level, any further losses 
in the AC electrical power system will cause a loss of 
function. Therefore, no additional time is justified for 
continued operation. The unit is required by LCO 3.0.3 to 
commence a controlled shutdown.

ejl '

SURVEILLANCE The AC sources are designed to permit inspection and 

REQUIREMENTS testing of all important areas and features, especially 

A thoe that have a standby function in accordance with 
Y -Q...FR-, Awn• GDC 18 (Refqla). Periodic component ,2 

SLtti n tests are supplemented by extensive functional tests during 
ZMEOoutages (under simulated accident 

'~ ~~II~outges-(under simulated accident conditions). _ 

The iRs rjr oeonst ting the ~tq.UILI of the s are i Vaccord e with t reconmme ations a egulato Guide .9 -T 

(Refi3), Regul ory Guid .108 (R . 9), an Regulat •Y 
Gu*re 1.137 f. 10), address in the AR.  

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1

SR 3.8.1.1 

This SR ensures proper circuit continuity for the offsite AC 
electrical power supply to the onsite distribution network 
and availability of offsite AC electrical power. The 
breaker alignment verifies that each breaker is in its 
correct position to ensure that distribution buses and loads 
are connected to their preferred power source, and that 
appropriate independence of offsite circuits is maintained.  
The 7 day Frequency is adequate since breaker position is 
not likely to change without the operator being aware of it 
and because its status is displayed in the control room.  

SR 3.8.1.21 nd 3 % _7

These SRs help to ensure the availability of the standby 
electrical power supply to mitigate DBAs and transients and 
to maintain the unit in a safe shutdown condi 

To minimize the wear on moving parts that do n get 
lubricated when the engine is not runnin t e SRI.oLI 
modified by a Note -- to indicate that 

DG starts for eilancelmay be preceded an

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-16A>

The required minimum frequency for loading of the DG is 58.8 Hz (derived from Safety Guide 9); 
however, this value is not routinely monitored to be within limit within 15 seconds. Meeting minimum 
frequency is expected prior to the DG voltage reaching the required minimum. This is 
administratively confirmed on an 18 month interval.
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8. I.•-- • , ,7 (continued)

engine prelube Period and followed by a warmup period prior 

to loading (5; 'Z en re o er . j k dpp 

For the purposes of SR 3.8.1.2: testingthe 

DGs are started from standby con i ondbcnditions 
for a DG means that the diesel engine n l 

being continuously circulated and temperature is being 

maintained consistent with manufacturer recommendations.

ro r1 ac stres /and wear6 diesele•ngines,/ýosme -er srecommend modifie start in hich the/ 

ýp ed of;DGs ' limited warmup i limitedO o this 

and the "s are gr dually ac eleratedito 
speed pr oto lo ing. Thi is the . ent of 

iich is o y applic le when ch modiftde start 

are re mended the man acturer.

_Ta 3.8.1-1 iese rator Sc e e- in e 

u ir ertio ne o n i 't o 1 e .a 9 

tter 84-1 Ref. 7). ýee Freoutcies provi e oneuat 

assurance of PE BIL Y, while minimizing gradation 

resulting from testing.

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-17A>

The signal initiating the start of the DG is varied from one test to another (start with handswitch at 
control room panel and at DG local control panel) to verify all starting circuits are OPERABLE.
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE

.. s.-, - T

SR 3.8.1.3

This Surveillance verifies that the DGs are capable of 
synchronizing with the offsite electrical system and 
accepting-load niat~r thar)/r ýeo a~t/ha •AoUvakint 6 

• maxnum a 'rridgt In I " A minimum run time of 
61•minutes 15stabiliz ngine temperatures, 

whilm e f ent timethat the eG is connected to the 
offsite source. s raEB 
" Alt Xugh no po r factor/equirements "re establi ed by \ 

t 1 t s SR, the )G is nor}l %operated/at a power actor •--(•• 
•(tweenO 1 gin -gan •F O• le 0.]v ue i s the • ..  

/design rin of thi~machine, whji~ethe, :O.l is an 
operatj nal l imitat'ionotto ensu~t circulati g currents le 
inniZed_ Te/oad band 1s/Oroviaed to/oi V old !• 

ove~ oa .1n of the UG. Kout~ine overl Ioa(•rng may resu~l n t 

ioe frequenti~eardown insKections in~ccordance w•A~h vendor 
c conommendat)4ns in order,/to maintainVOG OPERABILWY.

The a 31 day Freauency for this Surveillance 
p-(TaiAevav- .8.1- s consis nt wi eut at uid .9 

This SR is modified by ftour Notes. Note 1 indicates that 

Scdiesel engine runs for this Surveillance may include gradual 
\ ..... loading, as recommended by the manufacturer, so that 

a• 'e 'mechanical stress and wear on the diesel engine are 
minimized. Note 2 states that momentary transients-because 
0of _han ing bus loads)do not invalidate this test.  
Simila y, momenny power r tor transients aoove th ]imi S•i112 • tjixali;ýte the te• /ote 3 in ~icates that 'this 

SurveillancU-should be conducted on only one DG at a time ir 
order to avoid common cause failures that might result from

offsite circuit or grid perturDatlons. note sipulates a 
prerequisite requirement for performance of this SR. A 
successful OG start must precede this test to credit 
satisfactory performance.

SR 3.8.1.4

T SR provide verifi 

1p& a t w 
expressed as an equ 

111 ý_ -(V =e--k I _ýýn ý

BWOG STS 
B 3.8-18 
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<INSERT B3.8-18A>

f3.81-15 The load test is conducted at 90 to 100 percent of the continuous rating, which is considered to be 90 
[X-24 to 100 percent of the intended service rating, or Ž 2475 kW and • 2750 kW. These parameter 

values contain all necessary allowances for instrument uncertainty. No additional allowances for 
instrument uncertainty are required to be incorporated in the implementing procedures.
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.4 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS s . . L seeted to ensue adequate fuez1:C 1:01 )1ýor nimumoe-i ,,uD, 

WA& C,,~4 ~ oeratiplat fu oad p1yy 0% 

on e The 31 day Frequency is adequate to assure that a sufficient 

A.2, Ilk jsupply of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are 

provided and unit operators would be aware of any large uses 
Q D • ,• of fuel oil during this period.  

SR 3.8.1.5 

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil 
degradation. There are numerous bacteria that can grow in 
fuel oil and cause fouling, but all must have a water 
environment in order to survive. Removal of water from the 
fuel oil day [afnlenqgi1mOM1ItB& tanks once every 31]v"days 
eliminates th6enecessary environment for bacterial survival.  
This is the most effective means of controlling 
microbiological fouling. In addition, it eliminates the 
potential for water entrainment in the fuel oil during DG 
operation. Water may come from any of several sources, 
including condensation, ground water, rain water, 
contaminated fuel oil, and from breakdown of the fuel oil by 
bacteria. Frequent checking for and removal of accumulated 
water minimizes fouling and provides data regarding the 
watertight integrity of the fuel oil system. The 
Surveillance Frequencies are established by Regulatory 
Guide 1.137 (Ref. 10). This SR is for preventive 
maintenance. The presence of water does not necessarily 
represent failure of this SR, provided the accumulated water 
is removed during the performance of this Surveillance.  

SR 3.8.1.• 

This Surveillance demonstrates that each required fuel oil 
transfer pump operates and transfers fuel oil from its 
associated storage tank to its associated day tank. This is 

required to support continuous operation of standby power 

sources. This Surveillance provides assurance that the fuel 

oil transfer pump is OPERABLE, the fuel oil piping system is 

intact Ithe fuel deliver i in is not obstructed e 

con n cont ssem r automa ue r sfer 

s ms are O 

(continued)
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B 3.8.1 

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.1.1 (continued)

(,g , .to A '\

110,Er 13-043>

"SR 3.8.1t
/m 

Transfer of each r4.16 kV ESi/busypOwer supply from the 
normal offsite circuit to the alternate offsite circuit 

demonstrates the OPERABILITY of the alternate circuit 
distribution network to power the shutdown loads.-OR) 
W18 monthy.Frequency of th rveillance [L1 _r 

n=gi• • • 9 tak nto consideration ine uLni 
on 110ns to oer -rm the Surveillance and is 

intned to be consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.  
Operating experience has shown that these components usually 

pass the SR when performed at the918 month7 Frequency.  

Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from 
a reliability standpoint.  

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is 

that during operation with the reactor critical, performance 
of this SR could cause perturbations to the electrical 

distribution systems that could challenge continued steady 

state operation and, as a result, unit safet systems.  

-r-Xmay- e eno de sthasat s is7 
L.SR..F ^-n~rf

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-20A>

3..-0 

,

<INSERT B3.8-20B>

This restriction from normally performing the Surveillance in MODE 1 or 2 is further amplified to 
allow portions of the Surveillance to be performed for the purpose of reestablishing OPERABILITY 
(e.g., post work testing following corrective maintenance, corrective modification, deficient or 
incomplete surveillance testing, and other unanticipated OPERABILITY concerns) provided an 
assessment determines plant safety is maintained or enhanced. This assessment shall, as a 
minimum, consider the potential outcomes and transients associated with a failed partial 
Surveillance, a successful partial Surveillance, and a perturbation of the offsite or onsite system 
when they are tied together or independently for the partial Surveillance; as well as the operator 
procedures available to cope with these outcomes. These shall be measured against the avoided 
risk of a plant shutdown and startup to determine that plant safety is maintained or enhanced when 
portions of the Surveillance are performed in MODES 1 or 2. Risk insights or deterministic methods 
may be used for this assessment.

ANO-1 ITS

Reference I requires that only one of the two offsite power circuits be capable of automatic transfer.  
The second (alternate) circuit must be capable of manual transfer, as a minimum. Typically, startup 
transformer No. 1 is aligned for automatic transfer and startup transformer No. 2 is aligned to allow 
manual transfer. In this alignment, the Surveillance verifies the automatic transfer of loads to startup 
transformer No. 1 and the manual transfer of loads to startup transformer No. 2. In the event that 
startup transformer No. 2 is aligned for automatic transfer and startup transformer No. 1 is aligned 
for manual transfer, the Surveillance verifies the automatic transfer of loads to startup transformer 
No. 2 and the manual transfer of loads to startup transformer No. 1.  

For startup transformer No. 2, this test also demonstrates the selective load shedding interlock 
function. (Note: This load shedding function is only required when startup transformer no. 2 is 
selected for automatic transfer.) These features provide protection of required equipment from a 
sustained degraded grid voltage situation.  

The

�3zi
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AC Sources-Operating B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

SR 3.8.1.9 

Each DG is provide with an engine overspeed trip to pre ent 
damage to the eng e. Recovery from the transient caus by 
the loss of a la e load could cause diesel engine 
overspeed, whi , if excessive, might result in a tri of 
the engine. is Surveillance demonstrates the DG I d 
response cha cteristics and capability to reject t 

largest sin e load without exceeding predetermine voltage 
and frequ cy and while maintaining a specified m in to 
the over eed trip. For the CR-3 emergency DGs, he largest 
single oad is 615 kW (HPI pump). After perfo ance of 
SR 3.8 .17, the diesel load is reduced to app oximately 
1200 and allowed to run at this load for to 5 minutes.  
The oad is then reduced to > 616 kW and th DGs output 
brr ker is opened. Verification that the did not trip is 
m me. This Surveillance may be accomplis ed by: 

a. Tripping the DG output breaker wi the DG carrying 
greater than or equal to its ass ciated single largest 
post-accident load while parall led to offsite power, 
or while solely supplying the us; or 

b. Tripping its associated sin e largest post-accident 
load with the DG solely su lying the bus.  

As required by IEEE-308 (Ref. 13), the load rejection test 
is acceptable if the increa in diesel speed does not 
exceed 75% of the differen between synchronous speed and 
the overspeed trip setpoi , or 15% above synchronous speed, 
whichever is lower.  

The time, voltage, an frequency tolerances specified in 
this SR are derived om Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) 
recommendations for response during load sequence inter als.  
The (3] seconds s cified is equal to 60% of a typical 
5 second load s uence interval associated with sequ cing 
of the largest oad. The voltage and frequency spe fied 
are consiste with the design range of the equip nt 
powered by e DG. SR 3.8.1.9.a corresponds to e maximum 
frequency cursion, while SR 3.8.1.9.b and SR .8.1.9.c are 
steady s te voltage and frequency values to w ich the 
system st recover to following load reject n. The 
[18 mo h] Frequency is consistent with the ecommendation 
of R ulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9).

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3-8.1.9 (conti ed) 
REQUIRENENTS This SR is modif id by a Note. The reason for the te is 

that during op lation with the reactor critical, prformance 

of this SR c •Id cause perturbations to the ele trical 

distributio systems that could challenge con Anued steady 

state ope tion and, as a result, unit safe systems.  

Credit y be taken for unplanned events at satisfy this 

SR. order to ensure that the DG is ted under load 

con ions that are as close to design asis conditions as 

p0 ible, Note 2 requires that, if s chronized to offsite 

wer, testing must be performed u ng a power factor .  

5 0.9]. This power factor is c sen to be representative 

of the actual design basis ind ive loading that the DG 

would experience.  

Reviewer's Note: The abo MODE restrictions may be deleted 

if it can be demonstrat to the staff, on a plant specific 7 

basis, that performin the SR with the reactor in any of the/" 

restricted MODES ca satisfy the following criteria, as / 

applicable: 

a. Performan of the SR will not render any safet 

system component inoperable; 

b. Perf ance of the SR will not cause pertu ations to 

an of the electrical distribution syste that could 

r ult in a challenge to steady state eration or to 

lant safety systems; and 

C promneothSRorfiuefteR,ewll not.  
S/ to plant safety systems.  

This Surveillance demonst tes the DG capability to rejecta 

full load without overs ed tripping or exceeding the 

predetermined voltage imits. The DG full load reject* n 

may occur because of a system fault or inadvertent br aker 

tripping. This S eillance ensures proper engine enerator 

load response un r the simulated test conditions This 

test simulates e loss of the total connected ad that the 

DG experienc following a full load rejectio and verifies 

that the D will not trip upon loss of the 1 ad. These 

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating B 3.8.1

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.10' (contin ed) 

REQUIREMENTS acceptance criteri provide DG damage protection. W le the 
DDG is nnot expected/to experience this transient dur' g an 

event and continues to be available, this response/ensures 

that the DG is nt degraded for future applicatio (, 

including reco ection to the bus if the trip i tiator can 

be corrected isolated.  

"In order to nsure that the DG is tested und load 

conditions hat are as close to design basi conditions as 

possible, esting must be performed using power factor 

s [0.9]. This power factor is chosen to representative 

of the *tual design basis inductive loa ing that the DG 
would perience.  

The 8 month] Frequency is consiste with the 

rec endation of Regulatory Guide .108 (Ref. 9) and is 

in nded to be consistent with exp ted fuel cycle lengths.  

T is SR is modified by a Note. e reason for the Note is 

hat during operation with the actor critical, performance 

of this SR could cause perturb ion to the electrical 

distribution systems that cou challenge continued steady 

state operation and, as a re lt, unit safety systems.  

Credit may be taken for un anned events that satisfy this 

SR.  

Reviewer's Note: The ove MODE restrictions may be d eted 

if it can be demonst ted to the staff, on a plant sp cific 

basis, that perform g the SR with the reactor in a of the 

restricted MODES c satisfy the following criteri , as 

applicable: 

a. Performan of the SR will not render any fety 

system o component inoperable; 

b. Perfo nce of the SR will not cause p turbations to 

any the electrical distribution sy ems that could 
resu t in a challenge to steady stat operation or to 

p1 t safety systems; and 

C. P rformance of the SR, or failur of the SR, will not 
ause, or result in, an AOO wit attendant challenge 

to plant safety systems.  

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating B 3.8.1

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE 
REOUIREMENTS ... .. . 1.. .. ýIna QI1 ....

"(continued) As r l'red by Ir uu =.iu -. -by ..  
graph 2.a. this Surveillance demons ra es the as 

designed operation of the standby power sources during loss 

of the offsite source. This test verifies all actions 

encountered from the loss of offsite power, including 

shedding of the non-essential loads and energization of the 

emergency buses and respective loads from the DG. It 

rewI.~ -10 loaJ further demonstrates the capability of t BG to 
d;4~' Cb., automati a lY achieve te, required voltae)nd equen• 

within the specified time. rqire otH 

The DG auto-start time of seconds is derived from 

requirements of the acciden analysis to respond to a design 

basis large break LOCA. The Surveillance should be 

continued for a minimum of 5 minutes in order to demonstrate 

that all starting transients have decayed and stability has 

been achieved. r t -' LJC(E 

The requirement to verify the connection and power supply of 

permanent and auto-connected loads is intended to 

satisfactorily show the relationship of these loads to the 

DG loading logic. In certain circumstances, many of these 

loads can not actually be connected or loaded without undue 
r otential for undesired operation.. o 

t de 4red 0o e str ~ed ope •high •essure~r S.. 
.. . .. o e ted 

,r dec,4 heat r oval HR) sy ems 0 orin DHR 27 
In lieu of actual demonstration of c onnec :ion 

a . a Ing of loads, testing that adequately shows the 

capability of the DG system to perform these functions is 

acceptable. This testing may include any series of 

sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that the entire 

connection and loading sequence is verified.  

<IA/S r 9-ANThe Frequency of f18 months] ýis consiA t wit 
]7 "•'eU Guid .I .18 -

.......  

into cosieato uni con.tion
2raph -2:ý týýes-into cons-ideration un~itc;,o• 

r-equired to perTorm the Surveillance, and is intended to be 

consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-24A> 

If the component start time delays are outside of those assumed by the SAR, component 
OPERABILITY and DG OPERABILITY must be evaluated.
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE :SR:3.-ý8 c o nt if u ee4.ý. The r 
REQUIREMENTS This SR is modified by Note•. The reason for Note s 

to minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For 

the purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from 

standby conditions, that is, with the engine if°i l 

continuously circulated and temperature maintned1 

consise tha pe ufacturer recommendations. a j e rencyloads 
o NoJ 2 is Jlat perf itng t• uv lan/wouldmove) ,•

a ir red o m site ci ouit fr e servie, pe rb yt • o 

Thele ricaquire o v s s o an of t and 
aednt satsact oly s tht e 

rhis elatiosi o nstrates that the DG automatica. n 
starts "diee the required voltage and frequenc." 

within t c ecified time of101 seconds) from the ctaign basis uation signal (LOCA signal) and operate for 

>: 5 nutes. The 5 minute period provides suf cient time 

t emostrate stblity. SR 3.8.1.12-d an iR 3.8.1.12-e 

b re that permanently connected loadsha emergency loads 
/tesu ze fom heof si l~te power system on an 

are energi e frmt e ofi e electrii• 
ESF signal without loss of offsite p r.  

The requirement to verify tec ction of permanent and 

(continued 

auto-connected loads is to satisfactorily show the 
relationship of these loads o the DG loading logic. In 

certain circumstances, m• of these loads can not actually 

be connected or 1loade:on nthout undue hardship or potential 

for undesired opera i n. For instance, ECCS injection 
valves are not de red to be stroked open, high pressure/ 

inject ion syst s• are not capable of being operated at I)T 

flow, or D)Hl ystems performing a DHR functio r no• 

Sdesired t /e realigned to the ECCS mode o~fiopearaet •1ý. In 

lieu of ctual demonstration of connection and lding of 

loads ~esting that adequately shows the capa ity of the 

DG •stem to perform these functions is ac •Itable. This 

r tta sepssotht the entire con tion and loading 

s__•equence is verified.  

(continued) 
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

S 3.8.1.1 (coniud 
• The Frequency of/ 18 months] takes into considerati ._unit 

conditions req kred to perform the Surveillance anr( isl 

itneto b consistent with the expected fuel rvcl,,e, 

components sually pass the SR when performed t the 

[18 month Frequency. Therefore, the Freque y was 

conclud to be acceptable from a reliabili y standpoint.  

This is modified by two Notes. The r asom for Note 1 is 

to nimize wear and tear on the DGs d ing testing. For 

th purpose of this testing, the DGs ust be started from 

s/andby conditions, that is, with t engine coolant and oil 

ontinuously circulated and temper ture maintained 

consistent with manufacturer rec endations. The reason 

for Note 2 is that during oper ion with the reactor 

critical, performance of this urveillance could cause 

perturbations to the electr a distribution systems tha 

could challenge continued eady state operation and, a 

result, unit safety syst s. Credit may be taken for 

unplanned events that tisfy this SR.  
SRi 

S3.8.1..13 

This Surveillan demonstrates that DG noncr ical 

protective fu tions (e.g., high jacket wa r temperature) 

are bypassed n a loss of voltage signal o.ncurrent with an 

ESF actuati n test signal, and critical rotective functions 

(engine o rspeed, generator differen al current[, low lube 

oil pre ure, high crankcase pressur , and start failure 

relay trip the OG to avert subs ntial damage to the DG 

unit The noncritical trips are ypassed during DBAs and 

pr ide an alarm on an abnorma engine condition. This 

rm provides the operator w h sufficient time to react 

ppropriately. The DG avai bility to mitigate the DBA is 

more critical than protec ng the engine against minor 

problems that are not diately detrimental to emerge y 

operation of the DG.  

The [18 month] Fre ncy is based on engineering j gment, 

taking into consi ration unit conditions require to 

perform the Surv illance, and is intended to be onsistent 

with expected el cycle lengths. Operating e erience has

(continuea) 
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AC Sources-Operating B 3.8.1

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE 5y_.j_ (continu) 
REQUIREMENTS shown that these ponents usually pass the SR when 

performed at the 8'l month) Frequency. Therefore, the/ 
Frequency was ncluded to be acceptable from a reli lility 

standpoint./ 

The SR is odified by a Note. The reason for t Note is 

that per rming the Surveillance would remove required DG 

from se ice. Credit may be taken for unpl ed events that 

satis this SR.  

Rev ewer's Note: The above MODE restritions may be deleted 

i it can be demonstrated to the sta , on a plant specific 

asis, that performing the SR with e reactor in any of the 

restricted MODES can satisfy the llowing criteria, as 
/applicable:/ .. / 

a. Performance of the SR 1 I not render any safety 
system or component i perable; 

b. Performance of th SR will not cause perturbations o 

any of the elec ical distribution systems that uld 

result in a c lenge to steady state operation r to 
plant safety ystems; and 

c. Performa e of the SR, or failure of the S , will not 

cause, r result in, an AOO with attenda challenge 
to pl t safety systems.  

SR 3 . . . 14 

Re atory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), par raph 2.a.(3), requires 

d onstration once per 18 months t t the DGs can start and 

n continuously at full load ca ility for an interval of 

ot less than 24 hours, [2] h rs'of which is at a load 

equivalent to 110% of the cont- uous duty rating and the 

remainder of the time at a I d equivalent to the continuou 

duty rating of the DG. Th G starts for this Surveillan 

can be performed either f cm standby or hot conditions. he 

provisions for prelubri ting and warmup, discussed in 

SR 3.8.1.2, and for g dual loading, discussed in 
SR 3.8.1.3, are app cable to this SR.

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS /

SR 3.8.1.14 (conti ued) 

In order to ensur that the DG is tested under loa 
conditions that re as close to design conditions as 
possible, test g must be performed using a powe factor of 

[0.9]. Thi power factor is chosen to be rep esentative 
of the actua design basis inductive loading t t the DG 
would experience. The load band is provided o avoid 
routine ov rloading of the DG. Routine over oading may 
result i more frequent teardown inspectio , in accordance 
with ve or recommendations, in order to intain OG 
OPERAB ITY.  

The 8 month] Frequency is consistent ith the 
rec mmendations of Regulatory Guide 1 108 (Ref. 7), 
p agraph 2.a.(3), takes into consid ration unit conditions 
r quired to perform the Surveillanc and is intended to be 

onsistent with expected fuel cyc1 lengths.  

This Surveillance is modified b two Notes. Note 1 states 
that momentary transients due o changing bus loads do not 
invalidate this test. Simil by, momentary power factor 
transients above the power f ctor limit will not invalid e 

the test. The reason for te 2 is that during operati 
with the reactor critical performance of this Surveil ance 

could cause perturbatio to the electrical distribut on 
systems that could cha enge continued steady state 
operation and, as a r ult, unit safety systems. edit may 
be taken for unplann events that satisfy this S

SR 3.8.1.15 

This Surveill ce demonstrates that the dies engine can 
restart from hot condition, such as subse ent to shutdown 
from normal urveillances, and achieve the equired voltage 
and freque y within [10 seconds]. The [ second] time is 
derived f m the requirements of the accdent analysis to 
respond a design basis large break L CA. The [18 month] 
Frequen is consistent with the reco endations of 
Regula ry Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), para raph 2.a.(5).  

This R is modified by two Notes. ote I ensures that the 
tes is performed with the diesel ufficiently hot. The 

1 d band is provided to avoid ro ine overloading of the 
. Routine overloads may resul in more frequent teardown

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.1.15 (continued) 

inspectio , in accordance with v dor recommnendations, i 
order t maintain DG OPERABILITY The requirement that diesel as operated for at lea [2] hours at full load 

cond ions prior to performang• of this Surveillance i 

bas on manufacturer recoin dations for achieving h t 

co itions. Momentary tra ients due to changing b loa 

d not invalidate this te . Note 2 allows all DG tarts 

e preceded by an engine prelube period to minimi wear 

tear on the diesel dur* g testing.

SR 3.8.1.16 

As required by gulatory Guide 1.108 (Re . 9), 

paragraph 2.a. 6), this Surveillance ens es that the manual 

synchronizat n and automatic load tra fer from the DG to 

the offsite source can be made and thh DG can be returned to 

ready to 1 ad status when offsite op er is restored. It 

also ens es that the auto-start 1 ic is reset to allow the 

DG to r oad if a subsequent loss f offsite power occurs.  

The D is considered to be in re dy to load status when the 

DG i at rated speed and volta , the output breaker is open 

and an receive and auto-clos signal on bus undervoltage, 
a the load sequence timer•s re reset.  

he Frequency of [18 month is consistent with the 

recommendations of Regul ory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), 

paragraph 2.a.(6), and kes into consideration unit 

conditions required to perform the Surveillance.  

This SR is modified y a Note. The reason for th Note is 

that performing t Surveillance would remove a quired 

offsite circuit om service, perturb the elec ical 

distribution s tem, and challenge safety sys ms. Credit 
may be taken/ r unplanned events that satisy this SR.  

SSR 3.8.1 7 •n / 

Demnsatonof the test mode overrid enures that the DG 

comp omised as the result of 'testing and the DG will 

au matically reset to ready to lo operation if a LOCA 

a uation signal is received duri operation in the test 

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating B 3.8.1

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR ntinued) 
REQUIREMENTS de. Read o load operat 'n is defined s the DG r nning 

/at rated •led and voltage •ith the DG ,tput brea~e open.Teep isosfrat tcsitoraere rdby 

Th requirement to tomatically ergize th emergen 

1 ds with offsit power is ess fally ide iCal to hat of 

3.8.1.12. T intent in th requireme associ ed with 

SR 3.8.1.17.b s to show that he emerges y loa g was not 

raffected by e DG operatio in Gtest e. In eu of 

actual dem stration of c nection an loadin of loads, 

testing at adequately ows the c ability of the 

emerge y loads to perf rm these flnctioels s accept e.  

Thisi esting may incl e any seri s of s uential, 

ov apping s :r t teps so hat the ntire co ection 

foiothe Not :te 

a oading sqeeisverif'ed.  

The [18 month) requency rconsis nt with e 

recommendatio of Regul tory Gu' e 1.108 ef. 9), 

paragraph 2. .(B), tak into c siderat' n unit co itions 

required t perform e Surve' lance, a is inten d to be 

consisten with exp cted fue cycle I gths.  

This is modif* d by a te. The eason fo he Note 

tha performin 'the Sur illance uld remov a require 

f site circ t from s vice, pe urb the ectrical 

istributi system, nd chall ge safet systems. --edit 

may be t en for u anned ev that tisf thiSR.  

SR 3.8 

Und accident [and oss of offsite ower conditi ns loads adseq'uentially •xnnected to..the ]s by the Cau matic load 

.•q tuencer]l. The/sequencing loqi~rcontrolt the #rmi ssive 

and stafting s~i nals to motor •eakers to prev nt 

overloading Q•the DGs- due t iigh motor sta ing currents.  

The [101% 1 ad sequence tim interval, toler nce ensures tha 
sufficien time exists fo t' e DG to rest e frequency an•V 

voltage pior to applyi• the next load ~nd that safety/ 

kanalys ssmtin ar~ding ESF equ* ~ment time dela• are 

not v" luted. Refer e2poies •summary of the/ 

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

N

SR 3.1.LJ (continued) 

RveesNt:Th abovee MODE1- esrcin ay be tee d 

rf it be deo r atd o the st aff, o n d pa to spcb 

onsi e wit xpec fa 

" This SR s-modifiedyaNt.Terao the Note s 

that Herming t he S R ith te re tia otqu he d 
offs' e circuit am errvic ,-•,• eQ' lemtic 

di'-• ri-o- em n le temL Credit 

e aeno ulan vetnsyt sSRe.~~e .  

b t Perfo nce of the SR , ofil r n of he n any 1a ty 

a ys inoperbl 

syt or componeioerb 
b. P•formance of he SR will ot cause perturbations to/ 

/ny of the e •ctrical dlis ibution sys Ams that coul• 

Sresult in aIhallenge to steady state/operation or {o 
/ lant saf y systems; ~dd _.  

/C. Perfo nce of the S ', or failur /of the SR, wi Il not 

" caus 4, or result i , an.AO0 witarttenedant c llenge 

to ant safety s tens.  

SR 38

In the event of a OBA coincident with a loss of offsite 

power, the DGs are required to supply the necessary power to 

ESF systems so that the fuel, RCS, and design 

limits are not exceeded. 0 

UT This Surveillance demonstrates the D operation, as 

Sddiscussed in the Bases for SR 3.8.1. , during a loss of 

A o site power actuation test signal in conjunction with an 

/ESOactuation signal. In lieu of actual demonstration of 

connection and loading of loads testing that adequately 
shows the capability of the DG ystem to perform these 

a Wr vwý 5 ý,sý,(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating B 3.8.1

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1. continued) 
REQUIREMENTS functions is acceptable. This testing may include any 

series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that 

0..._--7 ? - the entire connection and loading sequence is verified.

N 

C
0

B 3.8-32BWOG STS

The Frequency of a8 months]/takes into consideration unit 

conditions required to perform the Surveillance and is 

intended to be consistent with an expected fuel cycle length 

of 418 monthsl. 49 f T 

This SR is modified byi Note The reason forTotei s eA 
to minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For a-Az 

the purpose o s t ti n' the DGsfro 

m standby conditions, that is, with the engine Oil 

continuously circulated and temperature maintaine 

consistent with manufacturer recomsendations for DGs. ns 

Treason Sr Noteis m ie- by Nte. The 4r o france NoeIds 

remof a resuiredng ite G uim t b servis t pertu the 

co tin ta t in e ol nt that oi 

natis y c td n pr r 

This !ýdrveillance demo Igtrates tat te DG strting/ .  

ind5ýjenence has not r~ee n compromised. Also, this/ •A 

Su elance demonpterites that each engine can ac -ieve I(J 

Sp~p~ll~ed witKn the specifie 'time when the/ Gs are 

ftarre Tiiu bously. /. _// 

The 10 year frequency is co ~istent with t~e recommendat' ns 

of Regulat y Guide 1.108 ef. 9). /. .. / 

This S, smdiidby Nt. h snfrth e.N ,e ,is.  

to mi mz ea nt+FGdrn t n r th p~urpose 

ntiuoul i td n er ature maint• ned 

cni stn ih nfcuer ecommendations _
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<INSERT B3.8-32A> 

Should the time intervals between two or more loads be reduced such that the interval is less than 
that assumed in the SAR, the associated DG is conservatively considered to be inoperable unless an 
evaluation of the condition shows the loading of the DG, with the reduced time interval, to be 
acceptable. If one or more time delays is inoperable (i.e., the associated component fails to load) or 
the time interval between two or more loads is greater than assumed in the SAR, then the associated 
component is considered inoperable, and the appropriate Condition for that component is entered.
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AC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.2 

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.2 AC Sources--Shutdown 

BASES 

BACKGROUND A descri of the AC ces is provi in the Bja for 6 
•IC4x• •,8-3•A LC .I., *AC Sour -Operating."J 

APPLICABLE The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC sources during MODES 5 
SAFETY ANALYSES and 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies 

ensures that: 

a. The unit can be mai nd in t utdo 
Qfýg ý,iltion/jfo~r extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and 

c. Adequate AC electrical power is provided to mitigate 
Su snpostulatedh a fuel 

handling accident.  

In general, when the unit is shut down, the Technical 
Specifications requirements ensure that the unit has the 
capability to mitigate the consequences of postulated 
accidents. However, assuming a single failure and 
concurrent loss of all offsite or all onsite power is not 
required. The rationale for this is based on the fact that 
manDes'gn Basis Accidents (DBAs) that are analyzed in 

2 JODES 1e6v 2 have no specific analyses in MODES 5 
and 6. Worst-case bounding events are deemed not credible 
Sin MODES!and 6 because the energy contained within the 
reactor pfessure boundary, reactor coolant temperature and 
pressure, and the corresponding stresses result in the 
probabilities of occurrence being significantly reduced or 
eliminated, and in minimal consequences. These deviations 
from DBA analysis assumptions and design requirements during 
shutdown conditions are allowed by the LCO for required 
systems. .aZ 
During MODES ig , d various deviations from the SCL.  

analysis assumptions an esign requirements are allowed 
within the Required Actions. This allowance is in 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-35A> 

o The unit shutdown Electrical Power Distribution System AC sources consist of the offsite 
power sources (preferred power sources, normal and alternates) and the onsite standby 
power sources (emergency diesel generators (DGs) and the Alternate AC (AAC) DG).  

Offsite power is supplied to the unit switchyard from the transmission network by five 
transmission lines. From the switchyard, two electrically and physically separated offsite 
circuits provide AC power, through either the startup transformers or the unit auxiliary 
transformer, to the 4.16 kV ES buses. ES buses A3 and A4 may be cross-tied during 
operation in shutdown conditions. A description of the offsite power network and the circuits 
to the Class 1 E ES buses is found in the SAR, Chapter 8 (Ref. 1).  

When the unit is off-line, unit equipment is typically powered from a startup transformer or 
from the unit auxiliary transformer back fed from the 500 kV switchyard. If the power source 
is transferred to startup transformer No. 2, sufficient loads are automatically shed or 
procedurally limited to avoid a degraded voltage condition (since startup transformer No. 2 is 
not sufficient to simultaneously provide power for full loading from both units.) 

The normal onsite standby power source for each 4.16 kV ES bus is a dedicated DG. DGs 1 
and 2 are dedicated to ES buses A3 and A4, respectively. ES buses A3 and A4 may be 
cross-tied during operation in shutdown conditions. Ratings for emergency DGs I and 2 
satisfy the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2). The continuous service rating of each 
DG is 2600 kW with 10% overload permissible for up to 2 hours in any 24 hour period.  
However, the "intended service" rating provided by the manufacturer is 2750 kW. This is the 
value used in postulated DG loading evaluations (Ref. 3).  

The AAC DG is an additional onsite power source. The AAC DG was installed to meet the 
requirements of 10 CFR 50.63(c)(iii)(2) (Ref. 4). The AAC DG and its associated power 
supply system is designed to provide vital and non-vital 4160 V power to either ANO-1, 
ANO-2, or both units simultaneously. The design considerations for the AAC DG assumed 
the engine would be started from the control room and be at rated speed and voltage within 
10 minutes after the onset of a station blackout condition. The AAC DG has a continuous 
rating of 4400 kW at 4160 V. The machines prime rating, which equates to a 2 hour rating is 
4840 kW (110% of the continuous rating) (Ref. 5).
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AC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.2 

BASES 

APPLICABLE recognition that certain testing and maintenance activities 

SAFETY ANALYSES must be conducted provided an acceptable level of risk is 

(continued) not exceeded. During MODES 5 and 6, performance of a 

significant number of required testing and maintenance 

activities is alsore9uired. In MODES 5 and 6, the '.

activities are aplanned and administratively 

controlled. Re axai-ons from MODE 1, 2, 3, and 4 LCOD4 .S.I 
requirements are acceptable during shutdown MODES based on: 

a. The fact that time in n out is Thi 

(uýis de ooa we a 't n 
ni tio; 

b. Requiring appropriate compensatory measures for 

certain conditions may include administrative 

controls, reliance on systems that do not necessarily 

meet typical design requirements applied to systems 

credited in operating MODE analyses, or both; 

c. Prudent utility consideration of the risk associated 

with multiple. activities that could affect multiple 

systems; • 

d. Maintaining, to the extent practical, the ability to 

perform required functions (even if not meeting 

MODE 1, 2, 3, and 4 OPERABILITY requirements) ith 
systems assumed to function during an event/ 

In the event of an accident during shutdown, this LCO 

ensures the capability to support systems necessary to avoid 

immediate difficulty, assuming either a loss of all offsite 

power or a loss of all onsite diesel generator (DG) power.  

e iri arit e1rc1satisfy eri on 3 t~e NR; ol icy, 

LCO One offsite circuit capable of supplying the onsite Class 1E 

power distribution subsystem(s) of LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution 

Systems--Shutdown," ensures that all required loads are 

powered from offsite power. An OPERABLE DG, associated with 

a distribution system train required to be OPERABLE by 

LCO 3.8.10, ensures a diverse power source is available to 

provide electrical power support, assuming a loss of the 

offsite circuit. Together, OPERABILITY of the required 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-36A> 

e. The unit, while in a shutdown condition, can not affect the power grid in a manner that 
would result in a loss of offsite power due to a turbine trip.  

The shutdown Technical Specification requirements are designed to ensure that the unit 
has the capability to mitigate the consequences of certain postulated accidents. Worst case 
DBAs which are analyzed for operating MODES are generally viewed not to be a significant 
concern during shutdown MODES due to the lower energies involved. The Technical 
Specifications therefore require a lesser complement of electrical equipment to be available 
during shutdown than is required during operating MODES. More recent work completed on 
potential risks associated with shutdown, however, have found significant risk associated 
with certain shutdown evolutions. As a result, in addition to the requirements established in 
the Technical Specifications, the industry has adopted NUMARC 91-06, "Guidelines for 
Industry Actions to Assess Shutdown Management," as an industry initiative to manage 
shutdown tasks and associated electrical support to maintain risk at an acceptable low level.  
This may require the availability of additional equipment beyond that required by the 
shutdown Technical Specifications.  

<INSERT B3.8-36B> 

In MODES 5 and 6, the AC sources satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 6). During handling of 
irradiated fuel, the AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36.
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AC Sources-Shutdown 

B 3.8.2 

BASES 

LCO offsite circuit and DG ensures the availability of 

(continued) sufficient AC sources to operate the unit in a safe 

and to-mitmate the consequences of postulated <eve d 

$ Ve.WýPfuel handlin accident 

The q0,lified offsite circuit must be capable of maintaining 

rated frequency and voltage, and accepting required loa 

during an accident, while connected to the Engineered S ty 

(ESP bus(es). Qualified offsite circuits arAe- Ne 

\-'t at are described in thei AR and are part of the licensing eJ,' 

basis for the unit.  

/ AS -Offsite cir uit #1 consist of Safeguards ansformer B, 

which is. pplied from S tchyard Bus B, nd is fed thro h 

breaker;02-3 powerig t ESF transfo XNBO1, which,.in 

turn, owers the #1 E bus through i normal feeder 

bre er. The second ffsite circuit onsists of the tartup 

T nsformer, which 's normally fed rom the Switchy d 
•8us A, and is fed hrough breaker A 0201 po~wering/the ESF 

transformer, wh' h, in turn, p ers the #2 ESF s through 
Sits normal fe erbek 

The DG must be apable of stting, accele t to rate 

speed and v age, and conacting to its espective ES us 

on detect* of bus und oltage. Thi Ksequence mus e 

iccbmpl' ed within LN seconds. T DG must be pable of 

accep ng required oads within tVassumed load- g sequence 

t a :ls, and t continue to erate until fsite power 

c be retr o the ES.F'bu es. These cap ilities are7 f 

equired toe met from a v iety of initi conditions ch 

as DG if t o s d durin g s htn d ow 

' r, e s eqeRA B iLT Y l o d s i n l d g t ri p i g 

In- ition, p 6per seque ~ir o---perjko sa/•Ierl~t i 

o •offsite c' cuit OPER BLITY sj'ceitil$erbiy! 
-

mpacts on 1he abili- o sta vand an neeg;( od/ 

It is acceptable for trains to be cross tied during shutdown 

condition allowing a single offsite power circuit to 

<cnsupply inudquired 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-37A> 

One offsite circuit consists of startup transformer No. 1, its supply from the switchyard bus tie 
autotransformer, either the 4160 V bus Al or A2, and the feeder breaker providing power to the 
required 4160 V ES bus(es). An alternative for this offsite circuit consists of the unit auxiliary 
transformer, its supply from the switchyard bus tie autotransformer and the overhead swing leads, 
either the 4160 V bus Al or A2, and the feeder breaker providing power to the required 4160 V ES 
bus(es). A second offsite circuit consists of startup transformer No. 2, its supply from the switchyard 
ring bus, either the 4160 V bus Al or A2, and the feeder breaker providing power to the required 
4160 V ES bus(es). Another alternative for the above described offsite circuits consists of the unit 
auxiliary transformer, its supply from the 500 kV switchyard via backfeed through the main 
transformer (with the main generator disconnects removed), either the 4160 V bus Al or A2, and the 
feeder breaker providing power to the required 4160 V ES bus(es). An offsite circuit includes the 
necessary breakers and equipment to properly align the circuit from the transmission line sources to 
the required 4160 V ES bus(es). Only one of the possible offsite circuits is *required" provided it can 
supply the required Class 1E AC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required by LCO 3.8.10.  
If a single offsite circuit cannot provide all the required distribution subsystem(s), a second offsite 
circuit is also 'required." 

<INSERT B3.8-37B> 

The DG (DG 1, DG 2, or AAC DG) must be capable of being started, accelerating to rated speed and 
voltage, and being connected to its respective ES bus on determination of a loss of offsite power.  
The DG must be capable of accepting all required loads, and must continue to operate until offsite 
power can be restored to the ES buses. These capabilities are required to be met from a variety of 
initial conditions such as DG in standby with the engine hot and DG in standby at ambient conditions.  

It is acceptable for trains to be cross tied during shutdown conditions, allowing a single onsite power 
source to supply the required equipment.
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AC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.2 

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABILITY The AC sources required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and 

during movement of ""a&ted fuel s m ti roi 

assurance that: eAe.- 4Ae r b1; rJ' 

a. Systems to provide adeuat _e_; 

are available for the irradiat ebi 

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel andling accident 

haflJ cd >are available; 

LA 4e c.C. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events 

that can lead to core damage during shutdown are 

available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is avaiiakle 

for monitoring and maintaining the unit in 0 
[ own c • ion o ue in diti , 

The AC power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are 

covered in LCO 3.8.1.  

ACTIONS A.1 

An offsite circuit would be considered inoperable if it were 

not available to one required ES0 train. Although two 

rains required by LCO 3.8.10, the one train with 

offsite power available may be capable of supporting 

sufficient required features to allow continuation of CORE 

ALTERATIONS and fuel movement. By the allowance of the 

option to declare features inoperable with no offsite power 

available, appropriate restrictions will be implemented in 

accordance with the affected required features LCO's 

ACTIONS.  

A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4, B.1. B.2. B.3. and B.4 

With the offsite circuit not available to all required 

trains, the option would still exist to declare all required 

features inoperable. Since this option may involve 

undesired administrative efforts, the allowance for 

sufficiently conservative actions is made. With the 

required DG inoperable, the minimum required diversity of AC 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-38A> 

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable while in MODE 5 or 6. However, since irradiated fuel 
assembly movement can occur in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the ACTIONS have been 
modified by a Note stating that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. If moving irradiated fuel 
assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, LCO would not specify an action. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the fuel movement is 
independent of reactor operations. Entering LCO 3.0.3, while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 
would require the unit to be shutdown unnecessarily.
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' reac AC Sources--Shutdown 

BASES 4Ad 

ACTIONS A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. B.1, B.2. and 8.4 
(continued) 

power sources is not available. It is, therefore, required 

to sus nd CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel 

assemb ie an o e ~ nv ositive reactivity 
eaddition tio - -, e suir ot ctlon sse in~s t iea'.  

•lkLS~~~~• i • re .reac Wr•vessel; •vntr •vi detererne• 

.,,-m~e-r B -37An aintain4dj ivno vde er d 

Suspension of these activities does not preclude completion 

of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  

These actions minimize the probability or the occurrence of 

postulated events. It is further required to immediately 

initiate action to restore the required AC sources and to 

continue this action until restoration is accomplished in 

order to provide the necessary AC power to the unit safety 

systems.  

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 

required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 

restoration of the required AC electrical power sources 

should be completed as quickly as possible in order to 

minimize the time during which the unit safety systems may 

be without sufficient power.  

Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the Distribution System's ACTIONS are 

not entered even if all AC sources to it are inoperable, 

resulting in de-energization. Therefore, the Required 

Actions of Condition A are modified by a Note to indicate 

that when Condition A is entered with no AC power to any 

required ES~bus, the ACTIONS for LCO 3.8.10 must be 

immediately entered. This Note allows Condition A to 

provide requirements for the loss of the offsite circuit, 

whether or not a train is de-energized. LCO 3.8.10 provides 

the appropriate restrictions for the situation involving a 

de-energized train.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.2.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.2.1 requires the SRs from LCO 3.8.1 that are 

necessary for ensuring the OPERABILITY of the AC 
sources in 

other than MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. SR 3.8.1 jis not required 

I , (continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-39A> 

that could result in loss of required SDM (MODE 5) or boron concentration (MODE 
6). Suspending positive reactivity additions that could result in failure to meet the 
minimum SDM or boron concentration limit is required to assure continued safe 
operation. Introduction of coolant inventory must be from sources that have a 
boron concentration greater than that which would be required in the RCS for 
minimum SDM or refueling boron concentration. This may result in an overall 
reduction in RCS boron concentration, but provides acceptable margin to 
maintaining subcritical operation. Introduction of temperature changes including 
temperature increases when operating with a positive MTC must also be evaluated 
to ensure they do not result in a loss of required SDM.  

<INSERT B3.8-39B> 

SR 3.8.1.4 is not required to be met since crediting manual start of the required DG 
provides sufficiently opportunity to ensure that the fuel oil transfer system is 
operating properly.
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AC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3t8.2 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.2.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

to be met since only one affsite circuit is require to be) RA LE. •7 is no require d e met b ause e req -e OPE LE DG(s) i not requir to unde o periods o0 eing sy ronized t he offsite/circuit. R 3.8.1.9 i cepted cause start g independ ce is no required with e DG s that is not required tore OPERADB 

This SR is modified by lNote The reason for the Notei s to preclude requiring the OPERABLE DG& from being paralleled with the offsite power netRrk or otherwise rendered inoperable during performance of SRs, and to preclude deenergizing a required 4160 V ES bus or disconnecting a required offsite circuit during performance ýk•J 0-o Sf•. With limited AC sources available, a single event could compromise botihe required circuit and the DG. It is the intent that tQ9! SlRmust still be capable of being met, but actual performance is not required during periods when the DG and offsite circuitlRrequired to be OPERABLE.  
Refer to the corresponding Bases for LCO 3.8.1 for a 
discussion of each SR.  

REFERENCES e.

B 3.8-40 Rev 1, 04/07/95
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<INSERT B3.8-40A> 

SR 3.8.1.8 and SR 3.8.1.9 are not required to be met because they provide testing 
of the engineered safeguards actuation system signals which are not required to be 
OPERABLE except in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. Automatic actuation and loading of 
the DGs is not assumed in MODES 5 and 6.  

<INSERT B3.8-40B> 

When Note 1 is considered, SR 3.8.2.1 requires the following: 

SR 3.8.1.1 must be performed and met, 
SR 3.8.1.2 must be performed and met, 
SR 3.8.1.3 must be met, but does not have to be performed, 
SR 3.8.1.4 does not have to be performed or met, 
SR 3.8.1.5 must be performed and met, 
SR 3.8.1.6 must be performed and met, 
SR 3.8.1.7 does not have to be performed or met, 
SR 3.8.1.8 does not have to be performed or met, and 
SR 3.8.1.9 does not have to be performed or met.  

Note 2 exempts the 15 second start acceptance criteria for SR 3.8.1.2. In 
MODES 5 and 6, there is sufficient time to manually start a DG in the event the 
offsite power source is lost. The required DG must be capable of being started 
from standby conditions and achieving ready-to-load conditions. Although the time 
to reach ready-to-load conditions is not a part of the acceptance criteria, this time is 
trended to help determine if a condition exists that is degrading the starting 
capabilities of the DG.
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Diesel Fuel OilC and Starting Air 
B 3.8.3 

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.3 Diesel Fuel OilK and Starting Air 

BASES 

BACKGROUND Each diesel(ene oDG) is provide wi storage • 
cap capacity sufficient to operate that diesel 

for a eriod of days while the OG is supplying maximum -9 

post oss o oolant a cident load demand discussed in the 

OQSAR, Section . . (Ref. 1). The maximum load demand 
' /is calculated ususing e assumption that at least two DGs are 

oý•k .available. This onsite fuel oil capacity is sufficient to 
S- 

operate the DGs for longer than the time to replenish the 

onsite supply from outside sources.  

Fuel oil is transferred frorage tank to an; 

either & transfer pumpj associated with each stora e 4u•0e pump is 

tan•.) Redundancy of pumps and piping precludes the failure( 

of be pump, or the rupture of any pipe, valve or tank to 

result in the loss of more than one DG. All outside tanks, 

pumps, and piping are located underground.  

For proper operation of the standby DGs, it is necessary to 

ensure the proper quality of the fuel oil. Regulatory 
Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2) addresses the recommended fuel 
practices as Pa I t The ue 
oil properties governed by these SRs are the water and 

sediment content, the kinematic viscosit- soec-ific vit 
_(or API gravityi, and impuritjj vl •.g),Y•ee Sp~eof' •.&, -o j 

-~ ~ 1 ne • • o c a;on ?ystem • "esig ed to ) ovioe uf ici nt• 
,•I icati•)r t o p rit pro per ope r 'ion o f its as ~ociat• DG 

ae al1 lo ad ngco nditi ns. T /e syst is re ~uired o 
•rcul e t h l u ,1oi tl the d sel e l i e w l i g • k f c s• • 

and to remove cess he t gene ted by fricti n duri g 
oper ion. E h engin( oil s •(p cont ins an /inven ry 
capa le of s porting a mini (m of- 1. da s ope at-ion -.  

[T nietrg dio to he eng' e oil ump 
s iin nu 7 da~y of con inuous 6perat' n.] fhi~s 
pp i ff ciei~ to a ow the operato to r@l nsilube

il om utside ourc 
Each DG has capacityo 

__4 r s ystet s adequate •o 
Each G hasH•)ai sta t ýpsonn the DG without, recharging 

five successive start atteymtm _ 
the air start receive~ co ',s;.oo÷,s••~• 

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel OilC and Starting Air B 3.8.3

Since diesel fuel oilL 
support the operation i 

satisfy Criterion 3 of

J diesel fuel oil is required 
days of full load operation.  

.� ~•tndardS for aualit.

to have sufficient supply It is also required to 

abl~e to sure ýe

oT-oftsite power. ui oay L' 
transfer capability from the 

are addressed1_in 3.8-1L] 
LCO 3.8.2c

The starting air system is required to have a minimum 

capacity for five successive DG start attempts without 

recharging the air start receivers.  

APPLICABILITY The AC sources (LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2) are required to 

ensure the availability of the required power to shut down 

the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition 

r a postulated DBA. Since stored diesel fuel 

oil and the starting air subsystem sup or 

LCDc1ont LCD 3.8.2, stored diesel fuel oil n 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-42A>

... for the Diesel Fuel Oil and Starting Air systems are the same as for the DGs which they support.  
See the appropriate discussions in the Bases for LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating" and 
LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources - Shutdown."
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Diesel Fuel Oilý and Starting Air 
B 3.8.3 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY and starting air are required to be within limits when the 

(continued) associated DG is required to be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS The ACTIONS Table is modified by a Note indicating that 

separate Condition entry is allowed for each DG. This is 

acceptable, since the Required Actions for each Condition 

provide appropriate compensatory actions for each inoperable 

DG subsystem. Complying with the Required Actions for one 

inoperable DG subsystem may allow for continued operation, 

and subsequent inoperable OG subsystem(s) are governed by 

separate Condition entry and application of associated 
Required Actions.  

A.1 
o- 

I,0 

In this Condition, the d fuel oil supply for aDG is not 

available. However, the Condition is restricted to fuel oil -a /7 L level reductions• that maintain at least aM-day s-up~pTYy#Ol 

These circumstances may be caused by -eventfs-, such as fullI 

load operation required after an inadvertent start while at 

minimum reauired level; or fee na oFeea •onsl c 
rmy Fecessita Dy incrming part ,; aaýtee 1evIwn s o r a3qJ-"--.• 

•aY~r n nt ~ ua~f~v eardatA6ns-] This restriction 

allows sufficient time for obtaining the requisite 
replacement volume and performing the analyses required 

prior to addition of fuel oil to the tank. A period of 

48 hours is considered sufficient to complete restoration of 

the required level prior to declaring the OG inoperable.  

,ý hs period is acceptable based on the remaining capacity 

(> V)days), the fact that procedures will be initiated to 

obtain replenishment, and the low probability of an event 

during this brief period.  

B-i 
Wit /ubee olnventory/< 500 gal/sufficiet lube oil- 0 

suOrt 7 ds of con nuous DG peration full 1(oantinue 

r 3u-4 Ret v , 04079 

nditinsieY not bfavailabl V However the Condit on is--• 

tim be 0A ob an •en rt 
i i 

e l c mnt v l m . • p r o 

on s hat cIntinuedt 
o 

.... . B 3. -4Rv I ,f c4/0en 9t
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Diesel Fuel Oil(,•be 0•and Starting Air 
B 3.8.3 

BASES 

B-ent i nued)re ACTIONS 

of required v m ror to de aring the DG ino rbe 

pri s rag th cedu res 

accepabiiy.) Poee owrsampe pof sgtefc htpcedures (otmsmln) 

ill be initi ed to obtain requip ment, and e s th lor 

thefueloil atn event durin this brief period 

This C onciti entrai is unliea l o cange eet 

the acceptance criterion ofn Sel Normally, trending 

of particulate levels s p suficient timeo to corret riod 

particulate levels prior to reaching the limit of 

acceptability. Poor sample procedures (bottom sampling), 
contaminated sampling equipment, and errors in laboratory 

and ranalysis produce failures that do not follow a trend.  
Since the presence of particulates does not mean failure of 

the fuel oil to burn properly in the diesel engine, 
particulate concentration is unlikely to change 
significantly between Surveillance Frequency intervals, and 

proper engine perfodance has been recently demonstrated 
(within 31 days), it is prudent to allow a brief period 

prior fuelaoil the associated DG inoperable. The 7 day 
Completion Time allows for further evaluation, resampling, 

and re-analysis of the DG fuel oil.  

With the ew fuel oil properties defined in the Bases for 

SR 3.8.a ot within the required limits, a period of 
30 days is allowed for restoring the stored fuel oil 
properties. This period provides sufficient time to tesra t 

the stored fuel oil p op et ere ts lt the re, when 

mixed with previously stored fuel oil, remains acceptable, 
or to restore the stored fuel oil properties. This 
restoration may involve feed and bleed procedures, 
filtering, or combinations of these procedures. Even if a 
DG start and load was required during this time interval and 
the fuel oil properties were outside limits, there is a high 
likelihood that the DG would still be capable of performing 

its intended function.  

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel Oilý:-k =e , and Starting Air 
B 3.8.3

BASES 

ACTIONS 
(continued) With starting air receiver pressure< psig, sufficient 

capacity for five successive DG start a empts does not 
exist. However, as long as the receiver pressure is 

psig, there is adequate capacity for at least one 
start attempt, and the DG can be considered OPERABLE while 

) the air receiver pressure is restored to the required limit.  
Aperiod of 48 hours is considered sufficient to complete 
restoration to the required pressure prior to declaring the 
DG inoperable. This period is acceptable based on the 
remaining air start capacity, the fact thatl DG starto 

( < , accomplished on the first attempt, and thelow 
probability of an event during this brief period.  

With a Required Action and associated Compi.tin Time not 
met, or one or more DGs with fuel oile. . _, or starting 
air subsystem not within limits for reasons oter than 
addressed by Conditions A through .the associated DG may 
be incapable of performing its intended function and must be 
immediately declared inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

twhetci,.JwfS 
SR 3.8.3.1 
This SR provides verifica at there is an/adequate 

0 , t pp inventory of fuel oil in the storage tanks to support each 
DG's operation for days at full load. The W day period is Z.9 
sufficient time to place the unit in a safe shutdown 
condition and to bring in replenishment fuel from an offsite 

,locati Av. 44t&*eA t-%-t-e- o i ta I "\,- sc 6$ 0 ýe T? 
"it' .. M4uie w,~ Vow e,4C zoc oio~1 al +A0.S s',. T--T7.  

The 31 day Frequency is adequate to ensure tnat a sut icen
supply of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are 
provided and unit operators would be aware of any large uses 
of fuel oil during this period.

2 3.8.3.2 aalal t p ot at ljeaft 7 days of f• ~ load 2 j ý 

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel Oilc 7 and Starting Air 
B 3.8.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

4;5,r +Ix 4'tj4s t;54A'w 

"Di 0- se Vv4 0d T-t's1i~

-SR 3.3.2(cont' ued) 

operation for e h DG. The •0] gal requirem t is based 2J 

o •the DG man ~acturer cons ~ption values for the run time •• 
ffthe DG. /mplicit in t is SR is the requ* ement to verif) 

/the capab* lity to transf• th~e lube oilIf• its storage .  

location o the DG, wh the DG lube oil ump does not hol 
adequa inventory f 7 days of full 1 d operation with t 
the 1 el reaching e manufacturer r omuended minimum 

I day Frequ cy is adequate to nsure that a suff ient 
ube oil sup is onsite, since G starts and run me ar 
closely mon' ored by the unit aff.  

SR ...83Y+ s~ ~re &k 

The tests P aare a means of determining whether 
new fuel oil is of the appropriate grade and has not been Zq 
contaminated with substances that would have an immediate, 
detrimental impact on diesel engine c us . If results 
from these tests are within acceptab e imits, the fuel oil 
may be added to the storage tanks without concern for 
contaminating the entire volume of fuel oil in the storage 
tanks. These tests are to be conducted prior to adding the 
new fuel to the storage tank(s), but in no case is the time 
betwe: ei of new fuel and(cong•ing' U?, tes to 

,.exceed 3 ys. The tests, limits, and applicable ASIM 
Standardsdare as follows:

a. Sample the new fuel oil in accordance with ASTM 
D4057-,, ,g ý (Ref .  

b. Verify in accordance with the tests specifidinAT 
•. Dg75TJcg i (Ref.( that the sample har._ýn absolute 

SAPI gravity at 60°F of >270 and_] 3V j9,a kinematic 
-v!iscosity at o Ž 1.9 centis o es and 5 4.1 

A- centistokes. i9-la flash point of > 1250F("nd

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel Oil• and Starting Air 
B 3.8.3

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.31 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS Failure to meet any of the above limits is cause for 

rejecting the new fuel oil, but does not represent a failure 

to meet the LCO OF=since the fuel oil is not added to 
the storage tanks.  

-Wr /loin the initial new fuel oil sample, 

Q2;- t ana yzed to establish that the other 

properties specified in Table 1 of ASTM D975-,L- l 3e (Ref.(cr 

are met for new fuel oil en tested in accordance with 

ASTM D975-kjl-ýc (Ref. /jkxcept that the analysis for 

sulfur n{ybe performe accordancý-n'ith ASTM D1552-,D[9
(Ref. ASTM 02622-k -77 (Ref. AD The 34 day period 

is accotable because the fuel oil p'r7perties of interest, 

even if they were not within stated limits, would not have 

an immediate effect on DG operation. Thi urveillance 

ensures the availability of high quality uel oil for the 

t.%< r \ DGs.

Fuel oil degradation during long term storage shows up as an 

increase in particulate, due mostly to oxidation. The 

presence of particulate does not mean the fuel oil will not 

burn properly in a diesel engine. The particulate can cause 

fouling of filters and fuel oil injection equipment, 
however, which can cause engine failure.

Particulate concentrations should be determined ir This 
accordance with ASTM D2276-_c7 *, Method A (Ref.(l~' This 

method involves a gravimetric determination of total 

particulate concentration in the fuel oil and has a limit of 

10 mg/l. It is acceptable to obtain a field sample for 

subsequent laboratory test no in lieu of field testing.  
?r,WFTo• _Osigns i n wpa the tot ~ored fuT _LVgum 

SC~n •.i ' i + ... ""... int.= Zcnet~ed ta,.. ) -ch ank 
NeWconsideredand tested separately.  

The Frequency of this test takes into consideration uel oil 

degradation trends that indicate that particulate 
concentration is unlikely to change significantly between 
Frequency intervals.

Met

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-47A>

These additional analyses are required by Specification 5.5.13, "Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program," to 
be performed within 31 days following sampling and addition. This 31 days is intended to assure: 1) 
that the sample taken is not more than 31 days old at the time of adding the fuel oil to the storage 
tank, and 2) that the results of a new fuel oil sample (sample obtained prior to addition but not more 
than 31 days prior to) are obtained within 31 days after addition. For circumstances where multiple 
fuel oil additions are made within a short period of time, the samples taken for each batch added to 
the storage tank can be composited for a single follow-up analysis.
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Diesel Fuel Oil6 and Starting Air 
B 3.8.3 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) This Surveillance ensures that, without the aid of the 

refill compressor, sufficient air start capacity for each DG 

is availabl The ystem design requirements provide for a 
M La of rf Th?'enginmstart cucles without rech r In gu.

[Astae cyce fi es DGv rankn 

meas e in te sOf timr seco fcrninose 

(T•kng Pe ' e resure speci'ed in thisS is 

intende o reect the lowest value at which the giiver 

starts can be accomplished.  

The 31 day Frequency takes into account the capacity, 

capability, redundancy, and diversity of the AC sources and 

other indications available in the control room, including 

alarms, to alert the operator to below normal air start 

pressure.  

SR 3A.  

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil 

degradation. There are numerous bacteria that can grow in 

fuel oil and cause fouling, but all must have a water 

environment in order to survive Removal of water from the 

fuel storage tanks once every-T!31 days eliminates the 

necessary environment for bacterial survival. This is the 

most effective means of controlling microbiological fouling.  

In addition, it eliminates the potential for water 

entrainment in the fuel oil during DG operation. Water may 

come from any of several sources, including condensation, 

ground water, rain water, contaminated fuel oil, and from 

breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria. Frequent checking 

for and removal of accumulated water minimizes fouling and 

provides data regarding the watertight integrity of the fuel 

oil system. The Surveillance Frequencies are established by 

Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2). This SR is for preventive 

maintenance. The presence of water does not necessarily 

represent failure of this SR, provided the accumulated water 

is removed during performance of the Surveillance.

(continued) 
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Diesel Fuel OilLýý and Starting Air 
B3.8X 

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCES

(iaragraph 2.f. Thi•1 also requires t~e performance of, fe 

SASME Code, Sectio IX (Ref. 8), ex nations of the tat _ s.  

STo preclude th ntroducion of rfactantsd in the I.l oil 

system, the eaning should b ccomplished usin rod ium 
hypochlori solutions, or eir equivalent, r er than 
soap or tergents. Thi R is for prevent* maintenance.  
The f sedi does not necess y represent a 
fa re of this SR rovided that accu ated sediment 
moved during ormance of the S 'eillance.

1. JSAR, Section

2. Regulatory Guide 1.137.  

TANSI N 7, A 
4. FSAR,/hapter [6/'

r2A4. ASTM Standards: D4057-I $ ); D975-): ! 
D4176-ko qo; D1552-•[7pq ; D2622-k 1 7T; 
D2276-• ), Method A.  

f 7 . ASptM•tandards, _DOI%, Table JA
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DC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.4 

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.4 *DC Sources-Operating 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The station DC electrical power system provides the AC 

emergency power system with control power. It also provides 
both motive and control power to selected safety related )Z_ VP , 

equipment and tý re vitaa bus power (via inverters).  
I • As requiredj bvrlnEFR 95o•Apendi GDC 17 (Ref. 1), the .- , 

AR., ýSct~iA IA ~ DC electricaT ower system is designed to have sufficient 

independence, redundancy, and testability to perform its 

safety functions, assuming a single failure. The DC 

electrical power system also conforms to the recommendations 

of Regulatory Guide 1.6 (Ref. 2) and IEEE-308 (Ref. 3L 

The (12560 VDC electrical we sys em consis s o two 

independent and redundant safet related Class 1E DC 
Selectrical ower subs stems n - ra . Each 

? subs stem consis s 125 VDC batte 
the associated battery arge r each 

an a? the associated control equipmen and 

interconnecting cabling.  
3e C sourcg• Otie ~ e° • wo 1I•0• 

nis co ser .Aitionay, tere i ner 

spare battery charger pe usy-stem which provides backup 

service in the event tha battery charger is 

out of service. If the spare battery charger is substituted
errs• then the 

-quirements of independence and redundanCy between 

subs ystems are maintained.  

Duringknormal operation, 12l5L9.1 D ipoed 

from the"battery charge with the batte floating on the 

system. In case 6floss of normal power- o the battery 

charger, the DC load is automatically powered from the 

station batte .  

Thee rain an Train DC electrical power subsystems 

provide the control power for its associated Class 1E AC 
power load group,or_4.16 kV switchgear, and 480•V laa 

centers. The DC electrical power subsystems also provide DC 

electrical power to the inverters, which in turn power the 

izo v, vital buses. 
" 1 

o0kk'j yt .. 0V.-AL eet\ 'ýOT-OV wtces\ continued)
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DC Sources-Operating B 3.8.4

BASES____________________________

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

The DC power distributio system is described in more detail ,-l 

in Bases for LCO 3.8 Distributions System-Operatingj -(j.  

n I "u" uon e

Each battery has adequate storage capacity LU L.G42FI A!-94M 40AMV• 
a otin ly for at least 2 hoursfJt

s0 loads 
iscussed in thep R, ChapteryB (Ref. 4). o4 

Each 1255VDC battery is separately housed in a 

ventilated room apart from its charger and distribution 

centers. Each subsystem is located in an area separated 
physically and electrically from the other subsystem to 

ensure that a single failure in one subsystem does not cause 

a failure in a redundant subsystem. There is no sharing 
between redundant Class 1E subsystems, such as batteries, 
battery chargers. r distributi fnels.  

The batteries for-Traintand rain DC electrical power 

subsystems are sized to produce required capacity at 80% of 

nameplate rating, corresponding to warranted ca acit at end 

of life cycles and the 100% design demand. !ery sei

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design BAS Accident (DBA1_an 

SAFETY ANALYSESt alyses in the#SAR,j er e 
f RijYChapterL (Ref.,•, assume that Engineered 
a (ES ) systems are OPERABLE. The DC electricaltpower sys 

(.~) continued)

e ',
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<INSERT B3.8-51A> 

The Red Train and Green Train batteries are C&D type LCR-21 (58 cell). This size of battery was 
required before the black battery was added because of the large non-1 E lift oil and seal oil pump 
motors fed from the I E batteries. The LCR-21 batteries have 10 positive plates and with the present 
loads the calculated positive plate requirement for the Red Train battery is 6 and for the Green Train 
battery is 5 (this includes temperature correction for 600 F and 1.25 for end-of-life). This provides an 
approximate 65% design margin for Red Train battery and an approximate 100% design margin for 
the Green Train battery. IEEE 485 (Ref. 5) recommends a 10-15% design margin. IEEE 485 is used 
as a reference in the battery sizing calculation which is the document, along with the battery test 
procedure, used to determine that the batteries are adequately sized.
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DC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.4 

BASES 

APPLICABLE provides normal and emergency DC electrical power for the 

SAFETY ANALYSES DGs, emergency auxiliaries, and control and switching during 

(continued) all MODES of operation.  

The OPERABILITY of the DC sources is consistent with the 

initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is based 

upon meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes 

maintaining the aC sour OPaccident 
_conditions 

in eve of. ( 

5 r '•n (,v• • , a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC power or all onsite 
( -&) •k O •C •o 3 (AC power; and 

\ tcs-% C~t±&•/ b. A worst-case in le failure.  

( 0 5O . he so . Criterion 3 of ,-•I-R ({ 

LCO The DC electricalower subsytsemse-acF-ubsystem 
consisting of batte ,(battery charge 
Sand the correspon'ing control equipment-and 
Snecting cabling-supplying power to the associated 

bus within the train are required to be OPERABLE to ensure 
the availability of the required power to shut down the C• •reactor and maintain it• in a safe condition after an 

•"'r .... ýa tc 4 ýtea o iaional oczrrence ( or a postulated 

Loss of any train 0C electrical power subsystem does 

not prevent the minimum safety function from being performed 
40b OE L (Ref. 4). ýe 

A0 ,trical power subsystem requires 

batte and respective chare. to be 
0C cateCQ an connected the associated DC busV .  -•k O{So[.•(c • a• connected the 

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources are required to be OPERABLE 

in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure safe unit operation and to 
ensure that: 

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant 
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result 

ofA ra nsi and 

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.4

BASES 

APPLICABILITY b. Adete core cooling is provided, andd 

(continued) and other vital functions are main ained in 
eve of a postulated DBA.  

G9nt )1+,.i n n--or renIuirefnents for MODES 5 and 6-am~

le~i

addressed in te as or17 ~~i-i, 
our - hdown. e&;ý T~~'BLt eq4LLre

ACTIONS A.I 

Condition A represents one train with a loss of ability to 
completely respond to an event, and a potential loss of 
ability to remain energized during normal operation. It is 
therefore,7imperative that the operator's attention focus on 
stabilizing the unit, minimizing the potential for complete 
loss of DC power to the affected train. The hour limit is 
consistent with the allowed time for an inoperable DCe 
distribution system train.

eA �+ 

K�J

If one of the required DC electrical power subsystems is 
inoperable (e.g., inoperable battery, inoperable battery 
charger, ), or inoperable battery chargei and associated 
inoperable battery), the remaining DC electrical power 
subsystem has the capacity to support a safe shutdown and to 
mitigate an accident condition. Since a subsequent worst
case single failure would however, result in the complete 
loss of the remaining(0125 VDC electrical power 
subsystems with attendant loss of ES ifunctions, continved ,? 
power operation should not exceed 0-ro-urs. The hour 
Completion Time (1§ ea on uetqojude 
V reflects a reasonable time to assess unit status as a 
(-unction of the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem 
and, if the DC electrical power subsystem is not restored to 
OPERABLE status, to prepare to effect an orderly and safe 
unit shutdown.  

B.1 and B.2 

If the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem cinnot be 
restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion 
Time, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO 
does not apply. To achieve this st tus, the unit must be 
brought to at least MODE 3 within hours and to MODE 5 

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.4 

BASES 

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued) 

within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 

required unit conditions from full ower conditions in an 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.1 

REQUIREMENTS V rif ing battery terminal voltage while on float charge 

ahelps to ensure the effectiveness of the 

chargin system and the ability of the batteries to perform 

their intended function. Float charge is the condition in 

r V Pe'- which the charger is supplying the continuous charge ~~~~required to overcome the internal losses of a bat~te~r_•_• 

Wk y WTH 1 and maintain the battery a c 
in a fulfcared state. The voltage requiremen s are 

base on the nomina gn vo a nd are 
~~~~consistent with~h IW 1 Y•a asWe n • btE'.  

zi -ca a 05 e 7 day Frequency is consistent with 

manu acturer recommendations and IEEE-450 (Refe1).  

SR 3.8 

concion Sor measurement •'the resistance •.each 

Antercell, i rrac , intertie_ •, and termin~alco_ rCtion, 

provides a dication of ph ia dmgeo ab •_ma, 

deteriora n that could p entially degrade tery 

perform e.  

The mits establishe for this SR must no more than 20% 

a e the resistanc as measured during nstallation or n 

ove the ceiling lue established b the manufacturer.  

The Surveilla Frequency for the inspections, whi can 

detect cond ons that can cause ower losses due t 

resistanc eating, is 92 days. This Frequency i Sconside acpalebsdooprtn xperie e related 

to d cting corrosion tre 

(continued) 
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DC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.4 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE )SR .8i 4 
REQUIREMbENTS xn 

(continued) i /iual inspectj n of the 7batr cls celp es an

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.4 

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

(Ref./10), he batter charger sup is requir to be 

based on e larges combined dem ds of the vrious stey 

state ads and t charging ca city to res re the ba er 

from e design nimum charg state to th fully char ed 

st e, irr~es~p~e ive of the s tus of he it during hese 

mand occur ces. The m mur ampheres 

duration en re that the requiremen can be Ssfied.  

The Surv l sance Freq ncy is acce able, gi the u 

condit ns required o perform t est an he oth 

Frequencys bas~eede on beco signt wi expec 

ARf. battery evc eti pca eto h bater 

capb it asfo saTsy hei requir e t s 
(batsedR d cycle) of t hee powro st 
sthar ate and testveingth should torrestore the 

design~ dustyc .•rquimen tv s d ch ed sait fe systee 
c i ve 7K" f . ts 

A iatrysrvie tssaspecia tehe of thew battryndhs/ 
capbiit, s oudto atsf te esgnrequir e mp e nts 

(battryd utyc c ycles. ofthe DCelcriaipwemuse.mh 

uratigrn luty a cycle r equirement ca nbe i e 

condit~~tns reuie per o nmths• -ist a n sist~e oth

®r Vi. i i prforancedischarge test in lieu 

of a service test e 

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating B 3.8.4

BASES

iett iý 4), 

P ~e C4o r A

SURVEILLANCE S;R 3_..P cniu 
The modified performance discharge testis a simulated duty 

cycle consisting of just two rates; the one minute rate 
published for the battery or the largest current load of the 
duty cycle, followed by the test rate employed for the 
performance test, both of which envelope the duty cycle of 
the service test. Since the ampere-hours removed by a rated 
one minute discharge represents a very small portion of the 
battery capacity, the test rate can be changed to that for 
the performance test without compromising the results of the 
performance discharge test. The battery terminal voltage 
for the modified performance discharge test should remain 
above the minimum battery terminal voltage specified in the 
battery service test for the duration of time equal to that 
of the service test.  

A modified discharge test is a test of thieattery capacity 
and its ability to provide a high rate, short duration load 
(usually the highest rate of the duty cycle). This will 

J -often confirm the battery's ability to meet the critical 
period of the load duty cycle, in addition to determining 

t*"eIote. Ag4 its percentage of rated capacity. Initial conditions for 
the modified performance discharge test should be identical 

•. • •1 {ev~e to those specified for a service testo 

L. M iThe reaso Not is th perfo g the Xtrveillan 

tt d1S~t&r4Q would fturb th electriW distr ution tem and .

?.4 orM' s 1A4 

ej," t +-

A battery performance discharge test is a test of constan
curen •nriv f a-batter ~lam • e J ~te af~• • 

-o~o~ j•a ter having been in service, to detect an 

ucnge in the capacity determined by the acceptance test.  
The test is intended to determine overall battery 
degradation due to age anJ usagee•'• ' _ C 

A battery modified performýance)discharge test is described 
in the Bases for SR 3.8.4 • Either the battery performance 4A• 

discharge test or the modified performance discharge test is 
acceptable for satisfying SR 3.8.;4 however, only the 
modified performance discharge test may be used to satisfy 

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating B 3.8.4

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE oinued) 
REQUIREMENTS SR 3.8.e satisfying the requirements of SR 3.8.4 

at the same time.  

The acceptance crit ria for this Surveillance are consi 

with IEEE-450 (Ref.' I 7C 

(ieiyfwd reco 3eJ S.a the battery be rep5aced if IRS 

ca-p-aciyis below ( Of the manufacturer's rating. A 

capacity of 80% shows that the battery rate of deterioration 

is increasing, even if there is ample capacity to meet the 

load requirements.

The Surveillance Frequency for this test is normally 
60 months. If the battery shows degradation, or if the 

battery has reached 85% of its expected life and capacity is 

< 100% of the manufacturer's rating, the Surveillance 

Frequency is reduced to 1? months. However, if the battery 

shows no degradation but has reached 85% of its expected 

life, the Surveillance Frequency is only reduced to 24 

months for batteries that retain capacity Ž 100% of the 

'manufacturer's ratings. Degradation is indicated, according 
t EE-450 (Ref.a , when the battery capacity drops by 

more than 10%-relative to its ca acity on the previous 

performance test or when it is I0%.below the 

manufacturer's rating. These requencies are consistent 

with the recommendations in E-450 (Ref.");-)

,is SR jimodified_>y a

1 •. 1 F. R _Ape- x GOC 17. S-F - C ..  

2. Regulatory Guide 1.6, March I 1971.  

3. P a-v-C1e% 1 

4. , ap er

5. IEEE-485-t19831, June 1983.

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.4 

BASES 

REFERENCES SA apt
(continued)
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DC Sources-Shutdown B 3.8.5

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown 

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the DC sources is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources-Operating."

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES tans t analysgrin Tne %• I.Wv •'/Y..  

C er [1] f.2) sae that Eng~newered a et F)ur( (L•)syst~ r OPR L E. h Dc electrical power system 

provi es noa and emergency DC electrical power fotm 
DGs emergency auxiliaries, and control and switching 

The OPERABILITY of the DC ubsystems is consistent with the 
initial assumptions of the accident 6 i and the 
requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY.of the minimum DC electrvical power sour es 

during MODES and 6 and during moveme$ of irradiateO fuel 
assemblies) nsures thaty;l z

Suffi{nt instrumen tion and controcapab1ilt] 
avVfKlable for moni ring and maintring the unil 
/atus; and 

Adequate DC ectrical power i provided to itii 
events post ated durin shutown, such as fue 
handling accident.

l, ýýýhe D o urces ýisfy Crit ýon 3 ýthe N Po cy 
c/M•Eff B 3.9-bO! StatfIhent.

(continued)
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<B3.8-60A> 

In general, when the unit is shutdown, the Technical Specifications requirements 
ensure that the unit has the capability to mitigate the consequences of postulated 
accidents. However, assuming a single failure and concurrent loss of all offsite or all 
onsite power is not required. The rationale for this is based on the fact that many 
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) that are analyzed in MODES 1 and2 have no 
specific analyses in MODES 3, 4, 5 and 6. Worst case bounding events are deemed 
not credible in MODES 5 and 6 because the energy contained within the reactor 
pressure boundary, reactor coolant temperature and pressure, and the corresponding 
stresses result in the probabilities of occurrence being significantly reduced or 
eliminated, and in minimal consequences. These deviations from DBA analysis 
assumptions and design requirements during shutdown conditions are allowed by the 
LCO for required systems.  

The shutdown Technical Specification requirements are designed to ensure that the 
unit has the capability to mitigate the consequences of certain postulated accidents.  
Worst case DBAs which are analyzed for operating MODES are generally viewed 
not to be a significant concern during shutdown MODES due to the lower energies 
involved. The Technical Specifications therefore require a lesser complement of 
electrical equipment to be available during shutdown than is required during 
operating MODES. More recent work completed on potential risks associated with 
shutdown, however, have found significant risk associated with certain shutdown 
evolutions. As a result, in addition to the requirements established in the Technical 
Specifications, the industry has adopted NUMARC 91-06, "Guidelines for Industry 
Actions to Assess Shutdown Management," as an industry initiative to manage 
shutdown tasks and associated electrical support to maintain risk at an acceptable 
low level. This may require the availability of additional equipment beyond that 
required by the shutdown Technical Specifications.  

<B3.8-60B> 

In MODES 5 and 6, the DC Sources satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 1).  
During handling of irradiated fuel, the DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of 
10 CFR 50.36.
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DC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.5

BASES

LCO 
(continued)

OPERABLE to support I traing7of the distribution 
systems required OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution 
Systems--Shutdown." This ensures the availability of 
sufficient DC electrical power sources to operate the unit 
in a safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of 
postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling 
accidents). , .

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in 
MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies provide assur 

ime1 r,.ec &e A. o, 1J14 or P'(ýiMi as-tu 
dacay r a. Reoui f ea u to provid-- eq a e 

are-available for the irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the core; 

b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling 
accident are -available; 

c. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of 
events that can lead to core damage during shutdown 
are available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and m~aiintiaining the unit in a--.  

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 are covered in LCO 3.8.4.

ACTIONS °A.I, A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 

\ I~wo r~dins are requi ~d by LCO 3.. ,jhe r ini•.  
•/y•EyJ'•, -(°/ -J tran • DCpowr a•'lable may be pable of sup ~rting 

sufi ient systems o"allow continptiion of CORE )kTERATIONS\ 

im~meth fct requ Id r feaur /:u ci w 
ancyuel oveent y alowig ýKe optl n (ontinured

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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<INSERT B3.8-61A> 

An OPERABLE DC electrical power subsystem requires the associated battery to be 
OPERABLE and connected to the associated DC bus and one of its respective 
chargers to be OPERABLE and capable of being connected to the associated DC 
bus.  

<INSERT B3.8-61B> 

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable while in MODE 5 or 6. However, since irradiated fuel 
assembly movement can occur in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the ACTIONS have been 
modified by a Note stating that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. If moving irradiated fuel 
assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, LCO would not specify an action. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the fuel movement is 
independent of reactor operations. Entering LCO 3.0.3, while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 
would require the unit to be shutdown unnecessarily.  

<INSERT B3.8-61C> 

With the required DC electrical subsystem inoperable (e.g., inoperable battery, no 
OPERABLE battery charger, or both) there may be insufficient capability to mitigate 
the consequences of a fuel handling accident. Therefore, conservative actions must 
be taken

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001
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BASES ____

DC Sources-Shutdown B 3.8.5

4/IIfe7-L3,9-6 2A >"

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize probability of the occurrence of 

postulated events. It is further required to immediately 
initiate action to restore the required DC electrical power 

subsystenr&and to continue this action until restoration is 

accomplished in order to provide the necessary DC electrical 
power to the unit safety systems.

Zo/_ýE/ý7-93, B>- IThe Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 

required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 

restoration of the required DC electrical power subsystemfo 
should be completed as quickly as possible in order to 
minimize the time during which the unit safety systems may 
be without sufficient power.

SURVEILLANCE
SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

-YxJs ck-T 

8. 3.8 -2c.

SR 3.8.5.1

This SR is modified by/a Note. The reason for the Note is 
to preclude requirin the OPERABLE DC source$ 5from being ),+ 

discharged below capability to provide the required 

power supply or otherwise rendered inoperable during the 

performance of SRs. It is the intent that these SRs must 

still be capable of being met, but actual performance is not 
required&

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-62A> 

that could result in loss of required SDM (MODE 5) or boron concentration (MODE 6)). Suspending 
positive reactivity additions that could result in failure to meet the minimum SDM or boron 
concentration limit is required to assure continued safe operation. Introduction of coolant inventory 
must be from sources that have a boron concentration greater than that which would be required in 
the RCS for minimum SDM or refueling boron concentration. This may result in an overall reduction 
in RCS boron concentration, but provides acceptable margin to maintaining subcritical operation.  
Introduction of temperature changes including temperature increases when operating with a positive 
MTC must also be evaluated to ensure they do not result in a loss of required SDM.  

<INSERT B3.8-62B> 

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative Required Actions, a required low 
temperature overpressure protection (LTOP) system feature may be inoperable. In this case, 
Required Actions A.1.1 through A.1.4 do not adequately address the concerns relating to LTOP.  
Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the LTOP ACTIONS would not be entered. Therefore, Required Action A.1.5 
is provided to direct entry into the appropriate LTOP Conditions and Required Actions, which results 
in taking the appropriate LTOP actions.  

<INSERT B3.8-62C> 

SR 3.8.5.1 requires the DC Sources to be capable of meeting the requirements of SR 3.8.4.1 
through SR 3.8.4.3.  

<INSERT B3.8-62D> 

during periods when the DC Source is required to be OPERABLE. Refer to the corresponding Bases 

for LCO 3.8.4 for discussion of each SR.  

When the Note is considered, SR 3.8.5.1 requires the following for an OPERABLE DC Source: 

SR 3.8.4.1 must be performed and met, 
SR 3.8.4.2 must be met, but does not have to be performed, and 
SR 3.8.4.3 must be met, but does not have to be performed.  

As an example, typical operation during a refueling shutdown (in MODES 5 and 6) requires only one 
OPERABLE battery and charger. However, the SRs with an 18 month Frequency which are not 
required to be performed on the OPERABLE battery should be conducted on each battery during that 
portion of the refueling shutdown that it is not required to be OPERABLE so that the SRs are current 
when it is time to enter MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. This is to allow continued OPERABILITY of the 
battery during MODES 5 and 6 even if the Frequency for SR 3.8.4.2 or SR 3.8.4.3 is not met.
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B 3.8.5 

BASES (continued) 
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Battery Cell Parameters B 3.8.6

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.6f Battery Cell Parameters 

BASES

BACKGROUND This LCO delineates the limits on electrolyte temperature, 
level, float voltage, and specific gravity for the DC power 

source batteries. A discussion of these batteries and their 

OPERABILITY requirements is provided in the Bases for 

LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources--Operating, and LCO 3.8.5, 'DC 
Sources--Shutdown."

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (D an 

SAFETY ANALYSES transient alyses in theQSAR.  
Ch te --(Ref.a), assume Engineered Saf a -r I 

I systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power sys em 

V provides normal and emergency DC electrical power for the 

DGs, emergency auxiliaries, and control and switching during 

all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the 

initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is based 

upon meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes 

maintaining at least osource OPERAB E during 

accident conditionsri-_,,tfe enO.  

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC power or all onsite 

AC power; and

b. A worst-case single failure.

Battery cel [l parameters satisfy Criterion 3 o f-0 ýryý1aameer S Vlpuý

LCO Battery cell parameters must remain within acceptable limits 

to ensure availability of the required DC power to shut down 

the reactor and mai safe condition after an 
i tet ..... -n or a postulated DBA.  

e elimits are conservatively established, allowing 

h contir electrical system function even with Category A 

and B limits not met.  

(continued) 
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Battery Cell Parameters B 3.8.6

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY
The battery cell parameters are required solely for the 

support of the associated DC electrical power subsystems.  

Therefore, battery ro only required w en t e DC 

power source is require to be OPERABLE. t e XSee 
Applicability discussion in Bases for LCO . and
LCO 3.8.5. cell ?---a--

ACTIONS •A.I. A.2. and A.3 

With one or more cells in one or more batteries not within 
limits (i.e., Category A limits not met or Category B limits 

not met or Category A and B limits not met) but within the 

Category C limits specified in Table 3.8.6-1 in the 

accompanying LCO, the battery is degraded but there is still 

sufficient capacity to perform the intended function.  

Therefore, the affected battery is not required to be 

considered inoperable solely as a result of Category A or B 

limits not met, and continued operation is permitted for a 
limited period.  

The pilot cell electrolyte level and float voltage are 

required to be verified to meet the Category C limits 

within I hour (Required Action A.1). This check will 
provide a quick indication of the status of the remainder of 

e battery cells. One hour provides time to inspect the 

electrolyte level and to confirm the float voltage of the 

re;Ev ve pilot cell@. One hour is considered a reasonable amount of 

time to perform the required verification.

Verification that the Category C limits are met (Required 
Action A.2) provides assurance that during the time needed 

"to restore the parameters to the Category A and-B limits, 

the battery will still be capable of performing its intended 

function. A eriod of 24 hours is allowed to complete the 
initial verification becauseM measurements e 

must be obtained for each connected cell. Taking into 

consideration both the time required to perform the required 

verification and the assurance that the battery cell 

parameters are not severely degraded, this time is 
considered reasonable. The verification is repeated at 7 • n 
day intervals until the'parameters are restored torCategory 

A and B limits. This periodic verification is consistent 

with the Fre Y t ce e17 

BWOG--%& -To Bce 3.8-65
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<INSERT B3.8-65A>

The ACTIONS Table is modified by a Note which indicates that separate Condition entry is allowed 
for each battery. This is acceptable, since the Required Actions for each Condition provide 
appropriate compensatory actions for each inoperable DC subsystem. Complying with the Required 
Actions for one inoperable DC subsystem may allow for continued operation, and subsequent 
inoperable DC subsystem(s) are governed by separate Condition entry and application of associated 
Required Actions.
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Battery Cell Parameters 
B 3.8.6 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.I. A.2. and A.3 (continued) 

Continued operation is only permitted for 31 days before 

battery cel lparameters must be restored to within 

Category A-anbdB,-limits. With the consideration that, while 

battery capacity is degraded, sufficient capacity exists to 

perform the intended function and to allow time to fully 

restore the battery cell parameters to normal limits, this 

time is acceptable prior to declaring the battery 

inoperable.  

With one or more batteries with one or more battery cell 

16, t -6e bparameters outside the Category C limit for any connected 

• ,t~ tXL.i• cell, sufficient capacit to pply the maximum expected 

('Akcr . d-load re uirement nd the corresponding DC im 

t- o frctf e ectrical power subsystem must e declared inoperable.  

Additionally, other potentially extreme conditions, such as 

-o m in 0 the Required Actions -• •TC0 wFAnzR1T JLt 
ompletion Time 'r average electrolyte 

temperature of• reresentative cel falling below 60eF, are 

ok C •o • Ad•o& Aalso cause or immediately dec laringthe associated DC 
,,••• • eectrical inot e y 1rable 

cal power subsystem inoperable 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8•6.1 
REQU IREMENTS 

This SR verifies that Category A battery cell parameters are 

consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), which recommends regular 

battery inspections (at least one per month) including 

voltage, specific gravity., and electrolyte temperature of 414 

pilot cells.  

SR 3.816 

S3,A -4 7 The quarterly inspection of specific gravity and voltage is 

consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3). In addition, within 

24 hours of a battery discharge < k110.V or a battery 

overc arge +_0kV, the battery must-be demonstrated to 

meet Category limits. Transients, such as motor starting 

transients, which may momentarily cause battery voltage to 

drop to 5,)IO•V, do not constitute a battery discharge 

(continued)
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Battery Cell Parameters 
B 3.8.6 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6i (continued) 

provided battery terminal voltage and float curreait return 
REQU REMENTS to pre-transient values. This inspection is also consistent 

)VI T• F with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), which recommends special inspections 
'8A-Ge following a severe discharge or overcharge, to ensure that 

no significant degradation of the battery occurs as a 
conse uence of such discharge or overcharge.  

This Surveillance verification th t the~averagetemperature 

of 'reprsenttiv cels s O)YF is consistent witha 
rcmendation of IEEE-450 ef. 3), which states that the 

A b eo • .~_ ate m p e r a t u r e o f e l e c t r o l y t e s i n r e p r e s e n t a t i v e c e l l s 4 s h o u l d 
a.•- teA d 640• P Of be determined on a quarterly basis. .. .. e\ 

Lower than normal temperatures act to inhibit or reduce 

S.. 

... T-"battery capacity. This SR ensures that the operating S~temperatures 
remain within an acceptable operating range.  SThis limit is based on manufacturer recommendations.  

Table 3.8.6-1 

This table delineates the limits on electrolyte level, float 
voltage, and specific gravity for three different 
categories. The meaning of each category is discussed 
below.  

Category A defines the normal parameter limit for each 
designated pilot cell in each battery. The cells selected 
as pilot cells are those whose temperature, voltage and 
electrolyte specific gravity approximate the state of charge 
of the entire battery.  

The Category A limits specified for electrolyte level are 
based on manufacturer recommendations and are consistent 
with the guidance in IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), with the extra 
k inch allowance above the high water level indication for 
operating margin to account for temperatures and rge 
effects. In addition to this allowance, footnot (a),o 
Table 3.8.6-1 permits the electrolyte level to be a ove the 
specified maximum level during equalizing charge, provided 
it is not overflowing. These limits ensure that the plates 

(continued)
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Battery Cell Parameters 
B 3.8.6 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE Table 3.8.6-1 (continued) 
REQU IREMENTS 

suffer no physical damage and that adequate electron 

transfer capability is maintained in the event of transient 

conditions. IEEE-450 (Ref. 3) recommends that electrolyte 

level readings should be made only after the battery has 

been at float charge for at least 72 hours.  

The Category A limit specified for float voltage is Ž 2.13 V 

per cell. This value is based on a recommendation of 

IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), which states that prolonged operation of 

cells < 2.13 V can reduce the life e ctancy of cells.  

The Category A limit s ecifi For ific gravity for each 
l i below the manufacturer fully 

cha inal s eci ic gravit a a r r i 
r~i • u--r ntthaff tTlw •u." This value is 

characteristic of a charged cell with adequate capacity.  

According to IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), the specific gravity 

readings are based on a temperature of 77°F (25°C).  

The specific gravity readin ar corrected for actual 

electrolyte tumperatur For each 3*F (1.67.C) 

above 77*F (25*C), 1 point (0.001) is added to th ading; 

1 point is subtracted for each 3°F below 77F. e s-I cil 
rai of th .. ectro, n l ,ces• wit losy" 

••ZWer d o elec ysis or, taporatioir .  

Category B defines the normal parameter limits for each 

connected cell. The term "connected cell" excludes any 

battery cell that may be jumpered out.  

The Category B limits specified for electrolyte level and 

float voltage are the same as those specified for Category A 

and have been discussed above. The Category B limit 

-specified for ecific gravity for each connected cell is 

S---•_Q # Mbelow the manufacturer fully charged, 
nom" Ina sp cfc a with the average of all connected 0nominals e- i a ' 

cells> below the manufacturer fully charged, 

nomina s fi gravity). These values are based on 

manuac urer's recommendations. The minimum specific 

gravity value required for each cell ensures that the 

effects of a highly charged or newly installed cell will not 
mask overall degradation of the battery.  

(continued)
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Battery Cell Parameters 
B 3.8.6 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE Table 3.8.6-1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

Category C defines the limits for each connected cell.  

These values, although reduced, provide assurance that 

sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended function 

and maintain a margin of safety. When any battery parameter 

is outside the Category C limits, the assurance of 

sufficient capacity described above no longer exists and the 

battery must be declared inoperable.  

The Category C limits specified for electrolyte level (above 

the top of the plates and not overflowing) ensure that the 

plates suffer no physical damage and maintain adequate 

electron transfer capability. The Category C limits for 

float voltage is based on IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), which states 

that a cell voltage of 2.07 V or below, under float 

conditions and not caused by elevated temperature of the 

cell, indicates internal cell problems and ma require cell 
replacement. 0.62/ 

M The Category C limits of average specificravity > [L.1 
..Q is based on manufacturer recommendations belog e-t 

T manufacturer recommended fully charged, nominal specific 

gravity). In-addition to that limit, it is required that 

the specific gravity for each connected cell must be no less 

than 0.020 below the average of all connected cells. This 

limit ensures that the effect of a highly charged or new 

cell does not mask overall degradation of the battery.  

(f ootnotes to Table 3.8.6-1 are applicable to Category A, oo to C te o y , 

B, afd C specific gravity. Footnote:(b).to Table 3.8.6-1 
es ILrthee above mentionedacorrect'ion for electralvte 

lee a temperature w h the exction that teveln .• 

Icorre ion - n'-T.- e u* ed when b tery char nfg c #rrnis 5 
< j4am on float •arge. Thil/current ifovide/, il 

real ann indica Won of over n battery ondi fo• 

Because of specific gravity gradients that are produced 

during the recharging process, delays of several days may 

occur while waiting for the specific gravity to stabilize.  

A stabilized charger current is an acceptable alternative to 

specific gravity measurement for determining the state of 

charge. This phenomenon is discussed in IEEE-450 (Ref. 3).  

Footnote (c) to Table 3.8.6-1 allows the float charge 

current to be used as an alternate to specific gravity for 

(continued)
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Battery Cell Parameters 
B 3.8.6 

BASES

SURVEI 
REQUIRE

IANIF Table 3.8.6-1 (continued)
EMENTS up toj711days following a battery recharge. Withinti 

days each connected cell's specific gravity must be measured 

to confirm the state of charge. Following a minor battery 

recharge (such as equalizing charge that does not follow a 

deep discharge) specific gravity gradients are not 

sinficant, and confirming measurements may be made in less 
A W J#Vdays. . -------- --

Revi r's Not The value o 2] amps us nn foot i e (b 

ap (c) is e nominal val for float rent est ishe 

theba$ery vendor as epresentin fully chj ed 

batter ith an allow e for over battery nditi

REFERENCES i. /SAR, Chapter 

2. FAR EEO r ý4 

3. IEEE-450 P111 " , % r4 i 1& 

AppI~edic gp~
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Inverters-Operati ng B 3.8.7

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.7 Inverters-Operating 

BASES

BACKGPOUND
44

Tha inverters are the preferred source of power for the 
vital buses because of the stability and reliability they 
achieve. The function of the inverter is to provide AC 
electrical poer to the vital bus. The inverters 95F

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and 

SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyse in the/SAR, r-(•4wkITt- 2 - And] 
Chapter,[14)&(Reft), assume Engineered Safety Feature 'A 
systems are OPERABLE. The inverters are designed to provide 
the required-capacity, capability, redundancy, and 
/eliabilt ,to ensure the availability of necessary power to 

e , the instrumentation and controls so that the I-,AA 

lu--Reactor Coolant System, and .g n design limits &jt 

are not exceeded. These limi'.t are discussed in more detail 
in the Base for Section 3.2,'Power Distr ution Limits,,Oi 4'I 

AJ S C-71L T Section 3.4,fReactopCoolant System (RCS),Vand Section 3.6, t16: 

eMOPERAB ITY of the inverters is consistent with the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is based on 
meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes 
maintaining AC tal buses OPE••LE during accident 
conditions 4n n toZ• , ýs 

SA , a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC electrical power or 
all onsite AC electrical power; and

t IOCFRaOpL."G

b. A worst-case single failure.  

Inverters are a part of the distr 
such, satisfy Criterion 3 of ýR

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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<INSERT B3.8-71A>

[-.-- ... the 125 VDC Electrical Power System. The inverters ...  

<INSERT B3.8-71B> 

Additionally, there are two swing inverters (one per train) which provide backup service in the event 
that an inverter is out of service. If the swing inverter is placed in service, requirements of 
independence and redundancy between trains are maintained.
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Inverters-Operating 
B 3.8.7 

BASES (continued)

LCO The inverters ensure the availability of AC 
for the systems instrumentation required to 
reactor and maintain it in a safe condition ]•r~a ated o ~ati onal oc :rrence (I)or 

DBA.

electrical power shut down the 
after an 
a postulated

Maintaining the required inverters OPERABLE ensures that the 

redundancy incorporated into the design of the n 

Jinstrumentation and controls is maintained. The fourt ki rea 

invertersg((two per train)f ensure an uninterruptible su'pp 

of AC electrical power to theQ vital buses even if the 

4.16 kV safety buses are de-energized. . 2 AC 

:e,.•-i --•s4A OPERABLE inverters require the associated vital bus to be 

1{ +k ... .S D cc Iapowered by the inverter with output voltage . e 

1:= ýCIOLVwithin tolerances, and power input to the inverter from~ 

C.tation battery. fAl~erna•eivelY pw n ma 
- - .rc via fectif* r as ong a the

(continued) 
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Inverters--Operating 
B 3.8.7 

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABILITY The inverters are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, 

and 4 to ensure that: 

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant 
ressure boundar limits are not exceeded as a result 
f e ~r aa atr en and 

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, andý( ý • 
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained 
in the event of a postulated DBA.  

Inverter reauirements for. MODES 5 and 6 are vereo ,In 
B s or LC 8, erters u 

") ----. 4-eeint. e C•ame- e led.r;ca l 

IS ao•hC" •'/11 ' With a reauired inverter inoperabl associated c vital 
X b eco i/o. ... bF-ec Ii3ZeIT ma a y r -unergie•s 

S[Class 

c age urce tr sf0i or 
ve r si te crnal V 0 r a 

,-'Is For this reason, a Note has been included in Condition A 
a;5cJj requiring entry into the Conditions and Required Actions of 

IA- ,,10• ; -LCO 3.8.9, "Distribution Systems--Operating." This ensures 

e' the vital bus is ro-energized within[hours. Required b-J~A. (se i al bus ar 

iActon allows hours to fi the inoperabl ter 

bL y"•f 2 an re urn I to service. ine ý hour limit 
-g rF.i n in o consideration the ime 

repair an inverter and the additional risk to 

which the unit is exposed because of the inverter 
inoperability. This has to be balanced against the risk of 

an immediate shutdown, along with the potential challenges .---

•_ to safety systems such a shutdown mi ht entail. When the fO l ek,; 

vital bus is powereg Trom its- gCUtantao laJ1 source, it is 

relying upon interruptible AC e ectrical power sources 

(offsite and onsite). The uninterruptible inverter source 

to the vital buses is the preferred source for powering 

Einnsrumentation trip setpoint devices.  

BIand 8.2• 

If the 2n ,• 1AI1-e Ar+ m 0 n.01"- at s ea res 

B -t-atus wi n the r red om et Tim the 

(continued)
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Inverters-Operating B 3.8.7 

BASES 

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued) 

unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not 

apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to 

at least MODE 3 within hours and to MODE 5 within 

36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, 
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit 

conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE 
nnITrurifrC

SR 3.8.7.1

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are 
,ý ý functioning p~roperly with all required circuit breakers eAýL 

osed an vital buses energized from the inverter. The 

verification of proper voltage and frequency output ensures 

that the required power is readily available for the 

instrumentation L econnected to the e 1_- V

vital buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the -k 

redundant capability of the inverters and other indications 
available in the control room that alert the operator to 
inverter malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. .SAR, Chapter 4K•.  

Z7F-SAR apterý

,,/SAR,~ Chapter 4Iý
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Inverters-Shutdown B 3.8.8

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.8 Inverters-Shutdown 

BASES

BACKGPOUND A description of the inverters is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.7, "Inverters-Operating."

PPLICABLE The initi conditions ýDesig asis Accid (DBA) a 
AFETY ANALYSES transi analyses , the FSR:, Chapter (Ref. 1) 

The OPRAILT Y fteinetr iscostetwhte 

l Chaer [141 (R-kF•r.),1.k( Engineer dSafety F ure1 

sTsesaehe OPE ILT of thAmniu inverters to dea sitald •abusdurelaiing M oDE n ensure s the viabit: ~ of eDvs 

to provide th e required capacity, capabiliy, •U o 

eto ReactpFotect~~f'y an .e- , t 
b. S Accituentkinstrumentat ionanrT d cntroumcntation anid 
contro sL6-f~-V fue I,' 9pactor Loo-K J Smi ys-feff?'and' 

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the 
5 'ttt-s•• tats; adan 
requirements for the supported systems' OPERAB 

The OPERABILITY of the minimum inverters to e hacndlial 
bus during MODES 5 andd 66 ensures that:• 

a. The-unit can bee mmaintainedd i h e~sut 0u! 
•JPý einj• eendperiods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and 

C. Adequate power is available to mitigate S7 
• --- postulated _4ý huj•.•sakfue indl ing 

•,•-•/ • accident. -'--- •

(continued)
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<B3.8-75A> 

In general, when the unit is shutdown, the Technical Specifications requirements 
ensure that the unit has the capability to mitigate the consequences of postulated 
accidents. However, assuming a single failure and concurrent loss of all offsite or all 
onsite power is not required. The rationale for this is based on the fact that many 
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) that are analyzed in MODES 1 and2 have no 
specific analyses in MODES 3, 4, 5 and 6. Worst case bounding events are deemed 
not credible in MODES 5 and 6 because the energy contained within the reactor 
pressure boundary, reactor coolant temperature and pressure, and the corresponding 
stresses result in the probabilities of occurrence being significantly reduced or 
eliminated, and in minimal consequences. These deviations from DBA analysis 
assumptions and design requirements during shutdown conditions are allowed by the 
LCO for required systems.  

The shutdown Technical Specification requirements are designed to ensure that the 
unit has the capability to mitigate the consequences of certain postulated accidents.  
Worst case DBAs which are analyzed for operating MODES are generally viewed 
not to be a significant concern during shutdown MODES due to the lower energies 
involved. The Technical Specifications therefore require a lesser complement of 
electrical equipment to be available during shutdown than is required during 
operating MODES. More recent work completed on potential risks associated with 
shutdown, however, have found significant risk associated with certain shutdown 
evolutions. As a result, in addition to the requirements established in the Technical 
Specifications, the industry has adopted NUMARC 91-06, "Guidelines for Industry 
Actions to Assess Shutdown Management," as an industry initiative to manage 
shutdown tasks and associated electrical support to maintain risk at an acceptable 
low level. This may require the availability of additional equipment beyond that 
required by the shutdown Technical Specifications.
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Inverters--Shutdown B 3.8.8

BASES (continued) 

LCO ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " #h n~sesr, aabiljtty o electrir• power• 
LC Te nver esue of~aayaý 

IforJ~~~hl i tr en• io f? sy els requir edýý shut downl 

itnerea tor ao maintain operat the ui sinafee maner 
,jA• tigited thonsleuene of postulated• A. The 

finvertl vid nintenrruptible supply of 
A Tetia power to ".I::v~ital -busO vni h 
4.16 kVsafety buses are .-nergizea. lrpEWtTT ft 
(invertej:&-r~equiresJ._rXn v.*us peeolered by therý_ 
I nhwa. is-nue the availabil~ity of-sufficient 
inverter power sources to operate the- unit in a safe manner 

andto i•L~tefuel handlingf<•cident• 
ESh7e cosqeneý o suae

PPLICABILITY The invertet~required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and and 
during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies rovi 

assurance that: IA oee tAe eeac r buP/I ce 4uel handSm 

a. Systems to provide adequate4•-
( # • are available for the irradiated fuel in the core; 

b. Systems reeded to mitigate a fuel handling accident
are available; 

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events 
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are 
available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintainin the unit in• ._ 

s condi rreu ondi 

Inverter requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered 
in LCO 3.8.7.

A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 

If two trai are required tLCO 3.8.10, w ribution be 

S•1 Systems7 utdown," the r aiming OPERAB4 inverters mybel 

capab of supporting fficient requir features t allow) 

coninuation of CO& ALTERATIONS, fu movement, atr U 

ape ations with potential for posjtive reactivi y

IM /5f B3, - 7&66 
ACTIONS 

Brr B3.-

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-76A> 

An OPERABLE inverter must be supplied power from its associated Class 1 E 
battery, and supplying the associated AC vital bus with acceptable output AC 
voltage.  

<INSERT B3.8-76B> 

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable while in MODE 5 or 6. However, since irradiated fuel 
assembly movement can occur in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the ACTIONS have been 
modified by a Note stating that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. If moving irradiated fuel 
assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, LCO would not specify an action. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the fuel movement is 
independent of reactor operations. Entering LCO 3.0.3, while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 
would require the unit to be shutdown unnecessarily.  

<INSERT B3.8-76C> 

With the required inverter inoperable, there may be insufficient capability to mitigate 
the consequences of a fuel handling accident. Therefore, conservative actions must 
be taken (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies, and operations involving positive reactivity additions

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001
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Inverters-Shutdown B 3.8.8

BASES _________________________

ACTIONS
A.I.A21. AM A.23, and A.Z.4 (continued) • V• 

TheReo zred Action/ o suspend p•sitive 
actliy addi t is does not 1reclude act bns to mai rain 

or i rrease rea or vessel *i ventory, pr ided the r•urd 
SOD is meinta" ed. By tl allowance o /the optio o 

clare req red featur inoperable ith the as ciated / 

inverter( inoperabl , appropriat restrictio will be 
implemen d in a ance with t affected r quired 
featur ICOsRe •ired Actions I in ma tances, is 
opti may undesired ministrativ efforts.  
The fore, t allowance fo sufficientl e conserva, ye 
a ions is de (i.e., to uspend CORE!T. ERATIO , movement 

irradi ed fuel ass- lies, and orations i olving / 
ositiv reactivity a itionsL.

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further required to immediately 
initiate action to restore the required invertergand to 
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in 
order to provide the necessary inverter power to the unit 
safety systems.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required inverter$(should be completed as 
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time the unit 
safety systems may be w or powered fromiGý e• c

SURVEILLANCE 
RFnIITRFMFNTS

SR 3.8.8.1

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are 
-nfuncuioningproperly with all required circuit breakers 

V cosed an vital buses energized from the inverter. The 

verification of proper voltage output ensures 
that the required power is readily available for the 
instrumentation connected to the g vital buses. The 7 day 
Frequency takes into account the redundant capability of the 
inverters and other indications available in the control 
room that alert the operator to inverter malfunctions.  

1W'A

C8ý 

1-® 
'ej kt

(continued)

BASES

ý_(5
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<INSERT B3.8-77A> 

that could result in loss of required SDM (MODE 5) or boron concentration (MODE 6)). Suspending 
positive reactivity additions that could result in failure to meet the minimum SDM or boron 
concentration limit is required to assure continued safe operation. Introduction of coolant inventory 
must be from sources that have a boron concentration greater than that which would be required in 
the RCS for minimum SDM or refueling boron concentration. This may result in an overall reduction 
in RCS boron concentration, but provides acceptable margin to maintaining subcritical operation.  
Introduction of temperature changes including temperature increases when operating with a positive 
MTC must also be evaluated to ensure they do not result in a loss of required SDM.  

<INSERT B3.8-77B> 

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative Required Actions, a required low 
temperature overpressure protection (LTOP) system feature may be inoperable. In this case, 
Required Actions A.1.1 through A.1.4 do not adequately address the concerns relating to LTOP.  
Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the LTOP ACTIONS would not be entered. Therefore, Required Action A.1.5 
is provided to direct entry into the appropriate LTOP Conditions and Required Actions, which results 
in taking the appropriate LTOP actions.
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Inverters-Shutdown 
B 3.8.8 

BASES (continued) 

REFERENCES 1.
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Distribution Systems-Operating B 3.8.9

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating

hAcrc

BACKGROUND The onsite Class 1E AC, DC, and vital bus electrical 

power distribution systems are divided by train into ,ftwo/ 

redundant and independent AC, DC, and vital bus Y 

electrical power distribution subsystems.  

VD AC electrical power subs stem c consists c 

a Engineered F 4.16 bus and 

s ar 480 V use S, ni iUfr

6;+

,re all offsite sources are 
unavailable, the onsite emergency DG supplies power to the 

4.16 kV ES bus. Control power for the 4.16 kV reakers is 

supplied from-the Class IE batteries. I I0 
s ou in Bas for 

3.8.1 C So s-Op ing," nd Base for

32L

- ICO 3.k1, Dcf ures erai- mfor O 

The secondary AC electrical power distribution system 
.each train inclu-S the siafty related load centers, motor 

control center d" ibut- a shown in 

/ fr , 3s_ -7-? >-- Table B 3.8.9-1..j 

The 120 VAC vital are arranged in two load gro s per 

9 stland are normali • powered-from the inverters. h 

/alterna une • • are Ea 
ýU~ Osa(con s tvaltag ource tr p~ormers, weredf the sam

3?

37i1cp9raoft Vi C'rm*'' / /a 

•,• do

There are two independent 125LMVDC electrical power 
distribution subsystems (one or each train).  

The list of'all required distribution buses is presented in 

Table B 3.8.9-1.

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-79A>

Motor control center B55 is fed from motor control center B56. These motor control 
centers are swing components, in that motor control center B56 may be energized 
from either load center B5 or load center B6. Normally, motor control center B56, 
and thus B55, are energized from load center B6. However, this alignment may be 
switched to energize these motor control centers from load center B5, if needed to 
support the configuration of the unit.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



Distribution Systems-Operating 
B 3.8.9 

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and 

SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in theySAR, C' r c R e a I ae aL 

Chapter,14YL (Refi), assume E~ Psystems aare OPERLE. The 

AC, DC, and vital bus electrical power distribution 
ys ems are designed to provide sufficient capacity, 

capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the 

availability of necessary power to ESI systems so that the 're.+0or 

fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and 4•_llm~itsl 
are not exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail 

in the Baset-for Section 3.2,-P0ower Distr j.ution Limits ,-P 

Section 3 .4,5teacto-Coolant System (RCS) 9 and Section 3.6, 
SSystems" 12 

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and vitall bus electrical 

power distribution systems is consistent with the initial 

assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon 

____ • meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes 

,• maintaining power dis ems OPERABLE during 

)AOD•S a . ) accident conditions *. e-A 

a. An assumed loss of all offsite power or all onsite AC 

- ... j.. .. •. / electrical power; and

fle failure.

hI ýO.3, Uon csys s s at isfy Cr iter ion 3 of e~~~ i sriU s

LCO The required power distribution subsystems listed in 

Table B 3.8,941 ensure the availability of AC, DC, and g eAi4 

vital bus electrical power for the systems required to shut 

down the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after 
n ew,.A4~j) an -..-nt - -Ct--P or a postulated 

DBA. The AC, DC, and vital bus electrical power + 

distribution subsystems are re ired to be OPERABLE.  

Maintaining the anA DC, vital bus 

electrical power distribution subsystems OPERABLE ensures 

that the redundancy incorporated into the design of ES is 

not defeated. Therefore, a single failure within any system 

or within the electrical power distribution subsystems will 

not prevent safe shutdown of the reactor.  

(continued)

Ir�
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Distribution Systems-Operating B 3.8.9

BASES 

LCO OPERABLE AC electrical power distribution subs stem mls 

(continued) require the a Soiated buses load centers, motor control 

cente rsrs ..... .s to be energized to their 

proper ve.• s K.. M. -cctrical power distribution 

subsystems require the associated buses to be energized to 

their proper, voltage from ther the associated battery or 

M \charg Ur MLevitalw electrical power distribution 
- subsstems requi ated to be energized to 

--------------------- .,n m fr.. the associated f1inverter via

addition, tie breakers between redundant safety related 

U.~-~C DCand AC vital bus power distribution subsystems9t 
xi;must be open. This prevents any electrical 

maiTfuncti on in any power distribution subsystem from 

propagating to the redundant subsystem, that could cause the 

failure of a redundant subsystem and a loss of essential 

safet function s). If any tie breakers are closed, the 

( s affected redundant e ectrical power distribution subsystems 

are considered inoperable. This applies to the onsite, 

safety related redundant electrical power distribution 

subsystems. It does not, however, preclude redundant 

Class 1E 4.16 kV buses from being powered from the same 

offsite circuit.

APPLICABILITY The electrical power distribution subsystems are required to 

be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant 
pressue boundary limits are not exceeded as a result 

of or abnormal transients; and r 6 

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, an 

OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained 
in the event of a postulated DBA.

Electrical power distribution subsystem requirements for 

MODES 5 and 6 are covered in the Bases for LCO 3.8.10, 

"Distribution Systems-Shutdown." 

(continued)
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Distribution Systems-Operating 
B 3.8.9 

BASES (continued) 

ACTIONS A.1J ~ ~ ~ o 1 i,~ ~P, 

With one or more required AC electrical power distribution 

subsystems. inoperable,,the remaining AC electrical power 

distribution subsyste •capable 
of _ 

supporting the minimumsafety functions necessary to shut 

down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown 

condition, assuming no single failure. The overall 

reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in 

the remaining power distribution subsystems could result in 

the minimum required ESM functions not being sup orj d. alA 

Therefore, the reauired AC buses, load centers,.Jmotor 1 

control centersa ismust be restored to 

OPERABLE status--Wi in 8 hours.  

Condition A worst scenario is one train without AC power 

(i.e., no offsite power to the train and the associated DG 

inoperable). In this Condition, the unit is more vulnerable 

to a complete loss of AC power. It is, therefore, 

imperative that the unit operator's attention be focused on 

minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining 

train by stabilizing the unit, and on restoring power to the 

affected train. The 8 hour time limit before requiring a 

unit shutdown in this Condition is acceptable because of: 

a. The potential for decreased safety if the unit 

operator's attention is diverted from the evaluations 

and actions necessary to restore power to the affected 

train to the actions associated with taking the unit 

to shutdown within this time limit; and 

b. The potential for an event in conjunction with a 

single failure of a redundant component in the train 
with AC power.  

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.1 

establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any 

combination of required distribution subsystems to be 

inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of 

failing to meet the LCO. If Condition A is entered while, 

for instance, a DC bus is inoperable and subsequently 

restored OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for 

. up to M hours. This could lead to a total of h9Lours, 

since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the Ao 6 

distribution system. At this time, a DC circuit could again 

(continued) 
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Distribution Systems-Operating B 3.8.9

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 (continued) 

become inoperable, and AC distribution restored OPERABLE.  
This could continue indefinitely.  

The Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal 

"time zero' for beginning the allowed outage time 'clock." 

This will result in establishing the "time zero" at the time 

the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time 

Condition A was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an 

acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the 

LCO indefinitely. X r A 

hital bus inoperable, the remaining 

t OPERABa! us capable of supporting the 

minimum sa ety functions necessary to shut down the unit and 

main am it in the safe shutdown condition. Overall 

reliability is reduced, however, since an additional single 

failure could result in the minimum required functions ' v ek 

not being supported. Therefore, the _Ivi a us 

must be restored to OPERABLE status wti ini~&L~Y.C,)~ 
j 

owerin the from the associated •.inverter via in~verte& 

~AA ~DC, or iItog 

Conitin Brepe etsone vital bus~without Dower: 

potentially both the DC source and the associate C source 

nonfunctioning. In this situation the unit is focusnonstabilzing.th unit 

snificantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all 

LAA (interruptible power. It is, therefore, imperative that 
the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit, 

minmizn q U the potential for loss of power to the remaining 

vita busq and restoring power to the affected vital bu 

ThisIour limit is more conservative than Completion Times 

allowed for the vast majority of components that are without 

adequate vital AC power. Taking exception to LCO 3.0.2 for 

components without adequate vital AC power, that would have 

the Required Action Completion Times shorter than hours if 

declared inoperable, is acceptable because of: 

(continued)
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Distribution Systems-Operating 
B 3.8.9

BASES 

ACTIONS B.1 (continued) 

a. The potential for decreased safety by requiring a 
change in unit conditions (i.e., requiring a shutdown) 
and not allowing stable operations to continue; 

b. The potential for decreased safety by requiring entry 
into numerous applicable Conditions and Required 
Actions for components without adequate vital AC power 
and not providing sufficient time for the operators to 
perform the necessary evaluations and actions for 
restoring power to the affected train; and 

c. The potential for an event in conjunction with a 
single failure of a redundant component.  

Theilhour Completion Time tasn o accoun-tte importance 
to safety of restoring the vital bus to OPERABLE status, 
th edundant capability afforded by the other OPERABLE 
"evital bu nand the low probability of a DBA occurring 
during this period.  

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.1 
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any 
combination of required distribution subsystems to be 
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of 
failing to meet the LCO. If Condition B is entered while, 
for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and subsequently 
returned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for 

up to 8 hours. This could lead to a total of Whourss [ / 

since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the vita us 
-ut1nfý At this time, an AC train could again 120 

bec--�- - become inoperable, and vital busrmlý1 restored 
OPERABLE. This could tige indefinitely.  

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal 
"time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." 
This will result in establishing the "time zero" at the time 
the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time 
Condition B was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an 

acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the 
LCO indefinitely.  

(continued)
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Distribution Systems-Operating B 3.8.9

BASES 

ACTIONS C1-0Di i&PL o+et " ' • -- • • iprable,.the remai-ning•C l 

(continued) e t .. ;, e inope the remarning DC g 
With OC) J+n , u h/npeae) syt m ap I 

electrical power distribution subsystems capable of 

supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shut 

down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown 

condition, assuming no single failure. The overall 
reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in 

the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystem 

could result in the minimum re uired ES5functions not being 

supported. Therefore, the i DC buses must be 

restored to OPERABLE status wi - i nn ours by powerin the 

bus from the associated batteryr 

0 ion represents one*t4l) without adequate DC power; 

potentially both with the battery significantly degraded and 

the associated charger nonfunctioning. In this situation, 

the unit is significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss 

of all DC power. It is, therefore, imperative that the 

operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit, 

minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining 
trains and restoring power to the affected train.  
This Uour limit is more conservative than Completion Times 

allowed for the vast majority of components that are without 

power. Taking exception to LCO 3.0.2 for components without 
adequate DC power, which would ave Required Action 

Completion Times shorter than hours, is acceptable because 
of: 

a. The Potential for decreased safety by requiring a 

change in unit conditions (i.e., requiring a shutdown) 
while allowing stable operations to continue; 

b. The potential for decreased safety by requiring entry 

into numerous applicable Conditions and Required 
Actions for components without DC power and not 

providing sufficient time for the operators to perform 

the necessary evaluations and actions to restore power 

to the affected train; and 

c. The potential for an event in conjunction with a 
single failure of a redundant component.  

The 2 r Completi ime for Uses is if-sistent w* 

ac.93 (Ref.n3tn.u 

(continued)
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Distribution Systems-Operating B 3.8.9

BASES 

ACTIONS c.1 (continued) 

The second Completion Time for Required Action C.1 

establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any 

combination of required distribution subsystems to be 

inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of 

failing to meet the LCO. If Condition C is entered while, 

for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and subsequently 

returned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for 

up to 8 hours. This could lead to a total of urs, 

since initial failure of the LCO, to restore t e DC 

distribution system. At this time, an AC train could again 

become inoperable and DC distribution restored OPERABLE.  

This could continue indefinitely.  

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal 

"time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." 

This will result in establishing the "time zero" at the time 

the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time 

Condition C was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an 

acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the 

LCO indefinitely.  

0.I and 0.2 

If the inoperable distribution subsystem cannot be restored 

to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the 

unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not 

apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to 

at least MODE 3 wtnintl hours and to MODE 5 within 

36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, 

based on operating experience, to reach the required unit 

conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 

and without challenging plant systems.  

E.1 

Condition E corresponds to a level of degradation in the 

electrical distribution system that causes a required safetr 

(continued 
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Distribution Systems-Operatfing B 3.8.9

BASES

ACTIONS

SURVEILL 
REQUIREM

E.1 (continued) 

continued operation. LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately 

to commence a controlled shutdown.

. lrr" en " 2 a 1

•ENTS e This Surveillance verifies that the jrequired1 C, DC, and 

V vital bus electrical power distribution systems are 

functioning properly, with the correct circuit breaker 

alignment. The correct breaker alignment ensures the 

appropriate separation and independence of the electrical 

divisions is maintainec * appro iae o tag 1/

0r • nctioRs Tor L•riLln.. . . . .....  
The 7 day Frequency takes into account the redundant 

capability of the AC, DC, anda vital bus electrical power 

distribution subsystems, and other indications available in 

the control room that alert the operator to subsystem 
malfunctions.

REFERENCES

C
1 SAR, pter

B 3.8-87

ejaLA

41Ci~

ý1. /SAR, Chapterf14y.  
3. ato de 1 , cember
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Distribution Systems-Operating 
B 3.8.9 

Table B 3.8.9-1 (page 1 of 1) AC and DC Electrical Power Distribution Systems 

TYPE VOLTAGE TRAIN TRAINO 
AC safety buses v4'60 V' BusV rBUS••E us ?1 

q-8o vCeteo 
er 

9N4 
M0 Vg Motor Control Motor ontrol 

BCepters; enters 
CNOI, 01 [-rNkG_1 - M021 INGO , NGpc, N , 1 

,6 3r, aIz 8 S;/34 9 

a a 

012 0302 P04] 
DC buses ,tf25 Vyr u Bus hK n0 

Bus 
BsI E D1 stri bu•on Di stri buti on 

120 VAC xvi~tal '?1-o yrp- rrNK_4 

* Each train of the AC and DC electrical power distribution systems is 
a subsystem.  

BWOG STS .
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Distribution Systems--Shutdown B 3.8.10

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.10 Distribution Systems-Shutdown 

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the AC, DCan vital bus electrical 

power distribution systems is provided in the Bases for 

LCO 3.8.9, 'Distribution Systems--Operating."

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

ectrical poe ditrbuin sytmar des net-dBA to 
pre i sitia entitiyo , f caai l :it 

ransiei analystflons the iSabilit necap 
4Ssy Te f 2), o _e , try [I tan 

ir lavA'• imitOEI The- d., 
er-ctrical power distribution systems are desi ndt 

provide sufficient capacity, capability, -y an 
reliability t enue heavailability o necessr powrd t 

lim tt n e

The OPERA Y of the AC, er, and AC vita s elect al 

power stribution systpis consisten ith the tial 

as ptions of the edent analyse ndte ret 
the suorte stems' OPERA -TY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC, DC, and vital bus 

electrical power distribution subsystems during MODES 5 

and 6. and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies

ensures that: 

a. The unit can be maintained in 

re e c n for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 

available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and 

c. Adequate power is provided to miti I 

postulated a fu-handling 
accident.

S'44 he AC and DC electrical ower distribution systems satisfy 
/Criteronof Ra 

.;e /0 CFA VM I.  
(continued)
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Distribution Systems Shutdown 
B 3.8.10 

BASES (continued) 

LCO Various combinations of subsystems,\ and 

components are required OPERABLE by r, depending on 

the specific plant condition. Impli n ose 

requirements is the required OPERABILITY of necessary 

support required features. This LCO.2requires ek 

energization of the portions of the elctrical distribution 

system necessary to support OPERABILITY of required systems, 

equipment, and components all specifically addressed in 

each LCO and implicitly required via the definition of 

OPERABILITY.  

Maintaining these portions of the distribution system 

energized ensures the availability of ower to 

APPLICABILITY The AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems 

required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6, and during 

movement of irradiated fuel assemblies 4 provide assurance 

that: j;r L 
ee aa. Systems to provide adequate &M M ;~rer y!l-lZ 

are available for the irradiated fuel in thee core; 

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident 
are available; 

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events 

that can lead to core damage during shutdown are 
available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monit .nq and maintainino the unit in J( 

rssl- e nýcar a0 mobf-S . or 4. e 

The AC, DC, and vi a us electrical power distribution te; 

subsystem requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered 

in LCO 3.8.9.  

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.8-90A> 

LCO 3.3.9, "Source Range Neutron Flux," LCO 3.3.16, "RCS Pressure and 
Temperature (P/T) Limits," LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled," LCO 
3.4.8, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled," LCO 3.4.11, "Low Temperature 
Overpressure (LTOP) Protection System," LCO 3.7.9, "Control Room Emergency 
Ventilation System (CREVS)," LCO 3.7.10, "Control Room Emergency Air 
Conditioning System (CREACS)," LCO 3.7.12, "Fuel Handling Area Ventilation 
System (FHAVS)," LCO 3.9.2, "Nuclear Instrumentation" (for one monitor only), LCO 
3.9.4, "Deacy Heat Removal (DHR) and Coolant Circulation," and LCO 3.9.5, 
"Deacy Heat Removal (DHR) and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level,"

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001
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Distribution Systems- Shutdown B 3.8.10

BASES Ccontinued)

ACTIONS 
,1# ts fpr$3,e- ? ,A>F

R C M& 

.! -

•.I.A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. A.2.4. a 2n

Although redundant required features may require redundant 
trains of electrical power distribution subsystems to be 
OPERABLE, one OPERABLE distribution subsystem train may be 
capable of supporting sufficient required features to allow 
continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel movement. By 
allowing the option to declare required features associated 
with an inoperable distribution subsystem inoperable, 
appropriate restrictions are implemented in accordance with 
the affected distribution subsystems LCO's Required Actions.  
In many instances, this option may invoTve undesired 
administrative efforts. Therefore, the allowance for 
sufficiently conservative actions is made (i.e., to suspend 
CORE AL RATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assembliesV 
and operations involving positive reactivity addition-co

Suspension of these activities does not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of 

or a 4 0 . / -postulated events. It is further required to immediately 

oC ; '4 Lhf j / 7 iIE, initiate action to restore the required AC and DC electrical 

ouepress•/e•tio VruP) •power distribution subsystems and to continue this action 

yS/' 9 tm,4 1t•a _-e until restoration is accomplished in order to provide the 

"necessary power to the unit safety systems.

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative 
Required Actions, a required decay heat removal (DHR) 
subsystem-may be inoperable. In this case, Required Actions 
A.2.1 through Aa. do not adequately address the concerns 
relating to coolant circulatiornt(ZR heat removal. Pursuant 
To LCD 3.0.6, the DHR ACTIONS.w uld not be entered.  
Therefore, Required Action A.2.( is provided to direct 
declaring DHR inoperable, which results in taking the 
appropriate DHR actions, 

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required distribution subsystems should 
be completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the 
time the unit safety systems may be without power.

(continued)
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<B3.8-91A>

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable while in MODE 5 or 6. However, since irradiated fuel 
assembly movement can occur in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the ACTIONS have been 
modified by a Note stating that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. If moving irradiated fuel 
assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, LCO would not specify an action. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the fuel movement is 
independent of reactor operations. Entering LCO 3.0.3, while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 
would require the unit to be shutdown unnecessarily.  

<INSERT B3.8-91B> 

that could result in loss of required SDM (MODE 5) or boron concentration (MODE 6)). Suspending 
positive reactivity additions that could result in failure to meet the minimum SDM or boron 
concentration limit is required to assure continued safe operation. Introduction of coolant inventory 
must be from sources that have a boron concentration greater than that which would be required in 
the RCS for minimum SDM or refueling boron concentration. This may result in an overall reduction 
in RCS boron concentration, but provides acceptable margin to maintaining subcritical operation.  
Introduction of temperature changes including temperature increases when operating with a positive 
MTC must also be evaluated to ensure they do not result in a loss of required SDM.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/01/2001



Distribution Systems Shutdown 
B 3.8.10

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.10.1 irejzO VAC 

This Surveillance verifies that the AC, DC, and vcital bus 
electrical power distribution subsystems are functio 'nin" 
properly, with alfTthe buses energized. ahe verio'tat.o o

thee ' Fday Frequency takes into account the 
capability of the electrical power distribution subsystems, 
and other indications available in the control room that 
alert the operator to subsystem malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1.

F®
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